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About FWL

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development is located in San Fran-
cisco. 1,8 ith primary funding from the U.S. Department of Education, e conducts research,
provides technical assistance and training, and offers evaluation support to schools and
education agencies. In addition, for 24 years, FWL has been a federally designated regional
laboratory with the charge to provide service and support for the public schools in Arizona,
California, Nevada, and Utah. Other funding comes from state and private sources, and
addresses the entire range of educational concerns from preschool experiences through
adult literacy.

About San Diego State University

The College of Education at San Diego State University is involved in extensive collabo-
rations with public school personnel and university discipline-based faculty to improve the
professional preparation of teachers. Its work in this regard has been recognized by several
national awards given by the Association for Teacher Educators and the American Associa-
tion of State Colleges and Universities. San Diego State University and the San Diego public
schools are leaders in the development and evaluation of models of assistance for beginning
teachers, with six different models currently under further development.

About ERIC

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national information system
operated by the U.S. Department of Education. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management, one of several such units in the system, was established at the University of
Oregon in 1966. ERIC serves the education community by disseminating research results and
other resource information that can be used in developing more effective educational
programs. Research results and journal articles are announced regularly in ERIC's index and
abstract bulletins.

Besides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse prepares bibliog-
raphies, literature reviews, monographs, nd other interpretive research studies on topics in
its educational area.
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Foreword

W. Ann Reynolds
Chancellor
The California State University

111
HO can forget his or her first day
indeed, first year of teaching?
Most of us who recall that memo-

rable time were confronted with a task that
by today's standards was easy. Not only are
today's beginning teachers expected to per-
form from their first day as seasoned profes-
sionals, but they are expected to do it in a
classroom setiing that has changed a great
deal. When I started teaching, most students
spoke English; they were reasonably well
prepared; they came from a rather homoge-
neous culture; and I never had to give a
passing thought to classroom safety or graf-
fiti in the halls. Even then there was a lot to
learn in order to become a good teacher.

Foravord by Reyrudds



learning to teach competently is a long-term
process, involving several stages of development
and extending well into the first years of teaching.
Unfortunately, until recently, there has been little
recognition of beginning teachers as novices who
require stable working conditions and professional
support it they are to become competent profession-
als. Beginning teachers have been expected to as-
sume the same responsibilities and perform as well
as chose teachers who have had many years of class-
room experience. Frequently, working conditions
and assignments of beginning teachers are not con-
ducive to their professional development or success.
Beginning teachers too often become frustrated with
classroom management, overwhelmed with paper-
work , and feel inadequate and powerless. Faced with
thise conditions and lack of support, large numbers
of teachers leave the profession within their first few
years of teaching.

Preparing teachers who have confidence and
competence and will remain in the profession re-
quires a long-term, integrated, systematic approach
which extends from undergraduate preparation
through professional studies and continues during
the novice years of teaching. This model of extended
teacher preparation recognizes the continuity of the
learning process and the developmental stages in
becoming a professional teacher. On this learning
continuum, programs for beginning teacher support
provide for the transition from university student to
professional teacher and are the critical link between
theory and its application in the classroom.

To put in place an effective extended approach
to teacher preparation, universities and school dis-
tricts must recognize that they need to he a single
highly connected and integrated system for educat-
ing teachers. There must be articulation between the
components of the extended teacher preparation:
undergraduate preparation, professional studies and
beginn-ng teacher support programs. Where school-
university partnerships have been developed for
student teaching or school improvement, these part-
nerships could become the vehicle foi framing and

ii Desigrrirra7 Progruitr4 fcer New Teachers

implementing beg teacher support programs.
As well, professional educators should be consulted
as university faculty define the university teacher
preparation curriculum, and university faculty should
be involved in building and delivering the beginning
teacher support component. Thisprocess will not only
result in effecti VC beginning teacher su pport programs,
but will provide opportunities for professional teach-
ers and university faculty to learn about c irrent re-
search on teaching, promising instructional practices,
conditions contributing to teaching effectiveness, and
the challenges schools face when educating an in-
creasingly diverse student population. True profes-
sionals have the capacity to learn and grow through-
out their careers. Beginning tead.erstipport programs
need to build this capacity in the novice teacher. Too
often, help for the beginning teacher is directed to-
ward or limited to a narrow range of classroom sur-
vival skills. While survival and adjustment may be an
important initial aspect of support for beginning teach-
ers, it should not stop there. Beginning teacher pro-
grams should improve and expand the beginning
teacher's ability to implement a variety of appropriate
instructional strategies including cross-cu Rural edu-
cation, curriculum development, diagnosing student
learning, selecting and developing effective teaching
materials, and assuming school leadership roles.

Assisting beginning teachers in their develop-
ment toward becoming competent professionals is
critically important if we are to strengthen K-12 edu-
cation, particularly for ethnically and linguistically
diverse students. We cannot afford to waste our in-
vestment in those who are preparing to teach because
we are unwilling or unable to extend to them the
support they need to succeed as they begin their
careers. Schools and universities can collaboratively
launch beginning teacher programs which will curtail
the exi.,,lus of new teachers from the profession and
strengthen teaching. Pesistiing Programs for New TrYrrlr-
crs: 6110ot-ilia Experience captures the experience
and knowledge of the many fine. California teachers
and university faculty who are working together to
build heginning teacher support programs.



Foreword

Bill Honig
Superintendent
of Public Instruction
State of California

HE qua lit\. cif clas, room teachers in
California h-is never been more im-
portant than it is today. Assuming

that pupil teacher ratios remain constant,
the Policy Analysis for California Education
(PACE) group forecast that California will
need 327,500 new elementary teachers
through 1994-95. Beginning in 1990-91, sec-
ondary pupil enrollments will also begin to
increase, with corollary additiolal demands
for single-subject credential holders (PACE,
1989). Where will these teachers come from?
how well will they be qualified to teach the
diverseCalifornia student population? What,
if anything, can we do to ensure that these
who are most qualified choose to stay in
teaching?

9
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California must take a comprehensi ye approach
to addressing these issues. The various educational
segments (Elementarysecondary education, Calitor-
n'a State University, University of California, Asso-
ciation of Independent Colleges and Universities,
California Community Colleges, and others) are
currently working; icgether tn a number of coopera-
tive initiatives to address these issues. These include
strategies to (I) 'IN-mit able individuals into the teach-
ing profession; (2) provid'... them with the best pos-
sible preparation; (3) give new teachers ample sup-
port during their early, difficult years in the class-
room; (4) establish rigorous standards for their full
recognition as educational professionals; and (5) fa-
cilitate their commitment to life-long professional
development.

This Guidebook is an important contribution to
these efforts, particularly as they pertain to the sup-
port of new teachers. The articles describe various
conceptions and alternative approaches to new
teacher support and assessment and the multiple
roles that various organisations can take to this pro-
cess. The insights offered in these are particularly
critical given our current shortage of teachers, the
changing studen population in the state, and the
climate of readiness fur educational reform.

Although the book does not address the issue of
recruiting minorities into teaching, all of us will need
to work toward a better match between the students
in California classrooms and the heterogeneity in the
teaching population. We need more teachers from
diverse backgrounds to serve as role models for our
students. in 14-m4-on, the racial and ethnic composi-
tion of the nation's K-12 pupil enrollment is diamet-
rically opposed to school, college and university
enrollments. At a time when more than 50 percent of
K-12 students in California are racially, ethn'eallv,
and linguistically diverse, the typical classroom
teacher continues to be a forty-year-old, Anglo, non-
Ilispanic female. Forecasts suggest that these trends

iv Designing Prii reniis fo New Teache,;

continue unless concerted efforts are made to
increase the successful participation ofas "I students in
elementary, secondar, and postsecondary educa-
tion. As Bud 114, dgkinson has put it, "By around the
year 2000, America will be a nation in which one of
every three of us will he non-white. Minorities will
cover a broader socioeconomic range than ever be-
fore, which makes simplistic treatment of their needs
not useful," (Institute for Educational Leadership,
1(485).

The need to ret ant and support new teachers
various backgrounds is made more complex by

the climate of educational reform currently pervad-
ing discussions of teachng.11istorically, changes in
the supply and demand of teachers in California, as
elsewhere, have been managed by loosening or tight-
ening the requirements for the teaching credential.
What makes responding to the current shortfall of
teachers so difficult is that we are simultaneously
exploring ways to upgrade the standards for entry
and performance during the early Years in teaching
while recruiting more individuals f rotn diverse, d is-
similar backertninds into the oc-

I believe we can do it. As evidenced by pilot
programs in communities as diverse .as San Diego,
Oakland, Chico, I layward, Fresno and Santa Cruz,
Young and not-so-young people a re chtoosing careers
in teaching. When provided with organizational
support and staff development that recognizes their
novice status, new teachers are signing up to sta, in
the occupation, even in hard- ter -staff schools and
districts. Nevertheless, new teacher support is only
as good as the context in which it is embedded. In that
sense, it is just one element in the larger strategy to
strengthen the educational 1;orkforce through com-
prehensive preparation and assessment of pruspt'c-
tive teachers, the provisioti of support during induc-
tion, competitive compensation packages, and work-
ing conditions %yin, h reflect responsible decision
making in a climate of professional accountability.
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Intro action

Ann I. Morey*
San Diego State University

HIS book is intended to assist the
many talented women and men
who have chosen education as a

career and whose work with the nation's
children will touch the future in significant
ways. As these new teachers enter theirclass-
rooms they face unprecedented challenges
related to changes in societal context, in-
creasing ethnic diversity, and the condition
If public education. As a group, they will
struggle with the transition from college
student to classroom teacher; they will en-
counter situations where they question
whether they have the necessary knowledge
or problem-solving skills to respond effec-

tively. Many will leave teaching within five
years. Programs to assist these new teachers
are being organized, implemented, and
evaluated across the country. As a result, the
knowledge base is expanding.

*The author wishes to acknowledge the contributi ade

,y Diane Mu rphy , Gail Senior, and John Merge):
the literature review of this chapter.
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In this publication we seek tocapture the knowl-
edge of California educational leaders who are in-
volved in programs of support for new teachers. Our
intent is to provide guidance for ourselve- and others
in the planning and implementation of programs for
new teachers. Decidedly pragmatic, this book is 10-
cus..xl on improving the qnality and retention of
teachers.

We also hope to provide a perspective for Cali-
fornia policy-makers and their staffs as they Frame
legislation to support programs for all of California's
new teachers. Certainly, this legislation will be in the
context of the revenues of the state and influenced by
various state-level constituent groups. It costs about
$35,000 to prepare a new teacher, and the loss of this
teacher within the first fewyears of teaching is indeed
expensive to California. It is our view that we can
provide effective support for new teachers that will
greatly increase their retention. However, the impact
of such sup; ort will be reduced if the legislation is
more expedient than informed.

THE GROWTH OF NEW TEACHER ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS

Although induction programs in education
began ,,ver 20 years ago, it was not until the 1980s that
such programs commanded nationwide interest. In
1988, Far West Laboratory identified nineteen states
and the District of Columbia where assistance pro-
grams for new teachers were being piloted or newly
implemented. Further, the literature on new teacher
programs has grown dramatically, reflecting a new
interest and research direction.

Two major factors that have influenced this
focus of attention areconcern for the quality of public
education and the impending teacher shortage. Each
is discussed below.

Concern for quality. In recent years we have
seen a flurry of national and state reports voicing
dissatisfaction with the quality of public education
and putting forth recommendations for its improve-
ment (e.g., A Nation at Risk, N;:tional Commission on
Excellence, 1983; A Nation Prepared, Carnegie Com-
mission, 198n; Tomorrow's Teachers, Holmes Group,
1986; Who Will Teach Our Children? California Com-
mission on the Teaching Prof, .,;ion, 1985). While the
content and structure of teacher preparation pro-
grams vary among institutions and across states, key

2 Designing Program far New Teachers

issues have been identified and debated, and reform
is well underway in many places. In California, for
t.ample, fragmentation of the teacher preparation
program is an important issue. Reform efforts in this
state have centered on building an integrated, coher-
ent, and extended teacher education program and on
the development of collaborative arrangements be-
tween university discipline faculty, teacher educa-
tors, and public school personnel.

In 1983, the Office of the Chancellor of tilt Cali-
fornia State University issued a report on Excellence in
Protessioual Education (Morey). This report spoke to
the issue of fragmentation. It also reflected the judg-
ment of many California teacher educators and public
school personnel that one-year teacher credential
programs inadequately prepared ncvices for the
complexity of teaching, and an induction period of
actual school teaching experience and structured
support was needed. This view, shared by many
across the nation, is heightened by the tremendous
growth in knovt ledge about teaching and learning.

Education is the only profession in which the
novices responsibilities are the same or more difficult
than those of veteran professionals (Borko, 1986;
Darling-Hammond, 1985; Hall, 1982; Huling-Austin,
1987; Lanier with Little, 1986; Odell, 1987). Medicine,
engineering, and architecture require a lengthy train-
ing period with gradual increases in assumption of
responsibilities (Wise & Darling-Hammond, 1987).
These and other professions have defined and refined
induction and socialization programs. New archi-
tects, engineers, and psychologists, for example, must
work under the direction of an established profes-
sional fora predetermined length of time before licen-
sure. Future physicians have extended intern and
residency experiences, and nurses spend two to four
years under the guidance of a senior nurse. Education
is still exploring and identifying the needs of novice
teachers, the mechanics and governance of induction
programs, and the effects of such programs.

Research has documented the critical nature of
the first year of teaching (Bork°, 1986; McDonald,
1980; Nemser, 1983). The new teacher's developmen-
tal growth, attitudes, feelings, style of teaching, ex-
pectations and decision to remain in teaching are all
influenced by the first year experience. The individ-
ual is in transition from the familiar and comfortable
roles of student and learner to teacher and, for many,
to adult. Working in the real world of the classrmint

14



can result in a re-evaluation of expectations, changes
in teaching behavior and belief systems, and in disil-
lusionment (Blase, 1985; Hoy, 1968; Lortie, 1975;
McMurray, I lardy & Posluns, 1987; Veenman, 1984).

Many studies have delineated the problems
faced by new teachers. In an analysis of 83 st .3 t on
the perceived problems of beginning teacher. Veen-
man (1984) determined that the ten problems most
frequently encountered in the first year of teaching
are in rank order: classroom discipline, motivating
students, dealing with individual differences, assess-
ing students' work, relations with parents, organiza-
tion of class work, insufficient materials and sup-
plies, dealing with problems of individual students,
heavy teaching load resulting in insufficient prepara-
tion time, and relations wit;1 colleagues. Commonal-
ity exists betv.t..en problems encountered by begin-
ning elementary and secondary teachers. Interest-
ingly, classroom discipline is the most serious and
frequent problem reported at even, level. Further,
some studies relate the problems encountered by
beginning teachers to individual traits such as gen-
der, age, attitude, and academic ability (e.g., Stone,
1964; Myers, Kennedy & Cruickshank, 1979; Adams

Martray, 1980). Other studies have sought to clas-
sify problems by focusing on teacher development
and have identified clusters of concerns at various
stages (e.g., Fuller & Bowl, 1975; Clement, 1985;
Adams, I flitch inson & Martray, 1980; Murphy, 1988).
The underlying reason for delineating the problems
of new teachers is the assumption that successful
efforts which address the problems will improve the
quality of teaching.

In recent years, many research and evaluation
studies have be in done on programs to assist ne1.1,
teachers. These studies vary in scope, purpose, and
methodology. Huling-Austin (1988) did a synthesis
of seventeen data-based research studies on induc-
tion programs and practices that had been reported
since 1977. As an organizing framework for the st+,
the-as, she identified five goals of new teacher pro-
grams and found research data to support the view
that induction programs can be successful in achiev-
ing these goals. The five goals were:

1. To improve teaching performance;

2. To increase the retention of promising begin-
ning teachers during the induction years;

3. Tea promote the personal and professional
well-being of beginning teachers;

4. To satisfy mandated requirements related to
induction and certification;

5. To transmit the culture of the system to be-
ginning teachers.

In addition, Huling-Austin (1988) reported that
the studies collectively also documented (1) the need
for flexibility in induction programs, (2) the impor-
tant role o the support teacher, (3) the importance of
placement in beginning teacher success, and (4) the
need to educate the profession (as well as the public)
about teacher induction.

Huling-Austin (1986) believes that it is also
important to state what induction programs cannot
accomplish. She contends that induction programs
cannot reasonably be expected to overcome major
problems associated with school context such as mis-
placements in which a teacher is given: 1) misassign-
mentsplacements that do not match the teacher's
discipline; 2) classrooms that are overcrowded; 3) too
many preparations; and 4) placements where even
veteran teacher; have difficulty. Likewise, induction
programs cannot turn all at risk novice teachers into
professionals, nor effectively screen out weak teach-
ers without evaluation provisions in place. Finally, al-
though effective induction programs can impact the
retention of qualified teachers during their initial
years, puling- Austin suggests that to significantly
improve teacher retention long-term, we need changes
in the educational system at large.

The impending teacher shortage. The goal of
improving teacher quality probably would not, by
itself, 'lave spurred the current level of beginning
teacher program activity. It took projections of a
teacher shortage to foc'is state and national level
attention on the supply and retention of new teachers.

It is estimated that by the year 20(X), the nation
will need to replace half of its 2.2 million teachers due
to retirement and aition. Yet, the supply-side pic-
ture is dismal. Only 6.2 percent of entering college
students in 1988 were interested in teaching as a
career; over twenty percent showed an interest two
decades ago (see Schlechty & Vance, 1983; huling-
Austin, 1986). Moreover, an estimated fifty percent of
all new teachers leave after five to seven years of
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classroom teaching, and eighty percent are gone after
ten years. This attrition of teachers from education
represents a tremendous loss of public investment in
teacher preparation. Some do return. But even when
sophisticated methods are used to estimate and in-
corporate return rates of teachers, the national need
for teachers remains very significant.

California will need between 1fi,000 and 20,000
new teachers each year for the next decade. With an
estimated 26,000 students enrolled in basic teacher
credential programs in California, the training costs
are in the hundreds of millions of dollars annually.
Yet, like elsewhere, California estimates that up to
half of these beginning teachers will leave teaching
within five years. The high rate of attrition com-
pounds the recruitment problems of school districts,
and increases the onerall costs of preparing a suffi-
cient supply of teachers for California schools.

The reasons why teachers leave the classroom
have been well docun tented. Conditions of work are
frequently cited, including salary level, lack of career
ladders, non-teaching assignments, class size and
lack of adequate resources. Many teachers also leave
because of frustration, isolation, unmet expectations,
and a sense of helplessness over the increasingly
complex demands all teachers face.

ACCOUNTARII ITY AND ASSLSSMLNT

The publicly supported effort to improve
quality of teachers through pm-service and inservice
education has resulted in increased need and pres-
sure for measuring teacher performance. Assessment
is seen as a means to verify professional knowledge
and competence. Such verification can support ef-
forts for I :gher teacher salaries as well as become a
basis for licensure and credentialing. States have
experimented with different procf c.iures for testing
basic skills, assessing pedagogical competence, and
certifying subject-matter expertise. In fact, the vast
majority of states with new teacher support pro-
grams erriphaFize assessment and require a summa-
tive evaluation to determine whether a new teacher
should receive state certification. The :unction of
assistance with such programs is often to help teach-
ers meet the assessment standards. On the other
hand, programs sponsored by the District of Colum-
bia and two states aim only to provide assistance and
support, and have no formal assessment component.

4 Desigiun Programs for Nca, Teachers

THE CALIFORNIA EFFORT

School districts and, to a lesser extent, universi-
ties have always given attention to neophyte teach-
ers. During the 1980s, this attention has become more
intense and formalized. Local school initiatives were
bolstered by the California Mentor Teacher Program,
which paid successful teachers extra money to pro-
vide inservice education to other teachers. Further,
both school and university interests were assisted by
support from the federal government and private
foundations. For example, the Harcourt Foundation's
Scholar's Program annually selects a new cohort of
twenty San Diego State University students that it
then supports from their senioryear in college through
their third year of classroom teaching. The U.S.
Department of Education, through several of its
programs, has funded many projects for new teach-
ers, including those for bilingual teachers.

Public funding in California was authorized by
the legislature in 1986 as an intersegmental effort of
the California State University system and the State
Department of Education. Five currently funded
projects entail collaboration between a CSU campus
and local public schools to support new teachers in
inner-city schools. The expressed purposes are to
increase teaching effectiveness and improve the re-
tention rare of new teachers.

In 1988, the California legislature authorized
formation of the California New Teacher Project. In
addition to developing and evaluating alternative
induction programs, this project is designing and
studying alternative models of teacher assessment
for potential revision of state credentialing require-
ments. Fifteen new teacher projects were funded, and
the potential collaborators with schools were broad-
ened to include teachers' associations, county school
district offices, the University of California, and pri-
vate colleges and universities in addition to the Cali-
fornia State University. It is interesting to note that
eighty percent .,f the proposals submitted in this
funding competition were school district and univer-
sity collaborations. In an effort to explore alternative
configurations, however, the State Department of
Education and the California Commission on Teacher
Credentialing funded proposals which represented a
diversity of partnership models.

Thus, California by 19S9 had a variety of new
teacher programs funded locally, by the state and by
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federal and private foundation sources. Networks
quickly developed among the various program and
project leaders, and it became dear that many of these
programs were addressing similar situations and
trying to implement similar innovative ideas. Some
of these innovations potentially applied to other
programs throughout the state. It also became appar-
ent that program orientations and activities matured
and changed over time; older projects were signifi-
cantly different from newer ones. The knowledge
gained from these experiences would be transitory
unless an effort was made to document the learnings
and experience.

In order to capture and articulate the experien-
tial wisdom begin gained I roughout the state,
College of Education at San Diego State University
organized a conference for educational leaders com-
mitted to assisting new teachers. The State Depart-
ment of Education, Far West Laboratory, and the
California State University system were co-sponsors.

The state-wide conference, held in March 1989,
attracted eighty participants who were actively en-
gaged in Lginning teacher programs. Topics ex-
plored included frameworks, obstacles, a nd practical
solutions for implementation, collaboration, and in-
stitutionalization of beginning teacher programs.
Only a few sessions featured presentations made by
experts. The vast majority were structured to gather
informationindividually and collectivelyfrom the
participants. Each workshop session began with par-
ticipants wilting responses to questions posed by the
conference organizers. Next came small group dis-
cussions which were recorded and later transcribed.
These materials were used by the authors of this book
to capture our growing practical know ledge about
programs to assist new teachers. A second workshop,
co-sponsored by the California State University at

layward and Oakland Unified School District, and
Far West Laboratory focused on Bay Area p,-oposed
and current efforts to assist beginning teachers.

Krifwledge gained at the San Diego confer-
enceand to some extent the I layward d conference
are incorporated into this book. Chapter authors,
each involved in the structuring of the San Diego
conference, were selected for their expertise.

AN OVERVIFIW OF THE Book

[Aura Wagner (Chapter 1) provides a context for
unde..rstandingstate-supported programs to assist new
teachers in California. One of the important factors
that shapes this context is the recognized need to
address the fragmentation in teacher preparation that
is a result of California credentialing law. Regardless
of intent, this law has resulted in the separation of sub-
ject-matter preparation from professional preservice
education and from inserviceeducation. Another criti-
cal factor is the complexity and heterogeneity of the
California education and policy systems; for Califor-
nia, reform efforts are likely to be products of coali-
tions, since multiple policy and programmatic ap-
proaches are necessary to accommodate the varying
political, economic, demographic, and educational
conditions in the state.

Mary Gendernalik Cooper (Chapter 2) offers an
astute examination of conceptual frameworks which
undergird programs to assist new teachers. This ex-
amination serves the practical purpose of deepening
the reader's comprehension of the operational models
and approaches discussed in subsequent chapters.
Cooper describes four frameworks and analyzes each
framework for its efficacy in providing immediate as
well as long-term assistance to beginning teachers.
She maintain-. that without this connection to a con-
ceptual fra:nework, programs are less coherent and
therefore leas effective.

In Chapter 3, Diane S. Murphy, Katherine
Merseth, and Ann I. Morey describe the content and
strategies for assisting new teachers. The information
presented reflects the shared knowledge and experi-
ence of beginning teacher project leaders who at-
tended the California invitational workshops. The
chapter provides useful examples of content and as-
sistance for starting the school year as well as for
improving instructional performance througLout the
year. It also includes suggested adaptatior of assis-

ce necessary for large geographic regions, ethnical-
ly diverse school settings, and year-round education.

Judith H. Shulman and Victoria L. Bernhard t ex-
plain the role of experienced educators in assisting
new teachers. They describe the wide-ranging serv-
ices provided by public school teachers and adminis-
trators as wr II as d istrict staff and university faculty to
assist new teachers. The selection of these "assistors"
aid their appropriate matching with new teachers are
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critical elements in the success of the program. The
authors conclude the chapter with a set of recommen-
dations to consider when planning a new teacher
support program.

In Chapter 5, Bernhardt and Shulman turn their
attention specifically to the role of universities in new
teacher programs. They note that universities and
school districts increasingly recognize the need for
integrated, continuous and relevant instruction from
the college years through the professional develop-
ment years. Thus, teacher preparation institutions
working with public school practitionersare devising
extended curricula for profession?' teaching. Each
partner can make unique as well as similar a ntribu-
tions to the development of new teachers.

Louise Bay Waters, Carolyn Cates, and Cynthia
Harris (Chapter h) address two questions: What per-
sonnel, programs, organizations, and other resources
are necessary to achieve project outcomes? I-low can
support be generated for the beginning teacher proj-
ect? They describe district offices' contributions of
staff development, mentor programs, and personnel,
as well as the contributions of teachers' associations,
universities, and county offices of education.

Seven new teacher projects are highlighted in
Chapter 7. They were chosen to represent the diver-
sity of organizational structures, providers, content,
strategies for assistance, and conceptual frameworks
that typify the California effort. The first two projects
described (Oakland-CSU Hayward, and San Diego)
are in their fourth year and represent university-
school district relationships that are dynamic and
focused on continually improving support for new
teachers. The Oakland-I layward description gives a
four-year retrospective that is extremely useful be-
cause it documents problems faced by many projects
at the initial stages of implementation and provides
information about the successive steps taken to find
optimum solutions. In contrast, the San Diego de-
scription focuses more on the conceptual framework
for the project and the translation of this framework
into actual project activities.

The next four projects described are in their
second year of operation. The Poway program is a
collaboration between a school district and a teachers'
union. Full-time experienced teachers working under
the guidance of a Peer Review Board provide
individual on-site assistance to new teacl len: and also

conduct assessments of teaching performance. The
CSU Chico program, which serves a huge geographic
area involving numerous school districts, uses
interactive instructional television to provide
instructional seminars and to reinforce the
relationships established among advisors, beginning
teachers, and university personnel. The Santa Clara
project is an example of a school district-designed
and implemented program emphasizing time and
classroom management. Mentor tea ers an d on-site
support teachers assist new teachers through one-on-
one consultations and class visits, seminars, and
workshops. The Santa Cruz program is a consortium
effort among county offices of education, seven school
districts, and a university. Recognizing that new
teachers enter the profession at different
developmental c' s and with individual needs,
each new teache. lops and occasionally updates
an individualizeo pla n and works with an exemplary
teacher. Lastly, the El Cajon/San Diego project, a
collaborative project between a school district and a
university, is a three-phase induction model based
on a developmental stage concept with assistance in
the last phase drawing upon the resources of a
professional development school.

In Chapter 8, Douglas E. Mitchell and David
Hough provide a thought-provoking policy frame-
work for new teacher support. They begin by defin-

g and examining five possible labor market qra te-
gies for improving the number and quality of Califor-
nia teachers. In doing so, they pose criteria for deter-
mining whether induction programs are the most ef-
fective and efficient market strategy, and they otter
an analysis of whether conditions warrant invest-
ment in new teacher programs.

If decision-makers choose to conc.ntrate re-
sources in induction programs as a labor market
strategy, then what orientations or patterns of sup-
port should shape the content of the programs? Mitch-
ell and Hough offer a typology for categorizing pro-
grams that is based on whether skills and knowledge
or collegial relationships command more attention
and whether the primary focus is directed locally at
the school site or more generally to the pl ofession in
tote. The typology provides a useful tool for analyz-
ing the relative emphases of different components
within an actual program. La-41y, the authors iden-
tify seven key players in induction programs and
note that it is difficult to know how to distribute the
appropriate mixture of responsibility and authority.

6 Desigiiiug Programs for New Teachers
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Perhaps Wagner's observation about the complexity
of California and the need for a variety of collabora-
tive models is helpful here.

Gary D. Estes, Kendyll Stansbury, and Claudia
Long (Chapter 9) focus attention on the import-int
matter of assessing teacher knowledge, skills, and
performance. Like other states, California is seeking
to evaluate individual teachers through the use of
particular instruments that purport to assess teacher
competence. Based on their work, the authors
conclude that assessments which more authentically
represent the knowledge and skills required for
teaching can help shape assistance to beginning
teachers, clarify the domains that are critical for
teachers, and increase public confidence in the quality
of the teaching force.

This book is not meant as a prescriptive manual,
but rather as a useful tool for those individuals and
groups who are planning and implementing pro-
grams to assist new teachers. We hope to provide
some encouragement, stimulate reflection and im-
prove our collective efforts to support beginning
teachers and ultimately to enhance the education of
the nation's children. We also hope to highlight pol-
icy and assessment issues and to raise people's con-
sciousness about the complexity of teaching. We
want 'o inform the development of guidelines and
legislation that provide structure, and at the same
time foster flexibility so that local entities can maxi-
mize their efforts.
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CHAPTER 1

A Context for
Analyzing State
Supported New
Teacher Reform
Efforts in California

Laura A. Wagner*
State Department of Education

LTIVITIES to support new teach-
ers in California are part of a larger
mission to prepare, license, and en-

courage staff development for California's
K-12 educators in a comprehensive fashion.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a
state policy framework for analyzing these
new teacher issues. The central ideas to be
addressed include the central purpose of the
new teacher reforms in California, the policy
system in which reforms are positioned, some
examples of preservice preparation and new
teacher support programs, and lessons from
the implementation literature to give direc-
tion to new teacher reform activities.

The Z?it'7VS expressed itt flti4 artide re the op
author Mid art' ?lot official 'tit:so f the Califo
Department of Education.
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TIM PLIRVOSI- OV Tit:ACHIM EDUCA DON RRORMS

In recent decades, teacher induction in Califor-
nia s been fragmented. Undergraduate work to-
ward the baccalaureate has been separated from
teacher preparation, which has itself been separated
from organized learning activities for teachers once
they are working in their own classrooms. Teacher
credentialing has attended primarily to candidate
literacy and standards for teacher preparation pro-
grams with fairly modest attention to assurance that
individuals demonstrate curricular instructional
competence with diverse student groups. California
is currently investigating the need to change its teacher
credentialing requirement. There are currently two
levels of teacher credentials in California: a prelimi-
nary credential and a clear credential. To receive a
preliminary credential in California, candidates must
be recommended by a California teacher preparation
institution with a program appro, red by the Commis-
sion on TeacherCredentialing. To receive this recom-
mendation candidates must:

complete a baccalaureate or higher degree
from a regionally accredited college or uni-
versity

complete a single subject or multiple subject
professional teacher preparation program,
including studeni teaching, with a minimum
grade of B

pass the California Basic Educational Skills
Test (CI3EST), intended to assess basic adult
literacy in reading, writing and mathematics

complete a course (two semester units or
three quarter units) in the provisions and
principles of the United States Constitution
or pass an examination on the Constitution

complete a course in the methods of teaching
reading or pass the National Teacher Exami-
nation entitled "Introduction to the Teach-
ing of Reading," and

verify subject- matter competency by:

obtaining a subject-matter waiver
statement from the authorized person in
the education department of a California
college or university with a Commission-

10 gg Programs for New Teachers

approved waiver program verifying
completion or a subject-specific program
(liberal studies or diversified subjects
concentration for multiple subject, or
content-specific concentration for single
subject), or

by achieving a passing score on the a ppm-
pria te subject-matter area examination
given by the National 1 :her Examina-
tions (content-specific for sit .Ale subject,
or general knowledge core battery for
multiple subject).

The preliminary credential is issued for a maximum
of five years.

To receive a professional clear credential an
applicant must:

complete a fifth study after the
bachelor's degree

corn plete a unit requirement in health ed uca-
tion, including, but not limited to, informa-
tion about nutrition, the physiological and
sociological effects of abuse of alcohol, nar-
cotics, and dregs, and the use of tobacco

complete a requirement in the needs for and
method:, of providing educational opportu-
nities to individuals with exceptional needs
(mainstreaming), and

. act ily complete a computer educa-
tin course which includes goncral and spe-
cialized skills in the use of computers in
educational settings.

An applicant must have a grade Ix int average
of C or that required by the approved institution,
whichever is higher, in all coursework offered to-
ward fulfillment of credential requirements. *

There are a i41

aiti Witlr SOT
qualifications ;ho 'dent

he Commission on Teacher Credentia
olt°, California
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Once in the workforce, teachers tend to pursue
coursework in self-selected areas which may or ma y
not be related to developing knowledge and skill
related to the subjects they teach. At the same time,
their increased knowledge and skill is only weakly
related to advancement in the profession, either as a
master or mentor teacher or in another leadership
role. Thus, a fundamental pu goose of the teaching im-
provement effort is to create a more comprehensive
system of new teacher preparation, credentialing,
induction support, ongoing professional develop-
ment and diversecareer growth opportuni ties, where
the content of these activities is better articulated.

Tin; Por CY SYSTEM FOR INITIATIN(; Way
TEACHER REFORM EFFORTS

Given the broad array of issues underlying re-
form in teacher preparation, credentialing, and in
duction, the challenge for state and local school
educators and university professors is to experiment
with manageable pieces of the reforms and provide
opportunity for multiple alternative approaches to
develop locally, prior to making recommendations
for system-wide implementation. however, in un-
derlying assumption here is that ultimately, any state-
wide system needs to have clear goals, establish
rigorous standards for new teacher preparation and
accountability, and provide broad flexibility for
implementation in varying local contexts. Further, a
statewide system needs to take into account the
complexity of the California policy system. Susan
Fuhrman (1989), with the Fagleton Institu te of Policy
Studies at Rutgers University, provides an interest-
ing viewpoint on the California policy system:

State politics al Id culture are strong influences
on the course of reform. The suit, and complev
itv of California, the heterogeneity of teacher-
student populations, massive electorate and
weak political party system boost the impor
tance of any' state-wide elected officials. Fur-
ther, to mandate anything in California is al-
most prohibitively expensive' because of the
sii of the system and the high portion of fund-
ing that comes from the state in the post-
Proposition 13 era. The sta le is retiuired to fully
fund any mandates. Hence California relies
heavily on inducements to local districts to
implement reform (pp. n 1 -75 ),

The impleations of the complexity and hetero-
geneity of the California system on reform efforts are
several. First, reform initiatives are likely to be the
product of coalitions, rather than individuals; sec-
ond, limited resources tend to be allocated to those
ready to experiment with change rather than to ev-
eryone on a formula basis; and third, there is a gen-
eral expectation that multiple policy and program-
matic approaches will be necessary to accommodate
the varying political, economic, demographic and
educational conditions in the state. Several examples
follov., which illustrate these policy approaches. In
each case, the initiative is collaborative, limited to
those evidencing readiness for change, and tied to a
larger effort of i oforming future state policy.

EXAMPLES OF NEW TIA ER PREPARATION AM,
SUPPORT PROCRAMS

Tin Comprehensive Teacher Education Institutes

The purpose of the Teacher Education Insti-
tutes, jointly funded in I988-1989 by the California
State University (CSU) and the State Department of
Education at 569(),(XX), is to reform teacher prepara-
tion programs over a four-year period through three-
way partnerships. Funding is provided for school
districts, university subject-matter departments, and
schools of education to cooperatively redc .gn and
strengthen teacher preparation programs to wake
them more field based and responsive to the learning
needs of California's prospective new teachers. The
goal is that these collaborative programs will prepare
highly qualified teachers who arc able to work effec-
tively with students from diverse backgrounds.

Six CSU campuses and one University of Cali-
fornia (UC) site are currently implementing Teacher
Education Institutes. Two projects, one at San Diego
State University and a second at California Polytech-
nic State University, San Luis Obispo, are in their
fourth implementation year. Five new projects at the
CSU campuses at San Francisco, Chico, Fresno,
Northridge, and at University of California, River-
side, are just beginning the implementation process
for 1989-90. Although each of the seven projects is
expected to vary in program design and implementa-
tion, the following state goals shape implementation
of the locally developed plans:

Establishment of a collaborative dc
making process for teacher preparati
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Provision ot an integrated curricular and in-
structional program which nelps candidates
eevvlop expertise in effective teaching of di-
verse student populations

Artk-ulation of undergraduate, graduate, and
Ancient teaching components

As....ssnient of teacher candidate knowledge
and skills

Innovative approaches to postsecondary in-
structional delivery

Recruitment of underrepresented groups into
tea; king, and

Articulation between preservice preparation
and inservice support.

Each Teacher Education Institute is intended to
be a catalyst for educational change in tear he: prepa-
ration programs. Funds serve as a mechanism for self-
study, restructuring, and experimentation with alter-
native techniques of teacher preparation. In the pro-
cess, the institutional partners review and assess the
current teacher pr paration programs, select mutu-
ally agreed-upon Institute goals; design and imple-
ment a plan to ach ieve those goals, and develop a plan
for institutionalizing the most effective practices once
state funding ceases at the end of the fourth year.

The San Luis Obispo and San Diego Institutes
have created collaborative work groups which gener-
ate, shape, promote, and implement innovative teacher
education proposals. At both sites, the Institute has
revamped the formal advisory structure that pro-
vides input into the key policy making committees
that oversee the teacher preparation process. I low-
ever, because the contexts differ, the focus of each
project differs.

The Teacher Education Institute at San Diego
State University has focused a substantial part of its
attention on the development of an experimental on-
site teacher preparation program at Crawford High
School as well as on the development of a collabora-
tive decision-making process. Some of the key fea-
tures of the program are:

An ongoing and systematic decision-making
process that includes the academic depart-

12 Desisnin.

ments, the College of Education, and local
school district personnel as partners in the
development and implementation of the
teacher preparation program,

Collaborative instructional arrangements
amdong(.:ollegeof -Fdtis Ilion faculty, academic
department faculty, anci, public school teach-
ers, placing; emphasis on the intt gration of
subject matter content and pedagogy,

Coordinated advising and supervision
candidates by master teachers, ethic.'
faculty, and academic tIepartment faculty

A significa n t increase in thy number of sell( !-

based experiences in courses required for tfte
prospective teacher, and

A public school-site based program provid-
ing a classroom for university instruction and
pro...ision of a physical space where student
teachers can give each other peer support and
meet with campus and school-site faculty.

By contrast, the Institute at San Luis Obispo
serves a.= a catalyst for a number of initiatives and
programs. Some of these include:

Appointment of public schoo
adjunct professors who serve i
education program

teachers as
the teacher

Expansion cof the master teacher training
program, including development of clinical
instructors to screeds resources for cooperat-
ing teachers, and

Expanded n teach lug ex
prospect teachers oppor
field experiences.

.riences to give
nines for early

The Comprehensive Teacher Education Insti-
tute Projects at San Francisco State University; CS;
Northridge; CSU Chico; CSU Fresno; andthe Univer-
sity of California at Riverside ,-,re still in their infancy,
though each has initiated t,ome activity. The Fresno
Institute is planning to orient university faculty to the
contents of K-12 instruction. San Francisco State hasa
multi-faceted approach in which five task forces are
developing integrated training and assessment ac-
tivitic, for new teachers in curriculum and instruction



for heterogeneous student groups. UC Riverside is
planning to undertake a Professional Development
School.

Regardless of approach, the Teacher Education
Institute effectiveness brings a commitment from the
multiple participants, including local school district
personnel, teacher education faculty, and faculty in
university arts and sciences programs. In addition to
collaboration, several other policy issues are emerging
as important for program implementation, as reported
in the external evaluation of the pilot programs.

School districts and universities differ dra-
matically in organization and culture, and
special e forts need to be made by each system
to facilitate communication and resource allo-
cation procedures.

Because each Institute grant is relatively small
and of limn d duration, Institute goals need 'o
be focused and concrete so there is a reason-
able opportunity for reform efforts to be
implemented and instautionalized.

The Teacher Education Institute is a "change
strategy" rather than a specified set of activi-
ties for high fidelity implementation. In other
words, the initiative must co-exist with other
institutional structures, and cannot initiate
reforms unless they complement local readi-
ness for change.

The Inner Cite{ New Teacher Retention Project

Legislatively authorized as an intersegmental
effort of the CSU system in collaboration with the State
Department of Education, the purpose of the New
Teacher Retention Project is to support new teachers in
inner city schools in order to increase their teaching
effectiveness and improve their retention rate:

Five CSU campuses (Hayward, San Diego, San
Francisco, Northridge, and Dominguez Hills) are
working with new teachers in four inner city school
districts. Two projects, one in San Diego and a second
in Oakland, are in their fourth implementation year.
Two new projects, one in San Francisco and one in the
greater Los Angeles area, are completing their fin:t
year of implementation. Combined, the projects are
providing service to approximately 400 new teachers.
Because the contexts differ, each of the projects is

providing teacht , .; with somewha t di fierent services.
Nevertheless, in each project, teachers:

Work with experienced teacher partners

Receive instructional support from peer
teachers and university faculty

Are released from classroom responsibilities
to observe and plan instruction, and

Receive scholarships for university graduate
level study and a stipend for instructional
materials.

In both the San Diego and the Oakland/Hay-
ward projects, new teacher support services are dif-
krentiated to reflect new teacher needs and the date
when new teaciiers are hired. (Approximately half of
the new teachers are not hired until after the onset of
the school year.) Those receiving the more intense
services have more direct contact with mentor teach-
ers, university faculty, and district staff developers.

Two additional projects in San Francisco and
Los Angeles, are in their initial implementation year.
Each site received Alma $1(10,000 (or implementation
activities, which include appointment of school site
teams for the development of new teachers' coopera-
tive learning skills, on-site observation and assis-
tance of new teachers by university faculty, release
time for new teachers to work with other teachers,
seminars conducted by university faculty and dis-
trict mentor teachers, and a university-staffed tele-
phone hotline.

Evaluation data from the two original projects
indicate that over90 percent of the teachers originally
served by the two programs are still teaching in
urban schools with 81 percent still working in inner
city, high minority schools. in 1986417, the two proj-
ects served 50 teachers, and 80 teachers were served
in 1987-88; 90 percent of all these are still teaching in
urban settings. Important d ifferences between secon-
dary teachers participating in the project and as com-
parison group of new teachers emerged from the
project evaluation. All participating secondary teach-
ers received satisfactory or better ratings on the dis-

eacher evaluation system; in contrast, 12.5 per-
cent of the comparison new `. -achers were rated
unsatisfactory in providing a suitab,_- iearning envi-
ronment for their students.
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In addition to enhanced teacher retention, the
New Teacher Retention Projects have had other
positive effects. New teacher participants demon-
strated stronger classroom management skills, more
diverse pedagogical skills and commitment to pro-
fessional development than their non-project peers.
The Retention Project evaluation has als 're 'hied
insights into effective strategies for university faculty
working with new teachers in inner city settings. For
instance, seminars and assistance need to be practical
while helping teachers develop self- analytic and
reflective skills and the ability to adapt instruction to
the needs of their diverse student populations.

The California New Teacher Project

The California New Teacher Project builds upon
and extends the lessons learned from the Inner City
New Teacher Retention Program. The California New
Teacher Project is a legislatively authorized evalu-
atio.. study, funded in 1989-90 at $4.5 million, to
study alternative models of new teacher support and
assessment. The overall purpose of the initiative is to
recommend a strategy to the California Legislature
for comprehensive induction and retention of well-
prepared classroom teachers. Such a strategy will
need to reflect the particular demands put on new
teachers and make cost-effective use of resources in a
candidate-based credemialing assessment system
supported by staff development opportunities.

The Commission on Teacher Co:den tialing and
the State Department of Education share the admin-
istrative responsibility for the program. New teacher
support programs are underway in more than 100
school districts, some of which are working inde-
pendently, while others are working with teachers'
organizations and colleges and universities, either in
small partnerships or in large consortia. In addition
to providing information about staff development
needs of new teachers, the California New Teacher
Project is piloting a variety of complex measures of
teacher performance to inform the Legislature about
the need for more performance-based measures of
teaching, as part of professional credentialing and
staff development requirements.

More than 900 teachers are currently participat-
ing in the local pilot projects. Each new teacher par-
ticipant is engaged in a program of professional
development with the assistance of experienced col-
leagues. Preliminary data from the initial program

evaluation indicate that new teachers are supported
in two primary modes, although the support varies in
intensity. These include:

experienced teacher support, both to meet
the initial "now job," or "start-up" and to
help the new teacher learn or reinforce cur-
ricular, instructional, and managerial assess-
ment skills, and

staff development training, inservice courses
or workshops provided by districts and
universities on a eapad range of :ssues.

In the assessment component of the California
New Teacher Project, local project teachers and
administrators are assisting the state in piloting a
variety of new teacher performance assessments. In
addition to materials-based paper and pencil assess-
ments, these include structured interviews to assess
the ability of a teacher to teach subject matter, and
classroom observations of actual instruction. A vari-
ety of other performance assessments are in develop-
ment for piloting with New Teacher Project partici-
pants in the coming year. At this point, none of these
instruments is intended for ultimate adoption in a
California credentialing system. Rather, the study is
exploring the feasibility of these prototypes as modes
of assessment, either for credentialing or to guide
staff development decision-making.

The multi-year evaluation of the New Teacher
Project is examining a variety of issues, including the
cost effectiveness of the various support and assess-
ment activities in:

retaining capable new teachers,

improving their pedagogical content knowl-
edge and skill,

improving their ability to teach students who
are ethnically, cLIturally, economically, aca-
demically and linguistically diverse,

identifying new teachers in need of assis-
tance, and

making careers in education more appealing
to prospective teachers.
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Each of these initiatives the Comprehensive
Teacher Education Institutes, the New Teacher Re-
tention Project in inner City Schools, and the Califor-
nia New Teacher Project, is examining different, but
related, parts of the teacher preparation and induc-
tion process. To form an integrated system, they must
also be linked to effective teacher recruitment and
selection practices and to local career opportunities
for classroom teachers in professior -1 development
and leadership roles.

Pilot Initiatives to Improve the Recruitment and
Selection of California's Classroom Teachers

The majority of Audents in California's public
schools are from non-European, ethnic backgrounds.
By contrast, most of their teachers are white, non-
Hispanic women. The percentages of teachers from
the majority ethnic groups is disproportionately low,
with the K-12 system employing only seven percent
Hispanic and 5.8 percent Black faculty. These are
disturbing statistics. Non-white teachers are impor-
tant role models for non-white students. Perhaps
more important, racism and racial segregation can be
reduced when persons of different racial or ethnic
backgrounds cooperatively interact around reward-
ing activities (Hawley, 1989).

To respond to these concerns, the Education
Rt andtable, composed of the leadership of various
educational segments in California, charged a sub-
committee on teaching improvement with initiating
teacher recruitment efforts. Teachers, administrators,
and representatives of each of the postsecondary
educational segments are represented on the sub-
committee. In April of 1989, the committee spon-
sored a workshop where 32 district and university
teams developed local plans for identifying and
supporting minorities who might pursue careers in
teaching. In a departure from traditional conference
practice, participants used the occasion to build work
plans for encouraging more minorities to consider
careers in teaching. Existing programs such as Project
Socrates in Los Angeles and the San Jose State consor-
tium were described. In these programs, students in
middle school and high school serve as tutors for
younger students and receive academic and persona,
counseling support for their own participation in
high school, college and postgraduate preparation
for teaching. As a follow-up, the CSU and the State
Department of Education issued planning grants in
1989 for implementing local recruitment strategies.

Significant progress is being made. Projects like these
need to be undertaken on a much larger scale it the
educational ro nmunity is to effectively balance the
heterogeneity of the student and teacher populations.

Resourc,-, to Support More Local Career Opportu-
nities fur Classroom Teachers

Strengthening teacher preparation, credential-
ing, and induction support are only one part of a
comprehensive system for new teacher development.
Rigorous teacher evaluation practices "owned" by
the practitioners themselves, as well as opportunities
for experienced teachers to take local leadership roles,
will be essential if our best teachers are to sustain
careers in teaching.

Experienced teachers need to be rewarded by
greater opportunity, more alterna fives, and additional
career incentives to motivate them to continue doing
a good job and commit to staying in the profession.
These should be encouraged within a broad frame-
work of expanded teacher work roles. There are al-
ready a variety of site and district leadership roles
which experienced teachers can pursue.

Chief among these is the California Mentor
Teacher Program, which funded more than 10,500
teachers in 1988-89 to work in staff development roles.
Mentor teachers do a broad array of work, including
developing curriculum, helping new teachers, and
participating in school site improvement efforts and
conducting district staff development activities. The
framework within which successful mentoring oc-
curs is set by both the individual and the district with
the mentor's activities geared toward making a long-
term positive difference for individuals at the school.
This framework is not always present.

For the most part, mentor teacher work is sub-
stantive. However, the differential status of the men-
tor role has in some cases been minimized, with
mentors assigned "project" status, quasi-administra-
tive functions, or required to put in a designated
number of hours in return for the stipend. This is
unfortunate, and over the next few years special ef-
forts will be made regionally and locally to strengthen
the mentor teacher's leadership role in overall school
improvement efforts and in dissemination of effective
teaching practices to new and veteran faculty.

Chapter 1: A Context 15
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There are other things that teacher leaders can
do besides becoming a mentor teacher or an admin-
istrator. Some of these include:

working as adjunct university faculty teach-
ing prospective and novice teachers skills
such as student and instructional time man-
agement, curriculum development, and how
to adjust content and materials to reflect
student diversity,

developing curriculum content and materi-
als for specific student populations,

developing subject-specific benchmark ac-
tivities and other assessments,

site-level leadership in school improvement,
the integration of categorical and core pro-
gram curricula, and the formation and de-
velopment of professional development ac-
tivities, and

collaborative participation in university-
based action research and development.

California State Senate Bill 1882, Chapter 1362
(Morgan, 1988) has been funded to support compre-
hensive approaches to professional development and
career opportunities in 1989-90. However, rather than
initiating a separate categorical program, the legisla-
tion focuses state-funded staff development programs
on school-site needs related to strengthening subject
matter and instruction.

The school and its classroom teachers are iden-
tified in SB1882 as targets for the design of profes-
sional development activities which are organized
chiefly around school improvement needs, rather
than solely around personal interest in external
workshops and courses. A second component of the
legislation authorizes the establishment of resource
agencies or consortia to design and provide staff
development where local capacity is lacking. A third
component focuses on expanding tle subject matter
knowledge and instructional strategies of classroom
teachers through state-wide projects organized
around the California Writing/Literature Project
model. Each of these efforts reflects the desire to
instill a more "cultural" view of pmfessional devel-
opment where classroom teachers access professional
development opportunities within a school improve-

ment context, as an alternative to participating in
external short-term workshops provided by experts
(Lambert, in press).

Professional development and leadership op-
portunities need to be coupled with better working
conditions for teachers-- compet itive salaries, oppor-
tunities for planning, working with other teachers,
and working with students in class sizes adjusted to
student needs. Unless working conditionsimprove to
the point where teachers command the respect of the
adult community and feel valued in the work setting,
even the best teacher preparation, induction, and staff
development programs won't retain them.

The next section reviews lessons learned from
the research on implementation of educational inno-
vation; lessons which should serve as a good resource
base for implementing teacher education reforms.

LESSONS FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION LITERATURE

Twenty years of research on the implementation
of educational innovations gives us considerable
guidance about what to expect in designing a compre-
hensive new teacher preparation and support strat-
egy.

Knowledge about effective practice is critical for
successful implementation at the service delivery level
(1% icLaughlin, 1987). Practitioners need specific train-
ing in effective implementation practices, or must be
shown how to adapt existing strategies for that pur-
pose. For example, theexpansion of training for mentor
teachers is preparing them for, among other things,
working with beginning teachers. However, we can-
not always assume that individuals "have the knowl-
edge" and only need resources to put it to use. Oppor-
tunity for staff development during the regular in-
structional day is an important approach to new teacher
support.

The organizational location of the responsibility
for implementing a change strategy or innovation
makes a difference (Rossman, Corbett & Firestone,
1988). Categorical program directors, who are fre-
quently hired "to implement" a program tend to be
outside the responsible authority "lines" in imple-
menting organizations. They have been hired to
address a specific problem or issue. At the same time,
the local staff person with the expertise may not be the
individual with the line authority. If the issuesdriving
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the initiative and the changes brought by the pro-
gram are to have staying power, they need the atten-
tion and support, if not the direct assistance, of those
with line responsibility (e.g. principals, assistant
superintendents, or deans). This makes it important
for both individuals, the "expert" and the "line au-
thority" to work together to change practice and
develop strategies for institutionalization. That way,
the program can, over time, become part of the insti-
tutional way of doing business, and resources will be
more likely to be present to help make local practitio-
ners expert in effective practiced (McLaughlin, 1987).

Some resource stability is critical for successful
implementation of costly innovations. One key to the
likelihood of successful innovation is the degree to
which participants perceive that support for an inno-
vation will continue even when non-local resources
are expended (Whitford, 1987). It is ironic that the
very nature of "experimental" programs indicates a
temporary resource base while getting real commit-
ment to a program requires that those who commit
the energy to it can anticipate long-term as well as
short-term support. In each of the pilot programs
cited above, the stronger implementation sites are
that way in part because local implementors art
"owning the program," finding local resources to
help offset the state costs, and beginning early on to
find ways to institutionalize the powerful compo-
nents of their programs.

Implementation of new initiatives tends to be
on the margin of organizational work, where special
sub-units can be created to "handle" the problem.
Witness the proliferation of school lunches, interdis-
trict transportation, and categorical programs for the
disadvantaged (Kirst, 1984). The net effect of having
programs outside the technical core, however, is
fragmentation. The categorical programs "take on a
life of their own," asserting the never-ending needs of
their client group and failing to intersect with key
related initiatives. Thus, the New Teacher Project
which is a pilot staff development program for pro-
spective new teachers needs to be linked organiza-
tionally with staff development for experienced teach-
ers, and provide the kinds of support most needed by
individuals in specific contexts. To be sure, categori-
cal programs arise to provide focused attention on
individuals in need of specific services, whether
students or teachers; however, those who fund and
implement them need to ensure that services are
provided within the framework of a comprehensive

approach, rather than as separate, categorical pro-
grams on the fringes of the regular system.

Implementation strategies will vary depending
upon the understanding of the goal, the activities
designed to reach it, the local context, and the popu-
lation of individuals participating in the innovation.
Implementation is the process of assembling the
organizational elements or pieces needed to make the
grand strategy work (Bardach, 1989). Individual
program objectives and strategies differ significantly
across the various teacher preparation and new
teacher induction programs cited above. This is to-
tally appropriate provided that each addresses sig-
nificant objectives and is organized to reflect the
needs of the population of individuals being served.
For instance, the various new teacher support pro-
grams reflect ttu heterogeneity of California's di-
verse teacher and student populations. Staff devel-
opment in inner cities has to be offered at times when
individuals can access it. For many, during school
and after-school acti vities are appropriate; for others,
Saturdays and summers are better suited to accom-
modate working and personal schedules. In other
settings, the relative geographic isolation among
teachers, teacher trainers, and institutions of higher
education means that teleconferencing and other long
distance learning strategies are most appropriate.
Thus, we see instances of key staff trained as "train-
ers," then rotate to provide site-level teacher assis-
tance; and programs where teachers are brought
together through telecommunications to discuss
common problems.

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusi.rns can be drawn from this. A
central one is that we cannot expect a single model of
new teacher preparation, support, or career opportu-
nity to arise, any more than we can expect that one
approach to instructional pedagogy will work with
all students. Rather, state policies developed for
broader system-wide implementation have to reflect
th, diverse needs of the state's student teacher and
novice teacher populations.

Similarly, no one organization can provide all
of the needed services. Colleges and universities
have a central role in teacher preparation, but they
may also play a significant role in supporting new
teachers in the classroom. Similarly, local school
districts are likely to be excellent laboratories for
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clinical training of prospective teachers. There are
also some local school districts with strong capacities
to provide services for new teachers without the
assistance of institutions of higher education. Institu-
tions of higher education will be the major player in
providing new teacher support. But some local school
districts are also able to take this role. Interestingly,
research suggests that where multiple agencies are
providing support, an equitable balance of service
from the district and the -university is critical for
program success ( Southwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1989). This confirms the value of a truly
collaborative relationship among agencies.

When asked to assume new roles, people need
assistance and preparation. Whether new teachers,
new teacher support providers, or administrators
expanding group participation in decision-making,
we each need the opportunity to develop new knowl-
edge and skill in non-threatening, supported envi-
ronments. Mentors, principals, and site leaders need
training in their roles as supporters of new teachers.
New teacher coaches and college and university
support personnel need help learning how to work
with new teachers in their classrooms. Administra-
tors, teachers, and program developers may need
training in more complex approaches to new teacher
assessment and support. The kinds of assistance that
individuals need will vary by context, role, prior
knowledge and expectation, but our plans should
provide opportunities and revenues for training,
rather than assuming that individuals can assume
new roles in human service organizations which
reflect, rather than lend, the wider culture. Stated
succinctly:

At the heart of strategy is implementation; at
the heart of implementation is cooperation; at
the heart of cooperation is the creation and
maintenance of helpful environments (Bardach,
1989).

The described initiatives are driven by a com-
prehensive vision of a well-prepared generation of
new teachers. Cooperation and coordination of effort
in supportive teaching environments will be essen-
tial if prospective and novice teachersa re to en ter a id
i,e rewared by the education profession. It is never
too soon to begin institutionalizing effective practice.
Although some fear that collaboration and coordina-
tion with others may obscure their own agenda, such
efforts often make both initiatives stronger. (A good

example is the gradual incorporation of student
performance data on state assessments with local
data collection efforts to inform site and district dee-
sion-making about programs.) Given the anticipated
complexities of 21st century society and work, the
task of teachers will be enormous. Getting new teach-
ers ready to meet the challenge is critical.
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CHAPTER 2

Conceptual
Frameworks and
Models of
Assistance to New
Teachers

Mary Gendemalik Cooper
San Diego State University

HIS chapter describes and exam-
ines alternative conceptual frame-
works which undergird efforts to

assist new teachers. Such frameworks may
be intentional, used to deliberately guide or
shape the assistance effort. Their presence
and influence can be more tacit, however;
embedded in the specific activities of the as-
sistance effort, but never clearly articulated
nor employed as the guiding standard for
determining the assistance activities. The
conceptual frameworks represent, and there-
fore, reveal orientations to, beliefs about,
and operational meanings of three core
concepts: teacher, teaching, and assistance.
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Approaches to assisting ne' V teachers generally
reflect one of three conceptual frameworks, each
distinct from the others in terms of how it essentially
defines or understands the three core concepts. Each
of these conceptual frameworks , eflects a distinct
epistemological tradition or set of standards and
beliefs upon which knowledge claims and concep-
tual definitions are based. A fourth, conceptually
eclectic, approach to assisting new teachers also is ex-
amined. This approach is predicated on concerns
teachers demonstrate rather than on qualities or char-
acteristics which define teacher or teaching.

Each framework and the attendant meaning of
the core concepts is summarized below. The discus-
sion then proceeds to examine the relationship be-
tween conceptual frameworks and operational
models of assistance. These relationships are charac-
teristically reciprocal and dynamic; they also can be
contradictory. The chapter concludes with a brief
discussion of some of the forces likely to influence the
shape and substance of those relationships.

This examination focuses on meanings, ideas
and beliefs, and their implications for practice. While
essentially intellectual, this examination has the
practical aim of deepening the reader's comprehen-
sion of the operational models and approaches dis-
cussed in subsequent chapters of this volume. In so
doing, it promotes better inform& judgments about,
and professionally sound utilization of these models.
(This examination reflects the orientation that the
intellectual and practical are inevitably and inte-
grally linked [see Van Manen, 1977J.)

THE IDIOSYNCRATIC SURVIVAL-RESPONSE
FRAMEWORK

The first of the conceptual frameworks is dis-
tinct from the other two in that teaching and teacher
are conceptualized as purely idiosyncratic. Within
this framework the design, implementation and
evaluation of the operational assistance model are
not shaped or orchestrated by coherent images of
these concepts. The meaning of these concepts can
only be inferred from the specific assistance activi-
ties. Those meanings may vary widely, and are sus-
ceptible to contradiction. Teacher conceptualized as
technician may be embedded in one set of assistance
activities, while another set may communicate the
image of teacheras autonomous decision-maker. Within

this framework, the concept assistance essentially
means responsiveness or reaction to expressed need.

The operational assistance models that reflect
this conceptual framework are often characterized by
non-integrated components ..nd actions. The collec-
tive assistance activities may reflect the entire contin-
uum of the concepts teacher and teaching, from
*laborer through craftsman to professional and artistic
decision-maker (Mitchell & Kerchner, 1983). The re-
sponse-oriented models may reduce assistance to
"survival" tips and lack sufficient internal cohesion
to exert long-term positive influence on the new
teacher's professional practice. This lack of cohesion
can lead to incongruent or contradictory assistance
(e.g., suggestions for management and discipline
that are highly teacher-centered and directed while
suggestions related to instruction and learning ac-
tivities promote student initiative, choice and self-
regulation).

This idiosyncratic conceptual framework makes
it impossible for the operational assistance effort to
function as a coherent strategy for acculturating new
teachers into the profession. This assistance model
places responsibility for determining need and solu-
tion primarily, if not solely, with the new teachers
themselves; arguably the least capable of making
accurate assessments, by virtue of limited experi-
ence, high anxiety, and the natural confusions which
are associated with the first teaching assignment.
New teachers' expressed or felt needs are, all too
often, directed at symptoms rather than issues or
problems. While these expressions warrant a respect-
ful hearing, the new teacher deserves the wisdom
and insight of more experienced and, hopefully, more
expert colleagues to assist in sorting through the
complex phenomena of practice. The idiosyncratic
conceptual framework and its attendant survival-
response assistance models are ill-suited to assisting
new teachers in developing a clear sense of "profes-
sional self" or in charting a coherent course of con-
tinuing professional growth.

* laborer teaching is relegatea to the presentatior
standardized curriculum; craftsman teaching requires
the application of specialized techniques; professional and
artist ic decision-maker careful a nahisis and diagnosis o f
the learning situation informs both the design and adapta-
tion of -truction
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THE TECHNiCAL-INSTRUMENTAL FRAMEWORK

The second conceptual framework reflected in
approaches to assisting new teachers is grounded in
the positivist or empiricist epistemological tradition
which emphasizes the paramount significance of
overt observable behavior. The conceptions of
teaching, teacher, and assistance embedded in this
framework focus on demonstrable technical skill,
precise performance, and observable behaviors. The
process-product research of the past two decades
which examined correlations between overt teacher
behaviors and student achievement outcomes repre-
sents this tradition and these conceptions. This re-
search has generated many of the prescriptions for
teaching practice which are emphasized in new
teacher assistance efforts based on this conceptual
framework. Within this framework, teaching is pre-
eke performance of clearly specified and sequenced
behaviors. Teacher is performer, technician, implemen-
tor, executor. Both conceptually and operationally,
assistance in this framework relates to technical train-
ing or retraining, the refinement or expansion of techni-
cally precise accurate performance (see for example
Mitchell & Kerchner, 1983; Van Manen, 1977). The
prescriptions within this framework are character-
ized by minimal ambiguity with respect to behavior,
and broad generic applicability across situations and
subject areas.

Technical proficiency is the guiding image of
this conceptual framework and the assistance mod-
els which follow from it. The substance and strategies
of the operational models are aimed at improving or
expanding precise performance and technical accu-
racy as ends in themselves.

This conceptual framework is strikingly dis-
tinct from the "survival-responsive" framework in
its clearly articulated conceptions of teaching and
teacher. These conceptions orchestrate the shape of
the operational assistance models. To the extent that
assistance based on this framework is responsive to
new teachers' expressed needs, it is likely to first
associate the expressed needs with research related
to new teachers' performance and then translate them
into terms or categories that can be addressed through
strategies which emphasize technically precise be-
haviors, such as clearly sequenced steps of instruc-
tion or precise statements of consequences for behav-
iors in management.

Operational assistance models within this frame-
work may differ from one another it terms of the
specific performance areas they emphasize (e.g.,
management, instruction) or the particular research-
based proficiency models they employ. Instructional
assistance, for example, could in one effort empha-
size direct instruction and employ the model embed-
ded in the work of Brophy (1979), Brophy & Evertson
(1977), Anderson, Evertson & Brophy (1979), Good &
Grouws (1977, 1979). In another operational model,
instructional assistance might emphasize the coop-
rdtive learning strategies reflected in the complex

instruction model developed by Cohen (1983, 1987)
and her associates. In either case, the emphasis of the
assistance provided would be on the new teachers
refining their technical performance proficiency with
the particular model of instruction. Such would be
the case, irrespective of the topic.

This conceptual framework and the operational
assistance models which reflect it are highly congru-
ent with the prevailing conception of teacher per-
formance appraisal which relies on a checklist ap-
proach to teacher accountability and evaluations.
This framework also is congruent with efforts to
standardize curriculum, instruction, and instructional
pacing throughout a school district or across the
school districts of a state. Such state-level new teacher
induction programs as those initiated in North Caro-
lina, South Carolina, Florida, and Tennessee reflect
this conceptual framework.

THE COMPLEX-INTELLECTUAL FRAMEWORK

The third conceptual framework for assisting
new teachers reflects a similarly explicit conception
of teaching and teacher. It is, however, considerably
more complex and comprehensive than the technical
instrumental framework, since it is rooted in the con-
structivist epistemological tradition which empha-
sizes human cognition, deliberation, and internally
directed intentional action (see for example Ausubel,
1968; Shulman 1986, 1987; Giroux, 1988; Leinhardt,
1983; Stodolsky, 1988). Barnes (1989) succinctly
summarizes this conception:

... talking about teaching is analogous to de-
scribing a tapestry that has many threads of
different colors woven into complicated tex-
tures and patterns. One can remove individual
threads and examine them separately, but one
cannot appreciate the complexity of the tapestry
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without seeing how the threads are interwoven
to create the whole cloth.. . . Teaching is seen as
ambiguous and complex work requiring judg-
ment, action, and the capacity to reflect and
revise decisions on the basis of one's observa-
tions and insights. Sound teacher judgments
must be rooted in deep understanding of teach-
ing, learning, learners, and subject matter and
how these factors interrelate in the teaching/
learning process. (p. 13)

The focus of assistance for new teachers in this
conceptual framework also is distinct from that rep-
resented in the other two frameworks. It would re-
flect that which Barnes recommends for preservice
teacher preparation:

. developing beginners' inclination and ca-
pacity to engage in the sort of intellectual dia-
logue and principled action required for effec-
tive teaching. . .. The capacities needed ap-
pear to be primarily intellectual in nature and
do not merely result from training in the tech-
nical aspects of teaching. Rather, they involve
learning to see, to judge, and to act appropri-
ately in situations that cannot be precisely an-
ticipated. (p. 17)

Technical proficiency, which constitutes the
essence of the previous framework, is but one dimen-
sion of this framework. Here the technical dimension
is embellished to encom pass developing the teacher's
understanding of the underlying assumptions and
rationales, which in turn inform judgments about
when and where to employ the technical skill.

Operational assistance efforts based on this con-
ceptual framework emphasize structured reflection
by the new teachers on their own teaching. This is
done to affirm and hone intellectual disposition, ori-
entation, judgment and such capabilities as synthesis
and analysis withr abstracting them from practice.
The image of tea tg embedded in this framework
expresses these capacities as integral facets of both
the conception itself and its practical representations.
The teacher is intellectually en,rn.d in this model.
Both the capabilities and dispositions characteristic
of that engagement are emphasized in the opera-
tional assistance effort.

Reflection is a prominent feature of assistance
efforts grounded in this conceptualframework. Char-

acteristicaily, these assistance models engage new
teachers in systematic, structured examination and
analysis of their teaching practices. Such examina-
tions focus on both the distinctive and interactive
influences of learner characteristics, curricula, instruc-
tional approaches and materials, and se tool and class-
room context. These exercises convey the centrality of
informed judgment in actir (see Gowin's (1981) dis-
cussion of "action as informed behavior") to this
framework's conceptions of teacher and teaching.
They also provide the new teachers with a strategic
model for making sense of their practice (i.e., generat-
ing new understandings from practice) and then
improving their practice and practical judgment on
the basis of those understandings.

In practice these reflections might focus on ana-
lyzing curricula as representations of subject matter.
"Is this reading curriculum phonics or grammar
based?" "Is it literature?" "Is this mathematics cur-
riculum really nothing more than computation?"
Similarly, reflection might exa mine instructional strate-
gies being used by the teachers as applications of
learning theories and go on to explore their utility
with a variety of distinct 'earnings (i.e., skills, con-
cepts, facts, or values). These examples suggest that
th 2 conceptions of teaching and teacher, being con-
veyed through the assistance effort, encompass cogni-
tion, judgment, knowledge, and r ,ianingful behavior
or action. The whole of teacher of teaching is, in this
conception, incomprehensible if individual dimen-
sions are focused upon or emphasized in isolation.

THE CONCEPTUALLY ECLECTIC, CONCERNS-
ORIENTED FRAMEWORK

The concerns-oriented framework does not
conceptualize teacher in terms of categorical qualities
(e.g., artisan, technician, reflective decision-maker) as
do the technical-instrumental and complex-
intellectual frameworks. This framework reflects the
work of Fuller and Bown (1975) and more recently
Berliner (1988), which defines teacher in relation to
categories of concerns which occupy teachers' atten-
tion. According to Fuller and Bown these concerns
follow a sequenced pattern: survivalconcerns, teach-
ing situation concerns, pupil-oriented concerns. The
allure of this framework for planners of assistance
programs lies in its underlying notion of develop-
mental stages through which teachers pass. Assis-
tance programs based on this framework are likely to
be structured around the posited sequence of con-
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cerns. Such programs begin with an emphasis on
survival tips and a "get through the day" focus
followed by activities that reflect a technical concep-
tion of teaching, then activities that suggest the
teacher's need for reflective or intellectual engage-
ment through activities requiring analysis, assess-
ment and judgment.

A critical flaw in this framework is that, in
conceptualizing teacher and teaching, it substitutes
categories of concerns for defining or categorical
characteristics of ti ,e concepts. Teachers and the con-
cerns they have are rot synonymous. Teachers' con-
cerns are not their defining qualities. A further prob-
lem with this framework is that its premise of "se-
quenced" stages of concerns has been seriously chal-
lenged by research which has found teachers of var-
ied experience levels to be concerned with issues
from all three stage categories stipulated as sequen-
tial in this model (see for example Adams, Hutchin-
son, & Martray, 1980; Adams & Martray, 1981; Sitter
& Lanier, 1982).

This sequence of concerns frameork presents
a smorgasbord of concepts of teacher -81d teaching,
rather than a clearly oriented, coherently framed
understanding of them. In accommodating multiple
conceptions, it fails to assess and address the conflict-
ing or contradictory features inherent in the different
conceptualizations and in their implications for prac-
tice. It can easily engender in new teachers a muddied
sense of what it means to be a teacher or to teach.
Assistance approaches based on this framework
provide little direction to new teachers for structur-
ing, comprehending and intelligently acting on new
experiences. Their appeal lies in their appearance of
being grounded in research or theory or both.

DISCUSSION

In both the technical-instrumental and the com-
plex-intellectual frameworks, the conceptions of
teaching and teacher deliberately shape the sub-
stance and strategies of the operational assistance
efforts. At the same time, these assistance efforts
serve to acculturate new teachers to teaching and to
being teachers in terms of the embedded concep-
tions. In other words, the assistance efforts reflect and
communicate deliberate meaning of teaching and
teacher to the neophytes. No such iiltentional image
imprinting is evident in the survival-response frame-
work. There very likely is an image communicated

one that is fuzzy and somewhat incoherent. The
sequence of concerns-oriented framework suggests
progressively changing conceptions of teaching and
teacher based on preoccupying concerns. As was
discussed above, the whole premise of this frame-
work is both conceptually and empirically suspect.

The relationship between conceptual frame-
works and operational assistance efforts is essen-
tially reciprocal. While the conceptual framework
provides an orientation and initial direction and
shaping influence on the operational model, once the
effort is underway it will influence modifications,
clarification and embellishments of the framework.
The absence of congruence between the conceptual
framework and the strategies employed in the opera-
tional model would likely reduce the conceptual
framework to mere rhetoric. The absence of this con-
gruence also can result in less coherent and, there-
fore, less effective operational models.

As Van Manen (1977) argues, conceptions are as
much orientations ways of looking at things as
they are classifying or definitional categories.
Murray's (1989) observation regarding research,
"Basically researchers search only for what they be-
lieve exists," also has an analog in this discussion.
What is believed about teacher and teaching influ-
ences the commitment to and shape of operational
assistance to new teachers. Such beliefs are always
imbedded in practical actions whether tacitly or de-
liberately. Conceptual analysis is, therefore, a criti-
cally practical component of assistance effort design
and implementation.

Any number of forces can influent,' e concep-
tual and practical shape of new teaches ,ssistance
efforts. For example, in instances where states (legis-
latures or administrative agencies) serve as catalysts
and funding sources for assistance efforts as part of
their teacher performance appraisal agendas, the
conceptual framework of the assistance models will
reflect that of th,? agenda. Other influential forces are
the expertise and orientations of individuals involved
in designing and implementing the assistance effort
and perhaps the institutions those individuals repre-
sent. This is not to say that involvement by particular
groups necessarily predetermines either the concep-
tual framework or the operational model of the assis-
tance effort. The new teachers who participate in the
assistance program are likely to influence its shape
and focus. How much influence any of these forces
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has depends on how roles are defined and perceived,
whether constructive candor can be generated and
sustained among participants and whether there is
an inclination and effort to regularly monitor align-
ment between the conceptual framework and the
operative dimensions of the assistance effort.

This chapter offers a brief summary of four con-
ceptual frameworks associated with initiatives to
assist new teachers. It also provides a summary of
how those frameworks are reflected in, influence, or
shape operational models of assistance to new teach-
ers. It briefly identifies key factors which may influ-
ence the reciprocal relationship betweett conceptual
frameworks and practical assistance efforts.

The basic proposition is that conceptualizations
of teacher, teaching, and assistance play very active
and directive though sometimes subtle roles in shap-
ing efforts to assist and acculturate new teachers into
the profession. The fact that these conceptualizations
are often more tacit than explicit does not diminish or
negate their influence.

Comprehending the conceptual frameworks
embedded in assistance efforts and being more ex-
plicit about the frameworks as they influence those
efforts are of crucial importance. They make us criti-
cal and therefore better infnrmed consumers of pre-
viously developed assistance models. They are es-
sential to establishing accurate and valid standards
or criteria for assessing utility, impact and effective-
ness of such efforts. For the reader of this volume, the
conceptual frameworks may be either illuminating
guides or focusing lenses through which to consider
the book's ideas, descriptions, and discussions.
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CHAPTER 3

Content and
Strategies for
Assisting New
Teachers

Diane S, Murphy
San Diego State University

Katherine K. Merseth
University of California, Riverside

Ann I. Morey
San Diego State University

A SCENARIO OF FAILURE . .. AND NEW STORIES
OF SUCCESS

I am a new teacher, which means t am taking
over an empty classmoin, right? When f walk
in the classroom door, it is bare. There is not a
piece of paper, a pencil! There are no erasers!
No chalk! No teacher's guides! No textbooks!
I am lucky if there are chairs and tables and
desks. I might not even have a garbage can,
but if I do, it is probably full because the cus-
todian did not enter that room since the for-
mer teacher left in June. That is what I enter
into. If I am lucky, it is two or three days before
the kids arrive. If I am typical, it's three hours
before the kids arrive because i got hired just
after school stated when district personnel
knew they had enough kids to need me. If I am
really unlucky, it's two weeks after the kids
arrive and lam getting all the kids who do not
want to be there because they are leaving their
buddies from classes they were in before 1
came.

Second, no one tells me where to get the books,
papers, crayons, and erasers I need. Finally, I
get brave enough to interrupt a person, who I
know does not want to be interrupted, and she
says: "Go down and ask the secretary in the
principal's office where the bookroom is."
Now in most schools, when I arrive at the
bookroom, there is a clerk there with a thou-
sand forms to fill out and no books on the
shelf .. . because all you experienced people
(you, who have had the privilege of being in
that school if you wanted to for the last two
weeks) have been popping in and and grab-
bing every new book that came in the door.
You have thcm in your classroom! S what is
left are the dregs that nobody else wants. I
don't know if they are good books or bad
books. I don't even know if they are appropri-
ate to the kids l am going to teach; and nobody
is there to help me make that decision. I go to
lw supply room for paper, pencils, and cray-
ons. If I'm lucky there are some left. If not, all
the teachers who are experienced and have
been there already have taken everything that
came in the first supply shipment. Here I sit.
The kids arrive tomorrow morning. 1 don't
know what I am going to do. If I had any plan
from my preservice training, it at least re-
quired paper, pencils, and books!
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Now, here's the other thing that happens in a
typical California classroom: the next day kids
from at least three if not five different ethnic
backgrounds walk into my room. Several of
the-e children do not speak Frig lish. Regard-
less of how good my preservicv preparation
was, it could not have prepared me for this!
(Taken from int"rviews with new teachers
reported by Beatrice A. Ward, 19891

This unfortunate scenario is the experience of many
no vi:.e California teachers. However, success stories
are beginning to surface as well, largely due to begin-
ning teacher support programs now being piloted in
the state. Consider the words of two new teachers
who have had advisors assigned to assist them at
their school sites:

My start-up partner was (and is) incredible!
We began working together during the last
part of summer vacation and she was always
available for questions, ideas, support and an
occasional shoulder to cry on. We went over
my discipline plan, classroom setting and
organization, my lesson plans, etc. Many times
we stayed at school through the dinner hour
discussing and working on school projects. I
feel very close to her and know I can go to her
with my needs. She always has treated me as
an equal and I will always be grateful for her
assistance. IA secondary language arts teacher.)

I needed to be supported emotionally and ad-
vised as to the school day's 'ebb and flow.' All
questions I may have had concerning materi-
als, texts, etc. were answered. My "buddy"
often came to my room for a drop-in visit and
commented positively on what she saw. She
shared her ideas at,d materials willingly and
was excited about mine. IA combination 1st/
2nd grade teacher.)

Their experiences are cause for hope: hope that the
scenario of failure will be replaced by stories of
success as the effects of beginning teacher programs
for a few become the norm for the profession.

This chapter is designed to provide information
on the content and strategies of assistance that have
helped to create these stories of success within Cali-
fornia. The information presented reflects the shared
knowledge and experience of beginning teacher

project leaders who attended the statewide invita-
tional workshops on beginning teacher programs. At
the workshops, "content of assistance" was defined
as the subject matter that is emphasized in beginning
teacher programs. "Strategies of assistance" were
defined as ways that assistance is delivered, includ-
ing who provides the assistance and how it is pro-
vided. The chapter has been organized to identify the
content and strategies that have been highly empha-
sized in California programs, and to i!!ustrate both
the similarity and diversity of program assistance. It
describes assistance for starting the school year as
well as for improving instructional performance
throughout the first year. The chapter also suggests
adaptations for large geographical regions, multicul-
tural school settings, year-round education, and sec-
ondary school programs.

DETERMINING THE CONTENT OF BEGINNING
TEACHER PROGRAMS

Major tasks confronting planners of new teacher
assistance are determining program content and es-
tablishing priorities. An assessment of new teacher
needs is a valuable way to learn new teachers' per-
ceptions of their situation. However, new teachers
have a limited experience base for analyzing the
types of assistance they may need. Thus, it is impor-
tant to incorporate the informed knowledge of re-
searchers and practitioners who and-"c -id the needs
of new teachers within the broad text of the
profession in planning an assistanc rogram. There
is a growing body of literature which should be
explored in this process, including Knowledge Base pr
the Beginning Teacher (1989), a recent publication by
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. In addition, prospective leaders can learn
from the combined knowledge of those currently
implementing new teacher programs.

In order to identify the content areas and em-
phases of new teacher programs within California,
the 66 project leaders at The Invitational Workshop
on Beginning Teacher Programs in San Diego were
asked to indicate the degree of emphasis placed on
specific content areas in their 1988-89 programs and
whether they intended to retain or modify these
emphases in 1989-90. Beginning the list of content
areas to which participants responded were the 10
most frequently cited new teacher problems identi-
fied in Vuenman's (1984) review of studies on begin-
ning teacher needs. Other areas frequently addressed
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FIGURE 1
DEGREE OF EMPHASIS IN ASSISTANCE

Please rate the degree of emphasis in assistance (low Thigh) that is currently provided in your project (what is) and indicate
your intent to retain or modify that emphasis as you plan for next year (what will be). Rate one those areas you include or
intend to include as part of your protect. Leave the others blank.

What Is
low --> high

Emphasis in Assistance What Will Be
low > high

1 2 3 4 5 1) Classroom discipline 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 2) Motivating students 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 3) Dealing with individual student differences 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 4) Assessing students' work 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 5) Relations with parents 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 6) Organization of class wolk 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 7) Materials and supplies 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 8) Dealing with problems of individual students 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 9) Balancing heavy teaching loads & preparation time 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 10) Colleague relations 1 2 :4 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 11) Psychological support 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 12) Coping with isolation 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 13) District related issues 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 14) Standardized testing 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 15) Stress management 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 16) Curriculum issues 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 17) Record keeping 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 18) Procedures for referrals 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 19) Time management 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 20) Professional growth plans 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 21) Preparing, for substitutes 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 22) 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 23) 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 24)

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 25) 1 2 3 4 5

by new teacher programs were added to the list. (See
Figure 1.)

The highly emphasized content areas desig-
nated by a majority of the leaders who implemented
programs in 1988-89 are presented in ranked order of
response:

Content highly emphasized In 1988-89

psychological support
curriculum issues
classroom discipline
colleague relations
rel3tions with parents

It is interesting to note that two of these areas psy-
chological support and curriculum issues were not
among those identified in the Veenman review (1984).

The content areas that most of these respon-
dents planned to highly emphasize in 1989-1990 in-
clude these five plus an additional 11 topics.

Content highly emphasized in 1989-90

motivating students
classroom discipline
organization of classwork
dealing with individual student differences
relations with parents
colleague relations
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psychological support
coping with isolation
time management
professional growth planning
curriculum issues
dealing with problems of individual students
balancing heavy teaching loads and
preparation
stress management
materials and supplies
preparation for substitutes

It is not surprising that classroom discipline is an
important content area in most new teacher programs.
Discipline was identified in Veenman's study (19k !)
as the primary problem of new teachers. The content
listing shows that programs in California have under-
scored this common need. However, it is particularly
interesting to note that content associated with moti-
vating students is the area in which most programs
intend to intensify assistance in the second year of im-
plementation. Perhaps the relationship between stu-
dent behavior and student motivation for learning is
being recognized and efforts to emphasize this rela-
tionshir are being incorporated as induction pro-
grams become more sophisticated in addressing new
teacher needs.

The projected expansion in content focus and
emphasis of assistance in programs within California
could he attributed to various factors:

refinement of the perceived needs of new
teachers during the initial year of program
implementation

redesign of programs based on a reflective
analysis of the strengths and limitations of the
original program design and implementation

networking between projects about ways to
enhance assistance

feeling of greate competence by the project
leaders, facilitating the introduction of a wider
range of subjects following the initial year of
implementation.

But whatever is prompting the changes, the di-
versity of topics listed reflects the complex challenge
confronting those who would attempt to support and
assist new teachers.

FIGURE 2
RANKS

Project Beginning Teacher:
Strategy Assistance leaders CANTP NTRP

Money for classroom
set-up expense 1.5

Help in their classnxims
provided by experienced
teachers

Observe expert teachers

Attend mentor teacher
presentations

Talk with other
new teachers

Demonstration lessons
taught in the new
teacher's classroom

1.5 4

2.5 4

7

Support and guidance
from the principal 7 2.5

To attend educational
conferences of their choice

To attend workshops

Formal university coursework
on a wide range of classroom
management and curriculum
concerns. 9.5

7

it) 10

Individually ranked scores under each strategy of assis-
tance were summed and then divided by the number of re-
spondents in order to determine a ranked order of response
for the project leaders and each of the new teachers groups.

DETERMINING STRATEGIES OF ASSISTANCE

Many strategies are available to assist begin-
ning teachers. Similar to determining content, new
tt. acher needs and /or wants are only one criterion on
which selection of strategies should be based. How-
ever, identifying the preferences of novice teachers
can be an important ingredient in program design. At
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the invitational workshop, project leaders were asked
to rank 10 strategies in the order they felt would reflect
what new teachers want most in an induction pro-
gram. In addition, participants in one of the California
New Teacher Projects (CANTO and one of the state's
Inner-City New Teacher Retention Projects (NTRP)
were asked to rank the same list. (See Figure 2.)

The consensus across all three groups is that
new teachers much prefer assistance that is immedi-
ate and is provided at the school site. Given the time
constraints and contextual needs associated with the
first year of teaching, workshops, conferences, and
formal coursework were not highly rated.

Interestingly, both new teacher groups ranked
support from the principal among their top three pref-
erences, while project directors ranked principal sup-
port seventh. It may be that project directors tend to
minimize the significant role principals play in the ex-
periences of new teachers. This significance may
pertain to the existing evaluation system and the
perceived (or real) power of the principal within the
school setting.

The variation in responses between new teacher
groups suggests that the structures of assistance pro-
vided may have a significant influence on which type
is valued. "Talking with other new teachers" was
ranked second by the New Teacher Retention Project
and seventh by the California New Teacher Project.
The Retention program requires weekly meetings of
small cluster groups of new teachers (approximately
six teachers per group) as compared to optional
monthly large group new teacher meetings in the
New Teacher Project model. The higher rating from
Retention project teachers may reflect the satisfaction
of relationships that resulted from the clustering
process and its continuity. Similarly, the teachers who
gave a high ranking to "money for classroom set-up
expense" had been matched with a start-up partner
who was encouraged to take them shopping at the
beginning of the school year and help them make
appropriate selections of instructional materials. The
other group of teachers received only written and oral
instructions on how to purchase materials. Most of the
second group did not use the stipend until late in the
school-year.

It should be noted that formalized university
coursework is ranked last by all respondents. Feed-
back from discussion groups at both conferences indi-

cater that assistance offered through coursework is
more valued if modifications are made in the formal-
ized structures of masters level coursework. For ex-
ample, in some projects, new teachers and advisors
have taken classes together and have engaged in
action research which specifically applies to their
particular school settings. San Diego State University
incorporated structures to promote reflective analy-
sis of an individual's teaching experience through the
use of critical incident summaries and case reports.
New teachers spend 10 minutes of each class session
writing about a critical experience (positive or nega-
tive) of the past week. These accounts help focus
individual thought and prompt small cluster group
discussion guided by a university professor. The
accounts are developed into case reports by incorpo-
rating descriptions of contextual factors and an analy-
sis of all the elements of the experience. The person-
ally relevant nature of the writing and the insights
derived from the discussions among teacher educa-
tors and new teacher colleagues tend to minimize the
burden of .university coursework added to an already
challenging schedule.

Similarity and Diversity of Support for New
Teachers Within California

Similarities exist in the types of beginning
teacher support in California state-funded pilot proj-
ects. Most pr-igrams include: 1) assigning an experi-
enced teacher/ faculty member to assist new teach-
ers; 2) training for new teachers; 3) new teacher sup-
port groups: and 4) stipends for classroom set-up.
But, by design, there is significant variation in the
intensity of assistance. Projects are funded at differ-
ent levels. Projects fund $500 to $5,000 per new teacher
so that evaluators can analyze the impact of various
levels of assistance on the attainment of induction
goals. The most intense assistance, though relatively
very expensive, may be the most cost-effective option
if the intensity results in distinguishable improve-
ment in new teacher performance and retention.
Figure 3 describes four types of assistance; the strate-
gies listed under each illustrate the variation in de-
sign and intensity among the projects.

ASSISTANCE FOR BEGINNING THE SCHOOL YEAR

Research indicates that even the most forope-
tent student teachers tend to experience feelings of
inadequacy and incompetence at the beginning of the
tirst year of professional practice (Murphy, 1988).
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Intensive Assistance
Full-time Advisor (1:12 ratio)
1n-class assistance weekly
(e.g., 3 hrs.)

Intensive Assistance
Required /paid training for
new and assisting teachers
(can include release days)

Intensive Assistance
Regularly scheduled site-
based meetings with
knowledgeable theorists
and practitioners

FIGURE 3
TYPES OF ASSISTANCE

Assignment of an Experienced Advisor
Moderate Assistance
Assigned school site advisor
Release days to work together

Training for the New Teacher
Moderate Assistance
Required/paid training for
new teachers
Training optional for advisors

New Teacher 'ippon Groups
Moderate Assistance
Structured meetings with advisors
who have limited background in
theory and/or practice

Minimal Assistance
Assigned school site advisor
No structures for working
together during school time

Minimal Assistance'
Voluntary attendance at
training for new and assisting
teachers (no monetary
compensation)

Minimal Assistance
Support and interaction
limited to other new teachers
(no guidance from
experienced educators)

Stipends for Classroom Set-up
Intensive Assistance Moderate Assistance Minimal Assistance

5500-51000 52004300 $100 or less

Evertson (1989) clarifies why the need for start-up
assistance is so pervasive among beginning teachers:

The preservice teacher has rarely observed
and rarely participated in the construction of a
world of learning; rather, he or she has gener-
ally entered such a .vorld in midstream, ex-
pecting to fit in and preserve the status quo of
the classroom. Thus, how to begin is an issue
that falls between the cracks of the preservice
world and the world of the professional teacher.
(p. 59)

The challenge of providing adequate assistance
in a typically inadequate amount of time is compli-
cated by the fact that beginning-of-the-year assis-
tance must incorporate information on such diverse
elements as: 1) district and school site orientation; 2)
classroom set-up; 3) acquisition and organization of
instructional materials and supplies; and 4) creating
a learning environment. Strategies included in this
section are being used by California educators ac-
tively engaged in start-up assistance for new teach-
ers. To be effective, start up strategies must include
ways to promote motivation, information, and ac-
countability for assigned advisors as well as ideas for

integrating the new teacher into the profession. Cali-
fornia educators are using the following:

Hiring Practices. In some districts, experienced grade
level nr departmental personnel become actively in-
volved in the interview and selection process and
assume responsibility for assisting the new teacher in
order to support and justify their selection. They also
provide input to the principal as to who might make
the best match as an advisor for the new teacher.

Advisor Assignment. It is easier to ask for the help of
experienced educators if the new teacher and other
project participants know that assisting roles have
been formally assigned to advisors. To the extent
possible, ad. isor assignment is made upon hiring.
Advisors are given explicit information about role
expectations. A good advisor/new teacher match is
more likely if the advisor is accessible at the school
site, has the same grade level expertise, is strong in
classroom management and discipline, is sensitive to
the psychological needs of new teachers, and is
committed to providing the necessary time for assist-
ing a new teacher.
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Social Gatherings. Several projects host social events
such as luncheons where new teachers and their advi-
sors meet in an informal setting. Frequently, other
school-site, district, and university personnel attend.

Intensive Workshops/Conferences. Somedistrictsoffer
one-week or even longer conferences explr ring topics
important to new and veteran teachers. For example,
one site has a Summer Institute for advisors and new
teachers. It provides several weeks of immersion on a
topic, such as instructional strategies for diverse class-
rooms. Another district sponsors a Professional De-
velopment Center where new teachers spend a week
prior to the start of school. They get acquainted with
other teachers in the school and district; and together
new and experienced teachers review the school cur-
riculum, discuss seating arrangements, bulletin
boards, and classroom management.

Project Orientation. The projects use a variety of
formats to orient new teachers and other personnel to
the project. Some districts orientnew teachers, princi-
pals, and other assisting personnel in one large group
meeting so that all participants can hear the same
information, have the same expectations, and provide
an accountability check on each other for assistance
offered and received.

Handbook for New Teachers. A handbook is a helpful
tool that can facilitate orientation to the project, dis-
trict, and school site. Some handbooks state expecta-
tions for professional growth and present the project's
con:eptual basis. One handbook presents five differ-
ent steps to be mastered before the school year begins,
and is the major sourcebook for workshops prior to
classes. Some handbooks also include pertinent infor-
mation that the new teacher is too overwhelmed to
absorb in an orientation meeting. They may also serve
as directories for local and district resources, or as
guides for assisting educators.

One-on-One. Advisors visit the new teacher's class-
room and help them set it up. They help the teacher
obtain curriculum materials and generally get ori-
ented to the school and its resources (or lack thereof).

Stipends for Classroom Set-up and Other Purposes.
Since beginning teachers do not have the inventory of
materials that experienced teachers accumulate, they
receive stipends to offset costs of materials needed to
create a learning environment. Stipends generally
range from $100 to $500.

New Teacher Desk Kit. The district warehouse pro-
vides a kit of predetermined, standard desk materials
(gra debook, stapler, scissors, etc.) for each grade level.
Each grade level kit has a specific order number so
that delivery can be arranged as soon as a new teacher
is hired.

Ordering Classroom Materials and Supplies. Princi-
pals replacing retiring or transferring teachers re-
quest that those teachers order class sets of materials
(texts, papers, etc.) as if they would be returning so
that their replacements do not end up with shortages
and/or the "dregs" of the district.

School and Neighborhood Tour. A welcoming/orien-
tation strategy could include a tour of the school to in-
troduce new teachers to personnel as well as show
them all the things hat experienced teachers already
know (e.g., cubbyholes of supplies). If the tour in-
cludes the neighborhood, the new teacher can gain
insights into many factors affecting the children who
live there.

Late-hire Contingency Plan. A contingency plan for
late hires is developed in conjunction with the begin-
ning teacher program offerings for all new teachers.
This plan reflects the practical time and personnel
constraints associated with late hiring. If checklists for
assistance have been formulated in advance, alterna-
tive approaches can be anticipated and incorporated.

Video-tapes of school start-up. Video-tapes of out-
standing teachers at work in the first week of school
have proven helpful to new teachers who have never
participated in crea ting a learning environment. Tapes
for each grade level can be developed and duplicated
for check-out. These can be used as a focus of grade
level new teacher group meetings, advisor/new
teacher con ferenci ng, or individual viewing.

Shadowing. To capitalize on a new teacher's intrinsic
motivation to prepare for school, districts prepare a
list of experienced teachers who are willing to have a
new teacher shadow them during the instructional
day. Available dates a re determined and disseminated
to new hires. Depending on the hiring date, shadowing
occurs in the spring, summer or fall. In schools
operating on a year-round schedule, staggered start-
up dates make this easier. For new teachers hired after
school begins, a shadowing experience lasting one
day to one week could be required as an alternative to
hiring a teacher for immediate placement.
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ASSISTANCE FOR IMPROVING INSTRUCTIONAL.
PERFORMANCE

The prospectus for tne American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education's, Kum, ledge Base for
the &winning Teacher, asserts:

Knowledgeable teachers are not technicians,
but professionals worthy and able to make
decisions and plans based on principled knowl-
edge that is adapted to the particulars of their
teaching situation, their students, their unique
experience and their own special insights, self-
knowledge, values and commitments (Gard-
ner, 1989).

Helping new teachers improve instructional
performance is the essence of a quality beginning
teacher program. Getting acclimated to a new setting
and position is vital but it is merely a foundation for
the more complex challenge of becoming an effective
and professional teacher. Ideally, the process of as-
sisting new teachers to become professional begins in
teacher preparation and extends into the initial years
of teaching. It requires the establishment of struc-
tures to help integrate the experiential wisdom of
expert teachers, the knowleoge gained at the univer-
sity and the innovative and exploratory ideas of
novice teachers.

The threats to attainment are the constraints of
time, training, and precedent. Nevertheless, the goal
of improving instructional performance must remain
central to the content and strategies associated with
new teacher assistance. Structures must be developed
that will create time for assistance; expert educators
should be trained in ways to effectively assist novice
teachers; and expectations for induction must be
clearly established within the profession. The
strategies presented in this section are among those
being used by project leaders who are currently
engaged in implementing programs to reach the goal
of improving the instructional performance of
beginning teachers.

Workshops, Conferences, and Other Meetings. A va-
riety of formats can be used for this type of staff de-
velopment, including after-school workshops, full or
partial release days, weekend events, and local, state
and national conferences. Through these activities,
new teachers can gain knowledge, understanding,
and skills that will help them in a range of areas such

as parent conferences, back-to-school-night, grading
and record-keeping, effective teaching, different in-
structional strategies, bilingual education, specific
curriculum areas, and teaching and learning in ethni-
cally diverse classrooms. These activities, particu-
larly when in the form of attendance at professional
seminars and conferences, can also provide accul-
turation into the profession.

Curriculum Forums and Follow-up Meetings. Sev-
eral projects offer day-long forums to enhance con-
tent knowledge in core curriculum areas and to pro-
mote skill in instructional planning and delivery.
Followup meetings encourage implementation of
instructional strategies and provide opportunities to
raise questions and share ideas and experiences.
When school site advisors are able to attend the same
forums and follow-up meetings, support in planning
for specific contextual and grade level concerns can
be more effectively integrated.

University Courses for Beginning Teachers. Univer-
sity coursework is designed especially for new teach-
ers. Using a variety of formats (e.g., seminars, critical
incident writing and analysis, lectures) courses have
included topics ranging from stress management,
classroom management, and multicultural educa-
tion to parent relations. Courses also include compo-
nents on second language acquisition, instructional
strategies, and teaching in the content areas.

Setting up for Substitutes. The work of preparing for
and, in some cases, "making up for" a substitute can
often negate the benefits of a release day inservice for
improving instruction. One solution is to suspend
continuity of instruction for a day and allow substi-
tutes, prepared with special grade level materials
which have been approved by district curriculum
coordinators, to teach content that they have per-
fected and that is worthy of interrupting the estab-
lished sequence of instruction.

Integration of Research Literature into Practice. New
teachers, veteran teachers, and university faculty
review the research literature on relevant topics and
use it to guide classroom practice and to develop
professional growth activities for new teachers. Spe-
cific projects have used research findings to structure
activities on classroom management, effective schools,
and such topics as the teaching of reading, math,
science, and cooperative education.
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Cluster Groups. Groups of six to eight new teachers
meet regularly with a university faculty member o
experienced teacher to promote acculturation, the
development of problem-solving skills, reflective
analysis, and expertise in identified areas.

Critical incident Summaries. New teachers meet
weekly and do a brief writing session on an incident
(positive or negative) that occurred at their school.
The process of writing helps new teachers formulate
and articulate their own thoughts and insights. Small
groups facilitated by a veteran teacher or university
faculty member discuss some of the "incidents" to
promote understanding, reflective thinking, and peer
problem-solving.

Case Studies. Published case studies are a useful tool
to engage new teachers in analyzing situations and
promoting professional growth. In one project, new
teachers also develop their own case studies which
are reviewed by a university faculty member and are
discussed in group meetings.

Journals. Like critical incident summaries and case
studies, journal writing is another useful mode of
self-examination and can lead to clarification of is-
sues, a habit of reflection, and skill at problem solv-
ing.

Clinical Supervision. Advisors and university fac-
ulty clinically supervise the new teacher in the class-
room. Preconferences, classroom observations, and
post-conferences characterize this strategy in which
new teachers identify change targets and write pro-
fessional development goals.

Lesson Observations and Con ferencing. Various kinds
of observation are incorporated, depending on the
objective of assistance. The new teacher .,:)serves
experienced teachers to become aware of alternative
styles and strategies. Or the advisor and the novice
teacher observe another teacher. In the latter case, the
advisor gu ides the new teacher in a reflective analysis
of the instructional process.

Assess to Assist. Strategies of observation must be
linked to the concept that becoming a teacher is a
process and that assessment is the foundation for
assistance. In some projects, structures for self-as-
sessment are incorporated with other forms of forma-
tive evaluation (e.g., cognitive coaching and reflec-
tive supervision). Visual and auditory tapes with

written guidelines to promote diagnosis and analysis
are used by new teachers in consultation with expe-
rienced educators.

Team Teaching. A potentially less threatening strat-
egy than structured teacher observation is team teach-
ing, in which classes are combined forsome units and
novice and veteran teachers collaboratively plan,
teach, and evaluate the instructional experience.

Video Tapes. Video tapes are produced by university
faculty and district personnel as well as commercial
enterprises. These tapes can assist new teachers in
dealing with teaching situations.

Second-year Teachers as Buddies. Second-year teach-
ers are invited to activities with first-year teachers.
Because they can identify closely with the new teach-
ers, they can provide assurance, insights, and practi-
cal information. This structured interaction also has
proven a vehicle for the continued professional growth
of second-year teachers.

Newsletters. Project newsletters are a way to intro-
duce the new teachers, report project information
and cover topics of interest.

Help-Line. New teachers discuss matters witha public
school teacher, retired teacher, principal and/or uni-
versity professor, all available by telephone. In one
project, Help-Line members visit new teachers' class-
rooms and provide on-site assistance.

Team Approach to Assistance. A team of educators
works with a specific teacher throughout the year.
The team often consists of an administrator, a re-
source teacher, an experienced grade-level teacher,
and a university professor.

Professional Growth Planning. Since 1985, creden-
tialed new teachers in California must develop an in-
dividualized professional growth plan and accumu-
late a minimum of 150 hours of participation in
activities related to targeted growth goals within five
years of receiving the initial credential in order to
renew the Professional Clear Teaching Credential.
Several new teacher programs train experienced
educators to serve as professional growth advisors
and provide inservices within the beginning teacher
program that directly correlate with the new teacher's
need to identify goals and develop a plan.
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ADAPTING ASSISTANCE FOR SPECIFIC SITUATIONS

The content and assistance of new teacher pro-
grams must be adapted to the unique settings in
which new teachers begin their teaching careers.
Adaptations for specific situations which will be dis-
cussed in this section are presented under the follow-
ing topics: 1) distance assistance: supporting new
teachers electronically; 2) year-round education as-
sistance; 3) assistance in multicultural school set-
tings; and 4) secondary level assistance.

Distance Assistance: Supporting New Teachers
Electronically

Some California projects are designed to assist
beginning teachers and their advisors over large
geographical regions. Some use interactive video
and cable television. Others provide assistance
through an interactive network of personal comput-
ers which can electronically transfer text messages
from one person to another or to a group of individu-
als. An example of such a program is Cm Beginning
Teacher Computer Network which was initiated at
the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

Assistance delivered by an interactive com-
puter network connects teachers who art assigned to
even the most remote locations. According to the
Harvard model, electronic support differs in two
important respects from typical assistance programs:
first, rather than one advisor to one advisee, all the
participants give advice to each other, resulting in a
model of professional development that defines an
advisor as a collection of individuals rather than one
person; second, the vast majority of members are
colleagues of equal status, negating much of the
expert-novice interaction of most assistance programs.
With the exception of the university participants and
occasional invited guests, all of the comments, advice
and professional support given to the first year teach-
ers come from other first year teachers. This equal
status of nearly all the members causes the network
to resemble peer coaching models of staff develop-
ment.

Network conversations range widely, fre-
quently moving from a specific example or question
to more general exchanges or consideration of prin-
ciples. As an example, one Network message ex-
change initially focused on classroom management
skills, i.e., how to keep student chattering under

control. This stimulated five somewhat prescriptive
peer responses. Responses moved within a few days
to a broader consideration of student motivation and
the purposes of education. The conversation began to
diverge after the following comment by one of the be-
ginning teachers: "A lot of this discussion has been on
order and only a little bit of it is on what that order
should serve. . . . Order isn't what teaching is about."
One week later, a junior high science teacher re-
sponded with the message: "It is not so much the
algebra, biology, and writing that we teach, it is the
feeling of self-worth and confidence. . . ." This
launched the electronic group discussion into a con-
sideration of personal priorities in teaching and a
debate about the relative importance of "character
development" and "purer academics."

Because the network collectively represents not
one, bu .vide range of teaching environments,
there exists a "sieve of neutrality" with regard to local
context knowledge. This local detachment, combined
with multiple perspectives of different individuals
from diverse subject matter fields, generalizes the
specific incident or situation to a higher level of ab-
straction. Networking, with its focus on the content
of the message and not on the local culture, seems to
foster the ability of novices to perceive more broadly
and more generally, helping them gain perspectives
on their own teaching and on the teaching of others.
Used in conjunction with a school site advisor who
assists with important local context concerns, the
network may well stimulate a level of reflection not
often found in teacher education or staff develop-
ment programs.

While experienced educators know that many
first-year teachers will experience a remarkably simi-
lar set of problems regardless of their school or class-
room location, novices often do not have this per-
spective. They frequently feel that they are the "only
ones" with discipline issues, management problems
or questions about the purposes of education. The
network provides novice teachers with a means to
share a teaching experience or a thought at any hour
of the day or night. This connectedness, providing
continuity from their training experiences as well as
contact with each other, helps break down the sense
of isolation that is particularly devastating to begin-
ners. One participant observed, "Hearing about other
people's problems made me feel less alone. Those
conversations let me know it wasn't just me."
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The question is often asked: Is assistance through
a computer network expensive? Thirty-eight Begin-
ning Teacher Computer Network participants re-
ported an average monthlyusage rate of 6.1 hours per
person per month for a total of 61 hours for the year.
Costs to implement the system are derived from the
capital expenditures for the host equipment, tele-
phone line charges, and technical personnel to main-
tain the system. The proliferation of computers in
schools makes it possible for participants touse these
computers to participate. Total Network expendi-
tures were $12,750 for the 1987-88 academic year, re-
sulting in a cost per hour ofuse of $5.50. In subsequent
years, assuming the same participation rates and
cohort size, the annual cost drops to approximately
$6000 resulting in an hourly rate of $2.91 because
equipment is re-used and no further equipment pur-
chases are necessary.

Noting that the average number of hours logged
by participants closely resembles the number ofcon-
tact hours for a one semester university course, this
technology offers a pragmatic and relatively low cost
means for universities to provide formal support to
beginning teacher graduates. As in their university
preservice teacher education experience, teachersnow
gather electronically across thousand.: of miles to
consider a specific situation, problem or case. Only
now the "grist" or material for discussion is not an
abstract reading, a faculty lecture or a contrived sce-
nario; instead, the conversations are grounded in real
experiences and events that a network member has
encountered or questioned. The motivation topa rtici-
pate, either by passively reading the dialogue or by
actively sending messages, is very high.

Year-round Education Assistance

In areas of high growth, many California schools
are actively implementing year-round ducation in
which schools operate on multiple sched u!P.is or tracks.
One example of a multi-track system involves divid-
ing the student body into four tracks. Three tracks, on
a rotating basis, are always in session throughout the
year. Students and teachers have class fiur nine weeks
followed by three-week breaks. Vacation days for
students and teachers are staggered so that school
buildings can be cost-effective in accommodating
greater numbers of students.

Some of the elements associated with year-round
schools which affect beginning teacher programs are:

1) school start-ups are staggered; 2) numbers of com-
bination classrooms (classrooms in which there are
two or more grade levels) are increased to allow for
every grade level to be offered on most tracks; 3)
interactions between grade level teachers, advisors
and new teachers, and total staff are hampered by
rotating vacation schedules; and 4) "flex" teaching
becomes necessary. A flex teacher is one who moves
his or her students and materials into different class-
rooms which become available on a rotating basis
through-out the school year. In some schools flexing
occurs every three weeks. Veteran teachers who have
first priority of assignment within most districts of-
ten avoid non-traditional assignments; therefore, a
higher number of new teachers begin their teaching
careers as flex teachers in combination classes on
tracks that begin during the summer months.

Strategies of assistance which may be effective
in traditional schools are frequently inefftt ive in
year-round schools. Consequently, project_., aor as-
sisting beginning teachers may need to implement
substantially different models of assistance within
the same district. Programs which currently incorpo-
rate year-round schools have suggested the follow-
ing adaptations in assistance:

Multiple training sessions covering the same
content should be incorporated into the pro-
gram design. For example, orientations for
new teachers and initial training forad visors
may need to be offered on two-to-four occa-
sions over a time span of four months (e.g.,
June-September). Funds to support this du-
plication in training should be incorporated
in the budget.

Communications usually sent to school sites
through district mail or publicized through
staff bulletins must be mailed to home ad-
dresses of teachers who are off-track (on
vacation). Advance program scheduling and
publicity must become a high priority in
order to ensure effective communication.

Continuity of support for new teachers
should be maintained, despite difficulties
posed when new and experienced grade-
level partners are on different tracks. Since
administrators seek to offer each grade level
on every track, it is common for a new teacher
to be on a different track from the ether
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grade-level teachers at the site. Thus, there
are three-week periods of time scattered
through-out the year when either the new
teacher or the advisor is off-track. One proj-
ect has approached the problem of continu-
ity of assistance in year-round schools by
establishing a support team of assisting teach-
ers. When a new teacher's partner is off-
track, the team members take over the assist-
ing role.

Special assistance in learning how to manage
two grade-level curricula should be provided.
Due to the need to provide each grade level
on every track, combination classrooms are
more prevalent in year-round schools. New
teachers often receive these assignments.
Deciding what content must be taught sepa-
rately to each grade within the classroom
and what content can be taught to the whole
group is complex even for an experienced
teacher. Consider the fact that a child en-
rolled as a third grader in a 3/4 combination
one year, a fourth grader in a straight fourth
grade the next year, and fifth grader in a 4/
5 combination the following year may re-
ceive three years of content usually reserved
for fourth grade when whole group instruc-
tion is the dominant instructional methodol-
ogy. Yet, preparing and presenting two
completely distinct lessons for five or six
subject areas each day is unmanageable
(particularly for the new teacher). Selection
of curriculum, instructional methodology,
and the coordination of instruction for spe-
cific combinations of classrooms demands
uniquely different approaches from those
appropriate for regular classroom instruc-
tion. District level curriculum specialists and
school site resource teachers can offer fo-
cused inservice assistance to address these
specific concerns.

New teacher projects should be particularly
sensitive to the needs of the "flex" teacher,
the teacher who must pack up materials and
students and change classrooms as they
become available on a rotating schedule. One
strategy advocates that the flex teacher be
freed from other assignments such as play-
ground or lunch duty. Incentives of this
nature may encourage veteran teachers to

accept the flex assigr mentor provide needed
stress reduction for the new teacher.

Year-round schedule can have some benefits
to new teacher programs. Experienced teachers who
are off-track may be more amenable to observing and
advising novice teachers when they do not need to
take time away from their own classrooms to offer as-
sistance. Frequently, however, off -track advisors are
either out of town or working as substitutes, so struc-
turing this type of support can be difficult. New
teachers who are off-track can use the time to observe
effective role models in classrooms that are in ses-
sion. In their own buildings, this can be facilitated by
project personnel and/or principals. A new teacher
on a traditional schedule (September-June) could
elect to spend the beginning week of school with a
veteran teacher at a year-round school that starts in
July or August. It should be noted that teachers can
neither be required not coerced to use vacation time
to engage in school activities. Off-track assistance
must be voluntary but it can be structured in ways
that will be highly beneficial.

Assistance in Multicultural School Settings

California's changing demographics have cre-
ated a rich diversity within its student population
largely due to immigration. It has been estimated thigt
'one in six children in the public schools statewide is
an immigrant, with more than a third of a million
recently arrived newcomers. In some school districts
as many as 80 percent are limited- or non-English
speakers. In one third of the districts in the state at
least one in ten students is limited-English profi-
cient." (Olsen,1988, p. 5.)

Despite a legal mandate to provide an equitable
education for these children, there remains a signifi-
cant academic gap between immigrant students and
U.S.-born, English-speaking students. One critical
factor in narrowing this gap is effective preservice
and inservice preparation of teachers in multicultu-
ral education. Several new teacher projects have
focused assistance in areas related to teaching ethni-
cally and linguistically diverse students.

For example, the Winters School District pro-
vides new teachers with an opportunity to engage in
an expense paid three-week Spanish language im-
mersion experience in Mexico during the summer
before they begin teaching. New teachers live with
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Mexican host families, receive instruction relevant to
their level of language proficiency, and earn univer-
sity credit. The district uses this program as an incen-
tive in hiring new teachers.

Another way to help is to offer preservice train-
ing in second language acquisition theory and ap-
proaches, alternative teaching strategies, and back-
ground on issues facing limited-English proficient
students. This training should be coordinated with
district-wide efforts to develop and implement Eng-
lish language development programs. Unfortunately,
most new teachers begin teaching with minimal train-
ing in multicultural education and limited district
support. Consequently, emphasis on learning to teach
limited-English proficient students should be a pri-
mary focus of new teacher support and assistance
programs when teachers are given assignments to
teach linguistically diverse students. Two outstand-
ing references for defining the need and the related
resources are Crossing the Schoolhouse Border: Immi-
grant Students and the California Public Schools (Olsen,
1988) and Bridges: Promising Programs for the Education
of Immigrant Children (Olsen, 1989). See the guidebook
reference section, Appendix A.

Instructional bias associated with traditional
competitive school structures tends to exacerbate the
academic gap between white and racially diverse
students. To avoid such bias, emphasis is being placed
on cooperative learning structures. These structures
have proven particularly effective in improving the
achievement levels for African-American, Hispanic,
and Native American students (Kagan, 1989). Since
new teachers frequently struggle with cooperative
learning, it is recommended that maximum time and
intensity be devoted to theory, curriculum, methodol-
ogy, and coaching when this approach to learning is
selected as a content focus of new teacher support.
Several California projects give university credit for
semester coursework ci cooperative learning. Train-
ing is offered to both new and experienced teachersso
that contextual factors can be integrated into discus-
sions and application of learning can be promoted at
the school site.

Secondary Level Assistance

Although elementary and secondary new teach-
ers have some needs in common, preliminary evalu-
ation findings from the California New Teacher Proj-

ect have identified differences which require plan-
ning for alternative strategies of assistance. Elemen-
tary teachers have many more concerns in common
with each other than with secondary teachers. Ge-
neric concerns related to school structure, classroom
management, instructing the same students for the
entire school day and teaching multiple subjects in
the elementary program provide a common ground
for interaction and assistance which is less prevalent
for secondary teachers.

Secondary teachers require more narrowly fo-
cused, content-specific assistance. Although some
concerns of new secondary teachersare shared across
subject areas (e.g., discipline and interacting with
parents), program content and strategies should em-
phasize curriculum concerns. Strategies of assistance
should be altered to accommodate this variation of
needs when a program serve, !loth elementary and
secondary teachers. One appro,ii h includes collabo-
rative assistance that is, district-level, subject-area
coordinators and university preservice subject-area
professors together providing content specific semi-
nars using district adopted criteria and instructional
materials.

It is recommended that support teams for sec-
ondary teachers be integrated into the subject area
departmental structure. If all members of the depart-
ment are part of the support process, the new teacher
who teaches a range of grade levels or subjects within
a specific discipline will have access to multiple
sources of expertise. One strategy for providing the
various kinds of support needed would be to allocate
a specific number of release days or stipend allot-
ments for assistance to the school site principal who
could guide the department in determining appro-
priate structures for assistance and remuneration.

CONCLUSION

Supporting new teachers as they join the field of
education is both a challenging and reward rig re-
sponsibility. Beginning teacher programs provide
the bridge between preservice and inservice pro-
grams which are part of the process of developing
professional educators. As Griffin (1989) states:

We know that teaching cannot be mastered in
a four-vear dose of courses, practica, seminars,

and student teaching. We know that what
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teachers need to know, be sensitive to, and
adapt for their own use must be collected,
sifted, refined, and added to over a career.
Learning to teach must be on-going. It must be
a coherent and cumulative growth in under-
standing and experimentation with ideas and
practices (p. 279).

There is a parallel between learning to teach
and learning to assist beginning teachers. Those
committed to integrating new teachers into the pro-
fession and helping them more effectively fulfill their
task are like new teachers continually exploring
and broadening their knowledge base.
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CHAPTER 4

The Role of
Experienced
Educators in
Assisting New
Teachers

Judith H. Shulman
Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development

Victoria L. Bernhardt
California State University Chico

am convinced that the interactions between
Ms. R. and me have helped us both immensely.
In helping her I found myself reflecting on my
own classroom practices and striving for im-
provement. And she often comments about
how much I have helped. In our case, the
mentor-mentee relationship was beneficial.
I Mentor teacher.'

I find wort- ing with Margie stimulating and re-
warding. Sometimes she seems overwhelmed
by the task and flounders bad ly. Then, in work-
ing in the group (with other new teachers) she
seems to sort herself out, define the problem
and use her own resources and the suggestions
of others to formulate solutions. (University
faculty member.)

I am having many problems juggling personal
empathy, collegiality and professional help in
this case. I think I became too emotionally in-
volved from the beginning. I certainly am con-
cerned for my ego if I am unsuccessful and Jan
loses her job. (Veteran teacher.)

I feel ambivalent when I'm involved with teach-
ers like Diane. I find myself not knowing what
to say or do. (Mentor teacher.)

This chapter focuses on the educators who are
assigned to help new teachers who they are, what
they do, the support they n .ed, and the benefits and
challenges of their new responsibilities. It also deals
with some of the organizational arrangements that
encourage or hinder the success of new teacher sup-
port programs.

We used two major sources of inf6rmation to
capture our knowledge of such programs. The first
came from a conference in San Diego, whereapproxi-
ma tel y 80 program coordinators a nd staff gathered to
share their experiences and learn from each other.
The questionnaires and group discussions from this
conference are our primary sources of data. We also
used data from a conference in Hayward, where rep-
resentatives of Bay Area districts that either had
support programs in place or were in the planning
stages of developing them gathered to discuss com-
mon concerns.

The chapter begins with a description of the
multitude of terms used to describe educators who
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assist new teachers. Next it focuses on ho they are,
what they do, and how they need to be supported to
be effective advisors. It concludes with a discussion of
common problems in the organizational arrangements
of support programs, and some policy recommenda-
tions for institutions planning similar programs.

THE NEED FOR A COMMON LANGUAGE

When we asked the 24 participants in our group
discussions in San Diego what titles they gave to edu-
cators in their districts who support new teachers,
they came up with twenty-one different terms. Some
were different because they referred to different role
groups teachers, administrators/district staff, or
university faculty. The majority however, were titles
for teacher advisors. In fact, one participant listed four
alternative titles, because her district could not decide
what to call these teachers. Table 1 lists all of the titles
within their respective role groups.

The range of titles that programs assign to teach-
ers highlights one of the key ambiguities of new
teacher support programs. How much authority comes
with the role of teacher advisor? Is it a supervisory
role? Or is this person a consultant who can offer
suggestiors? Table l's first four titles teacher advi-
sor, mentor teacher, mentor emeritus, and lead teacher

appear to suggest a higher status than the remain-
ing seven, perhaps implying more authority. The lat-
ter group appears to qualify any status differences in
its titles. In our experience, most teachers who are
appointed to support neophytes try to diminish such
status differences. In fact, many districts that partici-
pate in the California Mentor Teacher Program' have
changed the term "mentor teacher to a more benign
title, like "consultant teacher" or "buddy."

'The California tor Teacher Pro am is funded IN the
state's Hart-Hr g ,s Education Reform Act of 198.3 (58
813). This legislatierrr, in effect as of January 1, 1984, is
intended to reward and retain excellent teachers and to
contribute to school improvement. The statute allocates
funds to participating districts on a formula basis, allowing
$4000 stipends fur district-designated mentors, and $200()
per nrentor for district implementation. The mentors' pri-
mary role is to guide and assist new teachers; they may also
guide and assist more experienced teachers and develop
special curricula. The statute leaves considerable latitude
for California's diverse school districts to design their own
programs.

TABLE 1
TERMS FOR EDUCATORS

WHO SUPPORT NEW TEACHERS

Teachers

teacher advisor
mentor teacher
mentor emeritus
lead teacher
teacher consultant
colleague coach
peer coach
peer consultant
support teacher
teammate
help-line cati re member

Administrators/District Staff

principal
a'iministrator
resource teacher
coordinator
curriculum team leader
site coordinator

University

help-line cadre member
university consultant
cluster leader
professor

Other districts use the title "peer coach" or
"partner" to differentiate their advisors from other
mentor teachers funded through the Mentor Teacher
Program. Since the legislation states that mentor teach-
ers may perform other functions such as staff devel-
opment and curriculum development, these districts
selected a term that refers specifically to assisting new
teachers.

The titles used for school and district adminis-
trators denote a job title or project role and are there-
fore less ambiguous. The same appears true for titles
of university personnel involved in the new teacher
programs.

In this chapter, we will not attempt to develop a
consensus on what each title means, nor on appropri-
ate behavior norms for support teacKers working
with neophytes. These are issues for individual dis-
tricts to decide. We have decided, however, to use the
term "teacher ad visor" or "advisor" to represent all of
the educators, in whatever capacity, who help new-
comers during their first few years of teaching.

WHO ARE THE ADVISORS AND WHAT Do THEY D©?

Advisors wedr many hats and provide a wide
range of services for beginning teachers. For this dis-
cussion, we define advisors according to four role
groups veteran teachers, administrators, dis. -t
staff, and university faculty. We also address some
pertinent issues, such as the importance of an appro-
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TABLE 2
TYPES OF ASSISTANCE OFFERED BY VETERAN
TEACHERS TO NEW TEACHERS IN PROGRAMS

REPRESENTED AT THE SAN DIEGO CONFERENCE

Types of Assistance % of Programs

Observation and Coaching
Obtair Resource Materials
Provide :motional Support
Conduct Workshops
Consultation
Demonstration Lessons
(e.g., curriculum management)

On-site Buddy
Survival Skills
Introduction to School Procedures
Evaluation
Miscellanvaut-

Cover Classrooms
Teacher Advocates
Site Coordinator for Buddies
Attend Seminars with New Teachers
Organize Action Research Plan
Guest Speaker at University Seminar

50%

42%
38%

33%
33%

13%,

17(X,

13%

8%
8%

4%

priate match between advisors and new teachers.
And we describe a few programs that have unusual
features.

Veteran Teachers

All of the programs use ye' eritn teachers in a
variety of capacities as advisors for new teachers. The
kinds of assistance veteranscan provide depend on a
-number of factors, such is the district's definition of
the advisor role, the amount of tine advisors can
spend with their assigned colleagues, the number of
release days the programs allot for consulting re-
sponsibilities, and the types of training, and/or
support the district offers.

In the best of possible circumstances, veteran
teachers can be of enormous help to beginners. They
can, for example:

Help beginners learn to meet he procedural
demands of the school;

Provide moral and emotional support and
function as sounding boards for new ideas;

Provide access to other classrooms so that
novices can observe other teachers, and have
several kinds of models;

Sham their own knowledge about new mite-
rials, unit planning, curriculum development,
and teaching methods;

Assist teachers with classroom management
and discipline;

Help neophytes understand the implications
of student diversity for teaching and learning;

Engage teachers in self-assessment and re-
flection on their own practice; and

Help them adapt new strategies for their
own classroom.

The first six types of assistance help teachers to
survive in their classrooms. The last two are keys to
continuous learning and increasing self-sufficiency.

One technique for promoting analysis on teach-
ing is called coaching one teacher observes another
teacher conduct a lesson, makes a record that is re-
vealing and convincing to the teacher, and then
engages the teacher in an analysis of the lesson.
Coaching is rewarding for the learner if done in an
environment of mutual trust. This is the aspect of
mentoring that has the greatest potential for getting
to the actual work of teaching.

The programs represented at the San Diego
conference actively support beginning teachers (see
fable 2). Half reported that veteran teachers observe
and coach their beginning teachers a very high
percentage compared to most support programs
(Shulman, 1987; Ruskus & Pecheone, 1989). One-
third or more reported that veterans provide re-
source materials, emotional and moral support. indi-
vidual consultation outside of class, and opportuni-
ties to watch demonstration lessons. Other activities
include: 1) being an on-site buddy; 2) evaluating the
performance of new teachers (sec below); 3) covering
new teachers' classrooms while they observe other
teachers; 4) being a teacher advocate when new teach-
ers have problems like getting ,'lies; 5) attending
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seminars with new teachers; and 6) being a guest
speaker at university seminars.

California Mentor Teacher Program. Most of the
programs in this sample use funding from the Cali-
fon is Mentor Teacher Program to pay stipends to
their support teachers. For some, the program repre-
sents the only source of funding available to assist
new teachers. Often, mentors represent an outstand-
ing group of teachers who have the training and
expertise necessary to help newcomers.

The few programs that do not use mentor funds
report specific reasons. For example, Poway Unified
School District's consultants assess new teachers,
which is not allowed under the mentor teacher legis-
lation. Other programs (e.g., University of California,
Riverside) use retired teachers as their teacher con-
sultants.

Appropriate Match. The process of pairing advi-
sors with new teachers is one of the most important
keys to a successful program. Merely assigning an
advisor to a new teacher is not an answer, because
some relationships are not helpful. The following are
some considerations that must be taken into account.

The first is proximity or assistance from some-
cm- at the school site. Most people seem to agree that
there simply is no substitute for having someone
C'arie by when a new teacher's problems occur.
Howevers?rade level and subject specialty must also be
matched. Consultants at the elementary level should
have experience in or be quite knowledgeable about
the particular problems of the new teacher's grade
level assignment. It is especially helpful if the advisor
has recently taught at the same grade level, so he or
she can share materials and lesson plans.

Advisors are particularly limited when they do
not understand their new teacher's content area.
They cannot help their colleagues plan relevant les-
sons tailored to the needs of their students. Nor can
they evaluate the novice's choices of instructional
strategies. In these cases, advisors can only judge the
appropriateness of some generic pedagogical skills.
Though important, these generic skills represent only
one component of the complex teaching process.

Other criteria for effective pairing are personal
chemistry and similar philosophies of teaching. A match
might look good on paper in terms of grade level and

subject speciality compatibility. But the two indi-
viduals may have different teaching styles and be-
liefs. They may not even like each other.

Several programs try to solve this dilemma by
providing their new teachers with more than one
kind of advisor. For example, the unified school
districts in Burbank, Cajon Valley, San Mateo, San
Leandro, Fresno, Sacramento, and San Francisco
assign both designated mentor teachers and site
buddies to assist new teachers. The mentor teachers
are usually a cadre of teachers, funded through the
California Mentor Teacher Program, who may have
extensive training in new teacher support. They are
often subject area specialists and are trained to use
coaching strategies, provide demonstration lessons,
and conduct workshops. The site buddies (some-
times referred to as peer consultants, or teammates)
are veteran teachers at the school site who are as-
signed to help newcomers with school procedures
and the day-to-day problems of teaching.

Often new teachers are able to select their own
site buddies. In Sacramento, San Mateo, and San
Francisco unified school districts, the new teachers
submit to the principal a list of teachers with whom
they would like to work, and the principal makes the
final decision. Usually this selection is done during
the first few months of school. In all cases, the site
buddies volunteer to be candidates for appointment.

Cajon Valley district has added a new dimen-
sion to this approach. Because the staff understands
the importance of help during the first weeks of
school, principals assign a start-up partner to each
new teacher in their buildings for the first weeks of
school. A r the first eight weeks of the project, new
teachers have input into the selection of their support
team members, who are their primary consultants for
the rest of the year.

Other districts use less formal measures to pair
teachers, such as personal agreements between new
and veteran teachers. In one case, district staff hosted
a dinner for all new teachers and potential buddies.
Before the dinner, the program coordinator had
drafted a list of matched pairs, but before she knew it,
new teachers and potential site buddies had made
their own agreements. In retrospect, the coordinator
felt that this pairing system probably worked better
than her own scheme.
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Eva/wit/on. In California, the job of evaluating
new teachers is up to site principals. They are re-
quired by law to evaluate and provide feedback to
each new teacher in their building at least once a year.
Two districts, however Poway Unified School
District and Santa Cruz City Schools are piloting
programs that use experienced teachers to both assist
and assess the progress of new teachers during their
induction year. hi Poway, the experienced teachers,
called "teacher consultants," are released full time to
perform their designated responsibilities fora maxi-
mum of three years. Each teacher consultant has a
workload of 15 new teachers and is given a $4000
stipend. Santa Cruz City Schools is piloting an adap-
tation of this model: principal and veteran teacher
teams assist and assess new teachers together.2 Both
programs are jointly governed by the Poway and
Santa Cruz Federations of Teachers respectively under
a trust agreement that is renewable each year.

Administrators

Because of their time constraints and range of
other responsibilities, most principals play a limited
role in helping new teachers. However, conference
participants agreed that active support by principals
is crucial to the potential success of any support
program. Some of the related functions that princi-
pals perform are; supervising teacher-coaches, as-
signing buddies to new teachers, providing substi-
tutes when consultants and new teachers need re-
lease time, making referrals to consultants when
teachers are in trouble, and participating in monthly
meetings with new teachers and their consultants.
Some participants reported that principals provide
ongoing support for new teachers, but such assis-
tance was rare.

In our experience, it is very important that both
teacher advisors and building principals meet face-
to-face to discuss some ground rules for their respec-
tive roles in helping new teachers. Without such
ground rules, it is likely that each will have unspoken
expectations for the other's responsibilities. The
danger is that relationships between advisors and
their new teacher-colleagues can be compromised.
For example, in many districts, advisors assume that
all their interactions with their colleagues arc

Teachers are released half-time to perform these
respoitsibdities.

confidential. Yet some mentor teachers report that
they are asked by their principals to provide informa
tion on the professional growth of their colleagues.
These kinds of requests put advisors in an uncom-
fortable position.

DISTRICT STAFF/RESOURCE TEACHERS

Several districts use district staff or resource
teachers to coordinate their support program. These
persons also provide substitutes, schedule district-
wide events, organize workshops, and conduct advi-
sor training. Some also work with individual advi-
sors and new teachers.

University Faculty

Several projects involve notable collaborations
between school districts and local university teacher
preparation programs. The advisor roles taken by
university faculty in these programs are not only dif-
ferent from those assumed by school persons, but
they often cannot be duplicated by district personnel.
Representative activities include: teaching special
courses for new teachers and district advisors, con-
ducting various seminars and workshops on the
school campus, assisting with planning and curricu-
lum development, and providing one-on-one con-
sultation for school-based advisors and their new
teachers. The next chapter describes some of the
programs that are illustrative t,f these university-
school collaborative;.

Staff Development for Advisors

Though the programs described above appear
to offer a variety of support activities, staff in these
programs agree that developing a constructive rela-
tionship with any new teacher is a difficult challenge.
Teacher advisors often have to clear several hurdles
before they are welcomed by their assigned col-
leagues. One of the first challenges they face is estab-
lishing a working relationship in an atmosphere of
mutual trust and respect. Many new teachers are
suspicious of another teacher's offer of help. Some
resent such offers because they believe that they do
not need any help, while others wonder if their

This is often due to an interprtaticn of one of e regu-
hit ions of California Mentor Teacher Program which
staies that mottor teachers cannot evalua te other h'aulie'rs.
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ad visors are spies from the ad ministration. This leaves
the advisors in an awkward position. If they assert
themselves too strongly, they may be perceived .e.;
rude or disruptive. If they assert themselves too littl
or unskillfully, they can be viewed as useless. For
their error, they are likely to be rejected or ignoree.
The risk is that an excellent teacher could become as
ineffective advisor (Bird & Little, 1985).

Another challenge for advisors, especially for
mentor teachers who must demonstrate that they
earn their additional stipend, is finding ways to show
their colleagues that they have the expertise to be
helpful. They must be able to create these opportuni-
ties, or they may find themselves all dressed up with
no place to go.

Perhaps the most difficult challenge of all is
coaching itself. Many teachers find it very difficult to
give constructive feedback to a colleague. 1 hey ask
themselves, "Who am I to mentor another teacher?"
and refrain from providing appropriate guidance.

For all these reasons, new and experienced
support teachers need sustained state development
in the knowledge base of teaching and the skills of
advising. Yet many districts around the state appoint
advisors and expect them to assert their new role
without any training.

Several participants at the Hayward conference
reported that this was their situation. They came to
the conference because they simply had no idea
where to begin. As one new advisor said, "I am the
only one our of 22 mentor teachers in my district
whose job is to help new teachers. What should I do?"
Another participant noted, "If we start programs
without taking into account that advisors may not be
ready to assist because they feel insecure about their
new role, we've done a disservice to our new teach-
ers." This guidebook provides a list of resource's that
can be used as a starting point for planning inservice
activities.

Programs represented at the San Diego confer-
ence appear to be more sophisticated in their regard
for the importance of additional training for advi-
sors. They reported offering a variety of activities to
their advisors. The most frequently described work-
shops focus on peer coaching or clinical supervishw.
They range from a one-day seminer to the six-day
cognitive coaching series offered by Art Costa ane.

Robert Garmston. Other workshop topics include ef-
fective teaching, the needs of new teachers, adult
learning, group facilitation and communication skills,
and presentation skills.

Our questionnaires and 2, k:cussions on advisor
training programs brought two disturbing revela-
tions. First, there is an apparent lack of focus on the
implications of student diversity for teaching and
learning. This finding was surprising, since multicul-
tural education appears to be a dominant theme in
some university seminars. This content is included in
several preservice programs (see previous chapter)
and in university seminars for new teachers and their
advisors (see next chapter). With the growth of mi-
nority populations in California, we bel ieve that strate-
gies for teaching diverse student populations ought
to be imbedded in the training of all advisors, so that
they can help new teachers meet the needs of their
students.

The second revelation is the lack of emphasis on
content and ibject matter issues. A few programs
mentioned sending their teacher advisors and new
teachers to subject-specific conferences. These kinds
of conferences are definitely helpful. Yet context-
specific issues must also be addressed during the
generic coaching seminars that are so popular.

A Case Approach. Perhaps the most important
sta ff development takes place during regularly sched-
uled meetings where teacher advisors come together
to discuss common concerns and share experiences.
As teachers present their own personal "cases" and
receive critical feedback from their colleagues, they
can begin to develop some coaching strategies that
work for them. By analyzing one another's cases, the
advisors can find precedents for action and can gen-
erate some principles that apply across cases.

Far West Laboratory, in collaboration with the
Los Angeles Unified School District, used a combina-
tion of case writing and case presentations to develop
The Mentor Teacher Casebook (Shulman & Colbert,
1988). This book was developed by a group of mentor
teachers who met weekly in a course taught by Joel
Colbert. They presented their written narratives to
one another, then used the cases as a springboard for
analyzing appropriate behavior. Several mentors
noted that writing the narratives helped them reflect
on their practices with new teachers and raised their
consciousness about the' dimensions of the' mentor's
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role. Equally important, they said, was the opportu-
nity to share experiences and concerns with their
colleagues and to learn alternative ways of handling
diverse situations. The mentors learned that they
were not alone that their experiences were not
unique.

Far West Laboratory currently uses a similar
case approach in its own mentor training workshops.
Beginning with selected published cases, advisors
analyze the issues in each case and share related
personal experiences. These deliberations are often
used as the basis for developing a set of district norms
that advisors can subsequently use with their new
teachers.

BENEFITS/INCENTIVES

If the advisor's job is at times ambiguous and
demanding, what are its benefits? What incentives
do projects use to encourage teachers to apply?

Personal growth and satisfaction are the big-
gest pluses according to most participants. As one
put it, "There is a stipend for mentor teachers, but the
largest benefit is renewal an increased vigor and
enthusiasm for teaching." 0" ters told of satisfaction
from helping the new teacher survive the first and
second year experience, from ensuring that their own
novice trauma was not suffered by someone else, or
from sharing years of experience with others. "I can
now repay those educators who helped me through
the yi ars," said one consultant.

Still others said they benefitted from increased
reflection on their own teaching; release time to get
additional training and go to conferences; an in-
creased sense of professionalism; recognition in the
district; an increase in self-esteem; friendship; and
stipends or mini-grants to buy supplies.

Incentives. Increased remuneration and release
time are the most highly touted incentives to apply-
ing for an advisor position. The remuneration in this
sample ranges from the mentor stipend of $4000 to
consultant fees of $50 per teacher. One program gives
$15 per hour for consulting; another, funded by a
private foundation, of.-ers each consultant a $150
mini-grant to buy supplies. Other incentives include:
extended professional development opportunities,
reduced fees for university courses, university cred-
its which move them up the salary scale, certificates

and letters of appreciation from the central office, and
autonomy over the mentor administrative budget.
University faculty and district level personnel most
frequently participated as part of their regular work
load and as such did oot receive extra remuneration.

One participant at the Hayward conference
mourned her high school district's lack of a support
program for new teachers. Since the disi. ict used the
California Mentor Teacher Program funds for teach-
ers who had interesting projects, no money remained
to provide financial incentives for advisors. A com-
mittee is developing a support program, but as they
try to find teachers to partic;rate, the 1.,,pica 1 response
is, "New teachers should suffer like I did during my
first year."

FACTORS THAT CAN IMPEDE SUCCESS

We have seen that appropriate matching of new
teachers and advisors, inservice training, benefits
and incentives can be keys to the success of new
teacher support programs. Next we turn to some of
the factors that can impede success. The first is selec-
tion procedures because they are often the most
controversial part of a support program.

Selection and Renominating Procedures. There is
probably no more important predictor of program
success than the perceived quality of the teachers
selected as advisors. Unless the new teachers believe
that the advisors are worthy of their appointments
and art credible in their role, they will not request as-
sistance. As one new teacher told us:

My mentor teacher came to see me yesterday
and asked if I had any problems. I responded
that I needed help with my ninth grade English
class, and proceeded to describe what I was
currently doing. He gave me some advice, like
going to the curriculum library and changing
seat assignments, all of which I had already
done. At the end of our conference, it was clear
that I had already pursued all of his suggestions.
That was the last time I saw my mentor. He
teaches advanced English classes and clearly
knew nothing about the problems of ninth grade
English.

Our discussion of selection procedures is di-
vided into two parts: the selection of site buddies and
the selection of mentor teachers. Most of the pro-
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grams use a process similar to one of these. An
examination of renominating procedures concludes
this section.

Selecting Site Buddies. As described earlier in this
chapter, several projects provide a site buddy for
each new teacher, i.e., an experienced teacher who
volunteers to help a new teacher in his or her build-
ing. In most districts, site principals make these selec-
tions. They try to find teachers who are themselves
successful, are committed to the notion of new teacher
support, and are matched according to subject and/
or grade level. Most principals pair site buddies with
new teachers with the consent of the veterans them-
selves. In some districts, new teachers consult on the
selection of their own buddies. In others, the collabo-
rating universities select the buddies. Often they
select teachers who have already gone through their
own cooperating teacher training.

Selecting Mentor Teachers. A mentor teacher is
one who is funded by the California Mentor Teacher
Program. The state legislation contains certain re-
strictions on the program:

1) Mentor teachers must be credentia led, class-
room teachers with permanent status.

2) The selection committee for mentor teachers
must be made up of a majority of teachers.

3) Mentor teachers can serve for up to three
years, with an opportunity to reapply.

The s section procedures for mentor teachers
are potentially quite controversial because of the ac-
companying stipend and other benefits for each men-
torship. In general, the projects report positive recep-
tions to their selection criteria. Some mentors and
other teachers, however, said that political factors in-
fluenced selections.

In most districts, selections are ) sed on a com-
bination of application screening and interviews.
Some programs add classroom observations, in an
attempt to ensure excellence. But without painstak-
ing care, the observation process can backfire. The
observation instrument must be perceived as valid,
which itself is difficult, and in order for observers to
use the instrument appropriately, they need exten-
sive training that is often too time-consuming for
districts to undertake.

Moreover, educational researchers and schol-
ars are becoming increasingly convinced of the limi-
tations of one or two brief observations (e.g., Sto-
dolsky, 1988), which is all that most districts have
time to conduct. They assert that to establish "typical
teaching performance," many more classroom visits
are needed than have ever been used for evaluation
(L. Shulman, 1988; Stodolsky, 1988). As Lee Shulman
said in an interview for this chapter, "The most we
can say from one or two brief observations is that the
teachers observed will not be a complete disaster."

One problem is that no existing evaluation pro-
cedures for judging excellence are generally per-
ceived as valid by the teaching profession. Districts
must convince teachers that their evaluation system
is legitimate and not capricious. At the very least,
teachers should be entitled to see the evaluation
instrument on which they are judged. We know of at
least one urban district that does not allow its teach-
ers access to their own observation instrument. We
believe this to be an untenable position.

Renomination. Renomination refers to advisors
whose term is ending (e.g., those funded through the
Mentor Teacher Program have a limited term with an
opportunity to reapply). Ideally, renomination is
based on a viable monitoring system that reflects the
way in which advisors work together with their
colleagues. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case. One
of the most common questions we are asked is how to
evaluate advisors. Most districts use a combination
of mentor logs and principal recommendations, nei-
ther of which is usually valid. Mentor logs are infre-
quently monitored. And principals are not usually
privy to the quality of interactions between advisors
and their colleagues.

One alternative, which appears to be in the for-
mative stages in some projects around the country, is
the development of a portfolio that documents the
kinds of activities that advisors and their colleagues
do together. Sample er.. s es that advisors could in-
clude are: action plans worked on together, docu-
mented observations and conferences, and feedback
forms or recommendations from colleague teachers.
This portfolio could be used as one source of data on
which candidates are examined during the renomi-
nation process.
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PROBLEMS/CONSTRAINTS AND POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS

For the most part, California leachers appear en-
thusiastic about beginning teacher support programs.
Conference participants, however, noted several prob-
lems that constrained their programs' success. This
section will describe some of these problems and po-
tential solutions that have been developed.

Time. Lack of time to work togetherwas the most
frequently noted constraint. 'There is so much to do,
and so little time to do it," reported several partici-
pants. Moreover, some advisors have so many re-
quests from new teachers, that they feel overwhelmed.
Others complain about the time it takes to visit new
teachers at different school sites. Their solution is to
consult only by telephone.

Since time during school is at a premium, many
advisors meet with their new teachers after school or
during lunch. Others arrange a common prep period
to consult. The disadvantage of these options is that
teachers have less time to themselves, their students,
and their families.

Release TinielSubstitutes. Even if advisors have
release time available, most hesitate to use it. Their
major reason is the general lack of good substitutes.
These teachers care deeply about the quality of
instruction their students receive, and they hesitate to
submit `heir students to poor teaching. One advisor at
the conference said, "1 can't rely on subs to teach
according to my lesson plans, so I gave a test today."
Another said, "1 showed a movie." Teacherconsu ltants
in Connecticut's Beginning Educator Training and
Support Program (BEST) reported similar reasons for
not using their allocated release time to work with
their beginning teachers (Ruskus & Pecheone, 1989).

Advisors also hesitate to provide release time
for their new teachers to visit other veterans. Though
they agree that these visits are usually beneficial, par-
ticularly when they can go together and debrief the
observation, they are reluctant to submit their teach-
ers to potential chaos upon returning to their class
rooms.

individually, conference participants were hard
pressed to come up with viable solutions to these
problems. One program coordinator described good
results with permanent substitutes who were hired

specifically for advisor activities. Several conference
participants thought that permanent substitutes could
be a viable option for their programs.

As a group, participants brainstormed some
other alternatives. Everyone agreed that an effective
support program cannot depend on the availability of
good substitutes, because they are becoming increas-
ingly scarce as more permanent teaching positions
open up. One possibility is to change the organiza-
tional framework of the system. For example, at the
secondary level, advisors could team-teach groups of
children. At specified times during the day, one teacher
could take over the entire group, while the other
would be free to consult with teachers. Another alter-
native is to hire recently retired teachers as advisors.
Several programs in California are already using
retirees, with excellent results. They have more time
to devote to new teachers than do regular classroom
teachers, and are enthusiastic about their new role.

A third option is to assign certain teachers full-
time consulting responsibilities for no more than
three years (as in Poway Unified School District). A
surprising number of conference participants pre-
ferred this option to their current state of despair c ver
being torn in several directions.

Administrative Support. While many participants
praised the support they receive from their princi-
pals, others feel that their principals sabotage their
programs. For example, one stated that her principal
refuses to alloy, mentors to use release time, even
though they are entitled to it through the California
Mentor Teacher Program. Others said that their prin-
cipals disapprove of any absence from the school site.
One plan to counter such resistance is to ensure that
administrators are included in the planning and staff
development of new teacher support programs. Some
districts have thought very carefully about the need to
support veteran teachers as they assume advisor
responsibilities, but have neglected to put equal
thought into helping principals deal constructively
with teachers' new roles as instructional leaders. One
strategy is to have meetings of administrator and
advisor teams, so they can develop some agreements
for working together. At the very least, district staff
and ad visors should keep their principals informed of
support activities.

Year-round Education. Organizing support pro-
grams for neophytes who teach in year-round schools
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offers several unique challenges. One advantage is
the availability of off-track teachers as substitutes.
This both enhances the pool of qualified substitutes
and provides teachers with an opportunity to make
more money. A disadvantage is the complexity of
planning the program. Scheduling workshops and
matching advisors with new teachers is often a night-
mare because of multiple track schedules.

District Hiring Procedures. Several ad visors noted
the difficulty of achieving an effective support pro-
gram when teachers are hired at the last minute or, as
in some cases, well into the school year. The teachers
rarely get the kind of support they need, because of
the lack of time and personnel to plan accordingly.
The solution appears simple. Hire new faculty early
enough so that both they and their advisors have the
necessary time to plan for the new year.

Inappropriately Matclied Pairs. What should
happen when it is clear that some new teachers are not
working well with their assigned consultants? This is
a common and delicate question. The most common
advice is to be flexible and try to change assignments.
Often it is helpful if at least one person in the project
is given the respor.sibility to solve such problems.
That person should be available t... ooth advisors and
new teachers, and should be adept at mediating
difficulties.

Sometimes it is not possible to find appropriate
matches in content areas and grade levels at a build-
ing site, but it is possible to pair teachers w.io share
common beliefs about teaching and work well to-
gether. In these cases, advisors should broker rela-
tionships with other veteran teachers who are more
substantively qualified.

Unclear Role Definition. Many advisors com-
plained that they were unclear about what was ex-
pected of them. Districts must deal with these difficult
questions of role expectations, or there will he rhetoric
about new teacher support without much substance.

Perhaps the appropriate place to deal with such
issues is during advisor meetings, where advisors can
work out, over time, a consensus of appropriate norms
of interaction. Districts with only one or two teacher
consultants should provide time for advisors from
neighboring communities to meet together. County
offices and local universities are often good places to
host such meetings.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter we described who the advisors
are, what they do, the support they need, and the
benefits and challenges of their new responsibilities.
We also analyzed selected problems and constraints
of the organizational arrangements that either en-
courage or hinder the effectiveness of their work.
Finally, we offered potential solutions to some of
these problems. Based on all of this information, we
ha% e created a list of recommendations for institu-
tions to consider when planning their own support
for beginning teacher programs.

Provide training in the skills of coaching and
the knowledge base of teaching for all advi-
sors. Demonstrated excellence in teaching
children does not automatically lid to ex-
cellence in advising other teachers.

Define expectations for advisor roles, and
then provide ongoing opportunities for
advisors to collaboratively develop norins
for appropriate interaction.

Provide time for advisors and new teachers
to work together during the school day.

Limit the case load for each advisor to a rea-
sonable number of new teachers.

Make teacher support a routine part of dis-
trict business so that teachers will develop
the expectation that they should collaborate
and learn from one another.

Ensure that the selection procedures are ac-
ceptable to a majority of b.acher-.

Select advisors who are credible, well-
matched, and committed to assisting new
teachers.

Develop a monitoring system that reflects
and documents the ways that advisors and
new teachers work together.

Enlist the support of administrators in the
planning and implementation of the assis-
tance program.
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Be creative in organizing arrangements that
encourage constructive support for new
teachers.

If these principles can be followed, more new
teachers will echo the sentiments voiced by this young
novice:

"I could not have lasted had it not been for my
mentor. Thank God for the mentor program!"
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CHAPTER 5

The Role of the
University in New
Teacher Programs

Victoria L. Bernhardt
California State University, Chico

Judith H. Shulman
Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development

HE current crisis in education and
impending teacher shortages argue
persuasively for alterations in cur-

rent teacher education practices at all levels.
Traditional formulas of classroom "theory
and practice" lectures, supervised student
teaching, and first year trial-and-error sur-
vival tactics are not guaranteed tf produce
adequate, let alone excellent, instructional
leaders for today's students. Increasingly,
universities and school districts are recog-
nizing that in order to prepare teachers 4-
fectively, there is a need for continuous and
relevant instruction starting with the under-
,, iduate program and Q tending into the

professional developmel.L years.
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This new thinking about teacher preparation is
reflected in university delivery of on-site beginning
teacher support and professional development. These
programs are designed to help new teachers make
the difficult transition from student teacher to profes-
sional teacher aiding these new professionals in
the integration of content knowledge, instructional
theories and strategies, and interpersonal skills that
they have learned in the university setting. Through
involvement in new teacher programs, universities
are developing new and expanded definitions of
their role in teacher preparation. Theyare also work-
ing in partnership with practitioners to devise "ex-
tended curricula for professional teaching" that make
sense. So the university's increased understanding of
the products of its programs and increased aware-
ness of typical novice teaching conditions are leading
to better teacher preparation programs.

Beginning teacher programs are being estab-
lished to improve the effectiveness of new teachers,
increase the retention rates of capable new teachers,
promote professionalism, and build commitment to
professional development and life-long learning.
University faculty can perform many of the roles that
are a part of achieving these goals, ranging from
design of the program to delivery of instructional and
psychological support to supervision and coaching
of the beginning teachers. Many of these roles can
also be carried out by experienced teachers and
administrators working in the field. In some instances,
each plays a different and crucial part.

These collaborations have been documented as
having a positive impact on new teacher develop-
ment. Benefits to the participating university and
school district are also apparent. The university's
ability to see the performance of its graduates be-
comes crucial to enhancing its preservice training
programs. As one university beginning teacher proj-
ect director said:

Our collaboration with the !school district! has
helped our faculty learn about and deal with
the real world of the classroom. Hy extending
our involvement with teacher preparation into
the teacher's first year, we can help new teach-
ers apply what they have learned at the univer-
sity to the real world setting.

A university faculty member reports:

Advising new teachers has given me the op-
portunity to participate in problem-solving in
a way that has been professionally stimulating
and rewarding. I deeply value confronting the
realities of the initial year of teaching and
'walking through the minds of new teachers,
as we collaboratively analyze alternative pos-
sibilities.lhrough our interactions, I feel that I
have gained insight on how to more effectively
prepare student teachers for the challenges
they will encounter.

Districts also profit from their involvement with
the university. One district project collaborator said:

Working with the university has been great
this year. They were able to do some things we
could not do from the district base. The univer-
sity offered graduate level units as an incentive
for teachers to participate, and they assisted
our teachers in establishing their professional
growth plans. The university received ex-
tremely high ratings on the small group sup-
port network that they operated fur beginning
teachers during the year. The university was
able to operate the group on a fully trusting,
confidential basis.

A university faculty member adds:

They have things we don't have and we have
things they don't have. BY working together
and sharing our resources we both benefitted
greatly not only now, but in the future.
Working together on this project has led to
collaboration on other projects and increased
coordination between preservice and inservice.

Clearly a nev. partnership in theeffect;Ye prepa-
ration, long-term retention, and enhanced proles-

nalism of teachers is emerging among schools,
districts, and universities through their joint execu-
tion of beginning teacher projects.

ADVANTAGES OF UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP IN
NFW TEACHER PROGRAMS

One traditional function of colleges of educa-
tion has been the advancement of knowledge and the
dissemination of research findings to practitioners in
the field. As part of their university role, education
faculty engage in basic and applied research and
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other forms of scholarship. They communicate their
new knowledge through teaching, publications, pre-
sentations, and consultations. In their professional
field, education faculty have a special responsibility
to guide the integration of new knowledge with
practice, including consultations with public school
personnel, and the development, piloting, and evalu-
ation of new teaching models.

Traditionally, university faculty have dissemi-
nated new knowledge by teaching at the preservice
level and providing inservice to school personnel.
New education studies, however, show that begin-
ning teachers have a crucial need for specific kinds of
information, as well as for guidance and nurturing in
professional skill-building as they assume responsi-
bility for their own classrooms. Further, the studies
show that in the absence of this information and
professional leadership, large numbers of gifted teach-
ers leave the profession at the end of their first year of
teaching. Universities have a unique capability to
develop comprehensive and intensive programs
around both state-of-the-art knowledge and local
priorities. Working collaboratively with local schools,
they can both support beginning teachers and create
career ladders for experienced teachers in ways that
are designed to develop autonomous educational
professionals.

I By collaborating with a university in the sup-
port of new teachers' the d istrict sees an oppor-
tunity in capitalizing on the strengths of new
teachers. Universities are capable of contribut-
ing the research base and theoretical knowl-
edge of teaching, while school districts bring
the practical, craft knowledge of teaching to
the support process. (District protect director)

Before we began our collaboration with 'the
university I, we had a traditional view of how
to support begii ni ng teachers. Our staff devel-
opment activities focused on providing pre-
scriptions and /or strategies that would enable
teachers to survive teaching. That focus has
now changed. Our interactions with univer-
sity faculty have forced us to move beyond this
survival mode to one of developing reflective
practitioners who are able to a nalyze their own
teaching and make thoughtful decisions._
Rather than mandate standards and prescribe
how to achieve those standards as the Board
and administration have done in the past, we

want to involve teachers in setting the stan-
dards and determining how to achieve them,
(District protect director)

An abundance of content area experts and other
resources can be found at universities and brought to
the beginning teacher as needs arise. University-
based specialists in such diverse fields as multicultu-
ral education, English as a second language, educa-
tional measurement, biology, mathematics, or geog-
raphy, can be recruited to meet specific beginning
teacher needs. Further, expanded access to univer-
sity resources such as curriculum libraries, computer
hardware and software laboratories, and curriculum
and instructional consultanNcan enhance the growth
of teachers during their early years in the profession,
guiding them into sound educational practice.

Teacher preparation facult,- can provide "safe"
instruction to new teachers as they attempt to sort out
the problems and conditions of their new profession
and working environment. The supervisory and
evaluative relationships teachers previously formed
with university personnel can be extended intocoach-
ing and advising relationships during the beginning
teacher's first years. Because this enhanced relation-
ship is external to employer/employee personnel
processes, it is confidential, non-evaluative, and
advisory. Continuing interaction can be focused on
meeting the perceived needs of beginning teachers
when and where they need it in the classroom.
Instruction is driven by the beginning teacher's "itch
to know" and desire to provide the best possible
learning situation for students, apart from questions
of evaluation and professior al survival.

Additionally, universit offer valuable incen-
tives for participation in proven beginning teacher
programs. Graduate units, el abling teachers to move
up on district salary schedules, are awarded. Net-
works for sharing ideas anti reducing professional
isolation are created. Access 'o centralized resource
banks and content specialist.. is granted in a format
that encourages teachers to make use of them. The
opportunity to participate in profeisional develop-
ment activities is guaranteed even to the most geo-
graphically isolated teacherl., keeping them up-to-
date with the latest developments in the field. Per-
haps most important, a link to career-long and life-
long learning is established early in each teacher's
professional life.
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Universities can also assure continuity and
broad dissemination of knowledge gained from new
teacher programs. At instructional seminarsor work-
shops they can reach teachers from many school
districts at once. Often such seminars are the only
access small school districts have to needed profes-
sional development activities. By bringing teachers
from many schools together, universities can help
establish a network that teachers can then use to
share ideas and reduce the isolation inherent to the
profession.

Many universities also have technological ca-
pabilities that allow them to interface with teachers
over great distances. Such capabilities include in-
structional television (California State University,
Chico), electronic bulletin boards (University of Cali-
fornia, Riverside), and toll-free telephone hot lines
(California State University, Northridge) facilities
too expensive for all but the largest districts to finance
and fully utilize. One school board president rein-
forces this point:

We're in an isolated mountain community.
Without the university, our staff would have
no opportunities for comprehensive profes-
sional development. The university included
us in the development of the beginning teacher
program and then brought it to us! They also
helped us support each other through a struc-
ture and training that we couldn't, and proba-
bly wouldn't have, established on our own.
Most of all, by including us with other teachers
from many other communities, they helped
lessen our feelings of isolation and depriva-
tion. We now have a large network of teachers
and university faculty to draw from.

Su.n enthusiastic reactions are typical of school dis-
tricts, both urban and rural, working jointly with
universities to find cutting edge solutions that work.

In some cases, university faculty can rovi.le
services to new teachers when public school tt ichers
and staff are ;able to de so. School personnel, for
example, are often too busy initiating their own classes
to assist new teachers during the critical first few
weeks of school. Some school districts do not select
their mentor teachers until after school starts. Thus,
university faculty are frequently the only personnel
available tciactually coach new teachers in these early
weeks.

Finally, universities are important resource part-
ners, particularly in developing a centralized bank of
information and skilled personnel that can be tapped
quickly to help novices. Beginning teacher programs
must meet the needs of participants in a timely way if
they are to merit funding the dedication of financial
and human resources in tight budget times. Through
formative and summative evaluations, program
content and timing must be continually revised and
refined to coincide as closely as possible with the
optimal moment for new teacher's learning. This
implies the construction and maintenance of a data
bank sophisticated enough to suit diverse content
and geographic needs clearly a job best handled
jointly by university personnel, experienced teachers,
administrators, and beginning teachers.

The need for formative and summative evalu-
ation of new approaches to teacher preparation can-
not be overstated. Accountability of local schools and
districts as well as teacher preparation institutions
must be above reproach if their efforts are to be fully
supported by public dollars. The excellence of public
education is closely tied to the availability of excellent
teachers and excellent teacher preparation programs.
Teacher preparation programs must provide clear
evidence that they are effective in preparing person-
nel to meet the demands of the modern classroom.
Summative evaluation is key to the designation of
programs and program components that effectively
and reliably meet the needs of teachers and students,
and that merit institutionalization by teacher prepa-
ration institutions.

EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITIES TAKING THE LEAD IN
BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAMS

The Induction for the Beginning Teat her Pro-
gram based at California State Una ersity, Chico was
developed in collaboration with teachers and admin-
istrators from he 14 counties in the 36,000square mile
service area of ralai Northern California. The pro-
gram provides all schools in the area with the oppor-
tunity to participate in professional development,
and in par: comes to the school via live, interactive
instructions! television. The program is structured to
provide two sourc of help for beginning teachers:
1) day-to-day support and assistance from on-site,
experienced teachers, and 2) comprehensive and well-
researched programming and action planning from
the university for their continuing education.
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A consortium of 21 school districts formed by
the Riverside and San Bernardino County Offices of
Education is offering five models of new teacher
support through the University of California, River-
side. These programs include a telecommunications
network, curriculum workshops, extended univer-
sity supervision, peer coaching, and mentor teacher
support. A comparative analysis of the five models
will be conducted by the consortium to determine the
most effecti% e approaches for the districts involved.

The Los Angeles Unified School District has tar-
geted four inner-city junior high schools that have
high student drop-out and teacher turn-over rates for
assistance through California State University, Dom-
inguez Hills. Support teams consisting of two to four
new teachers and an experienced coach or mentor
teacher have been formed. New teachers are enrolled
in special classroom management and cooperative
learning courses taught by university faculty who are
familiar with these teachers' classroom challenges.
The project is experimenting with school-level coop-
erative learning as an approach to teacher develop-
ment as well as the use of cooperative learning strate-
gies in the classroom.

These examples illustrate the many settings in
which innovative district/university partnerships
operate and the diverse roles participants play in the
training, long-term retention, and professional de-
velopment of beginning teachers.

SUMMARY

Teacher preparation is increasingly viewed as a
process that extends into the first few years of teach-
ing and involves university and school personnel in
collaborative arrangements. Each partner cai make
unique as well as similar contributions to the dt ,e1-
opment of teachers. A variety of collaborative e'r-
rangements exist to accommodate the diversity of
needs and settings of new teachers, districts, and
universities. Program strengths generated by univer-
sity involvement include:

training that is comprehensive, research
based, and customized to local needs and
priorities;

enhanced access to university resources, in-
cluding human resources, libraries, computer
laboratories, and research support systems;

research knowledge to inform school acti-.1-
ties and programs and to evaluate new
teacher programs;

extensive expertise in subject matter fields
and in areas of special relevance to educa-
tion, e.g. multicultural education, linguis-
tics, and educational technology;

cost-effective delivery of programs across
district boundaries resulting in multiplied
effects of teacher networking;

cost-effective delivery of programs through-
out widely dispersed geographic a reas crea t-
ing classrooms without walls for many teach-
ers who might not be able to participate in
other forms of professional development;

establishment of "third party" structures
which promote continuous new teacher
learning in "safe" environments apart
from legal requirements for supervision
and evaluation of new teachers; and

improved dissemination of information
throughout the education community.

The needs of beginning teachers are not
fundamentally different from the needs of other new
professionals integration of theory and practice in
the context of the working environment is key to their
success. In collaboration with practitioners in the
schools, the university can be a strong force in helping
develop, deliver, and evaluate new teacher programs.
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CHAPTER 6

Program
Administration

Louise Bay Waters
California State University,
Hayward

Carolyn Cates
Far West Laboratory

Cynthia Harris
Oakland Unified School District

HREE questions drive the design
of an effective new teacher support
project. First, what are the goals of the

project? Typically, these include providing
psychological support and orientation to
beginning teachers, helping them acquire
specific instructional methodologies, reduc-
ing their isolation, increasing their ability to
teach children from diverse cultures and
languages, helping them become better prob-
lem-solvers, and evaluating them for reten-
tion decisions. The second important ques-
tion is what personnel, programs, organiza-
tions,and other resources are necessary to ach ieve
these goals? And third, how can these re-
sources be mobilized, how can support for the
project be generated? This chapter addresses
the latter two questions, with some addi-
tional comments about collaboration, a criti-
cal ingredient in all projects that cross de-
partmental and organizational boundaries.
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POTENTIAL ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES

Many new teacher projects in California,
whether grant funded or not, are built around the
school district's staff development office and mentor
programs. Additionally, projects frequently involve
the school district's personnel department and a
teachers' association. If outside funding is available,
a nearby university is sometimes involved or, less
frequently, the county office of education. Each of
these potential participants brings its own perspec-
lives and resources to the support of beginning teach-
ers. However, each must make certain changes in its
traditional practices in order to contribute fully to the
assistance of new teachers.

District Staff Development Offices

In most large districts, the st,iff .;,.relopment
office provides programs for the instructional sup-
port of teachers, including the state's Mentor 'f.,acher
Program. These programs make staff development
the logical home for beginning teacher support pro-
grams, since training is already offered on topics
useful to new teachers, such as cooperative learning
and classroom management. Moreover, staff devel-
opment offices are typically the site of resource per-
sonnel, inservices, professional development oppor-
tunities, teacher resource centers and instructional
materials collections. They commonly offer training
in peer coaching which also indirectly benefits new
teachers by supporting partner teachers.

On a process level, principals in most large dis-
tricts already turn to the staff development office to
provide curricula r and instructional support to teach-
ers in need. Collaborating with the staff development
office to meet the needs of new teachers is a logical
extension of this relationship. Traditionally, the di-
rector of the staff development office also holds a
cabinet-level position in the district. This ready ac-
cess to top-level decision makers can be important to
the success of a new teacher project.

Since districts have only recently begun to hire
significant numbers of new teachers, most staff de-
velopment programs have not yet differentiated their
services for new and veteran teachers. This differen-
tiation is an important step in designing a new teacher
program. Staff development programs must focus
their efforts to support new teachers at the beginning
of the year at their school sites or on a one-to-one
basis, as well as in district-wide workshops.

Mentor Programs

The role of the California Mentor Teacher
Program in new teacher projects is substantial. For
districts that receive no internal or external funding for
new teacher support, the mentor program may be the
only existing vehicle to assist new teachers. In some
districts, one or a small cadre of mentor teachers use
their mentor time to help ma nage the support program.
According to the New Ha veli New Teacher Project and
the San Mateo City Project U.S., there is an advantage
to having mentors fill this role: new teachers seem to be
more willing to express their concerns and frustrations
to the mentor serving as program manager than to
district administrators in the same role.

Along with project management, mentors typi-
cally provide workshops, beginning-of-the-year ori-
entation, or one-on-one assistance. In the Oakland-
California State University Hayward New Teacher
Support Project, mentors provide individualized as-
sistance from the day new teachers are hired until late
October and are on call the rest of the year for special
problems. This strategy provides critical initial sup-
port while allowing the project eaough time to locate
and match teachers with their on-site partners.

In many districts, the existing mentor program
had to be restructured to allow for maximum interac-
tion between mentors and new teachers. For example,
mentors are frequently selected on the basis of project
proposals usually curricular in nature rather
than on their interest or ability to work with new
teachers. Both Winters and Upland school districts
have changed their selection procedures to choose
men curs who are specifically interested in helping new
teachers. To facilitate partnerships between mentors
and new teachers, many districts have found it valu-
able to provide release time to mentors to observe and
model instructional techniques in new teachers' class-
rooms. Districts that do not participate in the Mentor
Teacher Program must identify other ways to offer the
teacher-to-teacher support that mentors can provide.

District Personnel Offices

Close coordination between new teacher support
programs and the personnel office is critical to the
success of such programs. It is the personnel office tha t
initially interacts with new teachers and can facilitate
prompt identification and referral to new teacher ser-
vices. On a more fundamental level, the personnel
office in response to higher district decisions
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determines when new teachers will be hired. if the
personnel office hires new teachers either at the last
minute or after the school year begins, a new teacher
support program does not have enough time to provide
adequate initial assistance.

Because personnel practices are important to the
success of new teachers, the personnel office is the ad-
ministrative home for some new teacher projects.
Whether it carries primary responsibility for the proj-
ect or is merely closely affiliated with it, some districts
need to make changes in their traditional personnel
practices. First, the personnel office must develop a
mechanism to identify new hires as opposed to rehires
on temporary contract. Second, it must differentiate
between teachers who are new to teaching and those
who are simply new to the district or new to a particu-
lar school or subject area. Third, they and top district
administrators must be aware of the need to try to
place new teachers long before the beginning of the
school year.

Teachers' Associations

A teachers' association can be a valuable player
in the success of a beginning teacher project. Because
of the vulnerability of new teachers in terms of assign-
ments, lay-offs, and tenure, teachers' associations are
generally well aware of the novice's special needs. In
addition, both the National Education Association
and the American Federation of Teachers have estab-
lisNed national programs to encourage local affiliates
to provide support to new teachers.

The relationship between certain elements of
new teacher programs and bargaining issues can make
the involvement of teachers' associations critical. To
begin wi'le the design and restrictions placed on the
Mentor Program are the result of collective bargain-
ing. Similarly, project benefits such as stipends and
release time for either new teachers or their partner
teachers ca n touch on contractual agreements. Projects
that wish to be closely tied to either new teacher
assessment or to the development of induction schools
need to work closely with an association in both the
design and implementation phases.

The project most heavily involved in teacher as-
sessment in California, the Poway New Teacher Proj-
ect, is directly administered by the It teachers
association. In Poway, the program manager is a key
ar,sociation member. Both support and assessment are

carried out by a committee of association representa-
tives and district administrators. This committee di-
rects individualized support during the yearand makes
ultimate retention decisions in the spring.

Universities

A number of grant-funded new teacher projects
have strong university involvement, while othe7 ; in-
clude the university in an advisory role. In the latter
type of project, the university advisor primarily serves
as a link to university courses and resources. In the
former, university participation can occur in a variety
of ways.

The most common form of close university in-
volvement is the development of special university
courses for new teachers, partner teachers or both. In
the Chico Induction for Beginning Teachers Program,
courses for both partners and new teachers are deliv-
ered to widely separated consortium districts via the
university's instructional television station (see Chap-
ter 5). In addition, a university staff member might
serve as the primary director in a consortium of dis-
tricts, or as the co-director of a collaborative project
with a specific district.

University involvement in leadership is advan-
tageous because it is easier to release a university pro-
fessor than to buy out a district administrator's time.
This time factor, along with the different nature of the
two jobs, can allow university personnel to develop a
more concentrated focus on the project than many
district administrators are able to have. That focuscan
be particularly helpful during a project's start-up phase.

University participants also generally have
greater access to literature and research on teacher
induction and on programs in other districts. In addi-
tion, the university can provide evaluation services,
since district evaluators are frequently overburdened
with student testing and report compilation. Such
ongoing evaluation has played a central role in the
Riverside County/San Bernardino County New
Teacher Project. Their five different new teacher sup-
por projects are being provided through five districts
and two county offices. Personnel from the University
of California at Riverside function as key members of
the management team with the responsibility to con-
tinually assess the five models and nrovide feedback
on them. University involvement in management can
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also provide administrative flexibility in such areas as
travel, purchase of materials and use of rooms.

The last form of university participation is di-
rect, one-on-one consultation with beginning leach-
ers. Such involvement is difficult in districts serving
large numbers of beginning teachers, but it offers
benefits to smaller programs. Professors have the
flexibility to observe and coach on a weekly or bi-
weekly basis something that mentor teachers with
their own classrooms find it difficult to do.

University observers /coaches are also gener-
ally acquainted with a range of observation sites and
instructional resources outside of the district, knowl-
edge that is potentially valuable to new teachers.
Professors outside the university teacher preparation
departments are one such resource, particularly for
secondary teachers. In the Oakland-CSU Hayward
New Teacher Support Project, physics and biology
faculty have provided supplies, lent and repaired
equipment for science teachers, and helped new teach-
ers set up demonstrations.

As with each of the other potential contributors
discussed above, universities must make certain
changes in traditional perspectives and practices in
order to contribute effectively to induction efforts.
First, universities must see that their responsibility for
teacher preparation extends beyond granting teach-
ing credentials. Second, professors must become a ware
of the realities of the typical first-year teacher's class-
room. Normally, student teachers are placed in the
best classrooms with the best master teachers who
have located or purchased the best materials. This is
not the usual classroom situation encountered by new
teachers. Third, university leaders must bea ware that
new teachers have a survival orientation and have
difficulty absorbing much beyond the immediately
applicable. Finally, teacher preparation programs do
not usually participate with districts in projects in-
volving shared leadership. Collaboration is a process
that has to be learned by members of these programs.

While each of these changes is critical to success-
ful university involvement in new teacher support,
each also contributes to improved preservice teacher
education. The more professors are aware of the
needs of beginning teachers, the more realistic and
useful credential programs will be. Similarly, univer-
sity-district collaboration that assists beginning teach-
ers will encourage more collaboration in other teacher

education programs. For example, one spin-off of the
Oakland-CSU Hayward New Teacher Support Proj-
ect is the new collaborative Urban Intern Program for
credential candidates interested in inner-city educa-
tion.

County Offices of Education

A county office of education plays a major role
in only two of the state-funded new teacher projects.
However, in smaller, nmi- funded projects, county
offices can provide substantial services to an informal
group of districts. Such services typically include
courses or support groups for beginning teachers or
their partner teachers. They also provide an opportu-
nity for participating districts to form r tworks and
share ideas. For example, the Alameda County Office
of Education sponsored a New Teacher Recognition
dinner and afternoon conference for all beginning
teachers in the county who were completing their first
year. At this writing, county offices of education are
an under-utilized source of support for beginning
teacher programs, but they are a source that will
probably grow in importance as more districts spon-
sor their own programs.

GENERATING SUPPORT

As outlined above, there are many potential
contributors to new tea cher programs. I lowever, con-
tributions are not automatic. They must be sought,
and support must be cultivated. Three of the most
successful ways of generating support include col-
laborativ planning, building from the success of
existing programs, and providing a valued service.
The more effectively potential participants are in-
volved in the initial plannin it grant writing, the
more they feel a sense of owne. "p. Once initial plans
have been made, continue.] input via an dvisory
committee and regular communication can maintain
this commitment. Project reports can be scheduled
regularly on principals' and the superintendent's
cabinet meeting agendas. They can also become part
of regular staff development and mentor program
ne.A sletters.

Havillg a successful project is the second key to
generating support. In the words of one project man-
ager from an urban district:

We seldom get positive press or get a chance to
receive state-wide recognition for anything. We
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have gotten so much good feedback from this
and so much positive attention from the State
that the administration is eager to support us.

Some projects have purposely tried to capitalize on
the "bandwagon" effect by marketing the project as a
model. Others have taken care to appear successful,
preparing polished brochures, newsletters, or video-
tapes.

Providing a valued service is the third way to
generate continuing support for new teacher pro-
grams. While the success and retention of new teach-
ers is important to all district administrators, it is
crucial to the personnel office and to principals. Both
urban and rural districts have diffk Ity competing
with the suburbs for fully credentialed new teachers.
Ail districts must compete for good teachers in certain
specialty areas. In these instances, providing support
to new teachers can be crucial in attracting good appli-
cants. For some districts, it may be the only real mar-
keting advantage they have.

The support of the principal is critical for certain
elements of the new teacher project to be successful.
The principal is the key to selecting partner teachers,
releasing new teachers for observations, and encour-
aging new teachers to participate in project activities.
The traditional scourges of new teachers multiple
preparations, lack of books and materials, problem
students, inadequate classrooms, and heavy extracur-
ricular assignments are often under the principal's
control. For all of these reasons, securing the active
involvement and support of principals is essential to
the success of the program. Similarly, at the secondary
level, the backing of department chairs is also impor-
tant. The Modesto New Teacher Program in particu-
lar has found this approach successful.

Avenues to generating support from principals
are straightforward. In the words of one program
manager, "Principals are eager for our help it
makes their job much easier." In particular, principals
welcome orientation assistance during the hectic
opening of school. Knowing that someone outside
their office can provide individualized support to
new faculty is reassuring. They also appreciate hav-
ing year-round resources to call on when teachers are
experiencing particular difficulty. Early involvement
of a strong, respected principal in the planning or im-
plementation phase of a new teacher program can also
help legitimize the program to other principals.

One note of caution: Some problems can arise
from principals, personnel offices, or teachers' asso-
ciations because of territoriality. While each of these
groups are potential allies enthusiastically seeking
project assistance, program leaders must be careful to
present the project so it is not perceived as infringing
on their legitimate functions.

A FINAL THOUGHT ON COLLABORATION

A successful new teacher support project must
have leaders who are adept at crossing organizational
boundaries both inside and outside the district. Col-
laboration is difficult; the greater the numbers of
players, the harder it is to maintain communication or
simply schedule meetings. Because the individuals
involved in the effort are generally open to collabora-
tion and experimentation, they are often overcommit-
ted and have serious time constraints. In addition,
tensions between collaborating groups due to collec-
tive bargaining, resource allocation, or other issues
could harm a new teacher project.

Some steps can be taken to facilitate collabora-
tion and overcome some of these difficulties. The first
step entails involving all parties in planning. Hope-
fully there is enough lead time before program im-
plementation or grant submission for input by all
concerned. The second important facilitative step is to
make sure all roles are clearly defined in writing to
avoid any potential misunderstandings. In the proc-
ess of role definition, it is important to keep in mind
the different strengths and constraints of the organ
izatiottal partners. These differences can be turned to
programmatic advantages by recognizing and build-
ing on them. Regular communication and adequate
support personnel can keep minor problems from
growing and help prevent burn-out. Finally, a good
relationship between key project personnel can pro-
vide the critical difference between a smooth project
and a problematic one. Despite all efforts to facilitate
collaboration, problems will arise. When that hap-
pens, outside funding or recognition helps keep people
going "for the good of the project."

The challenges of education in general, and new
teacher preparation and support in particular, defy
simplistic approaches. However, the process of col-
laboration and the creativity that can result from
multiple perspectives and resources have the poten-
tial to generate the solutions that will be needed to
meet the complex challenge within education.
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HIS chapter presents seven models
of new teacher induction. The first
two programs, The San Diego State

University/San Diego City Unified School
District New Teacher Retention Project and the
Oakland Unified School District/California State
University, Hayward Project New Teacher
Support Project were initiated in 1986.
Sponsored by the California State University
Chancellor's Office and the State Department
of Education, these two programs address
the needs of new teachers assigned to inner-
city schools through the collaborative efforts
of districts and universities.
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The remaining five projects are part of the origi-
nal fifteen programs in the California New Teacher
Project which were implemented in 1988. Initiated by
the Commission on Teacher Credentialing and the
State Department of Education, The California New
Teacher Project was designed to establish alternative
models of new teacher support and assessment. Proj-
ect TAP (Teacher Assistance Program) represents a
uni..ersity/district collaborative program. The Santa
Cruz Consortium involves a university, county office
of education, and seven school districts. The Chico
Induction for Beginning Teachers Program is a consor-
tium of a university, several county offices, and school
districts in rural northern California. 77ie Santa Clara
Project is a single-district model for new teacher
support. The Powa Project is an induction and evalu-
ation model that was initiated by the Poway Federa-
tion of Teachers and supported by the local school
district.

The models of new teacher support programs
that have been presented in this chapter represent
only a few of the specific ways in which educational
organizations are identifying and addressing the
concerns of the beginning teacher in California. The
diversity of organization and programming suggest
the limitless potential for professional response to the
induction needs of new teachers.

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
INNER CITY NEW TEACHER RETENTION PROJECT

The Inner City New Teacher Retention Project
is a collaborative program between San Diego State
University and the San Diego City Schools. In 1988
the American Association of State Colleges and Uni-
versities awarder. the project the Christa McAuliffe
Showcase for Excellence Award for being an excel-
lent model of large urban school district and univer-
sity collaboration. The 1989-90 school year marks the
fourth year of service provided by the Project to new
teachers who teach in multicultural schools in the San
Diego Unified School District. To date about 95 per-
cent of the new teachers assisted by the project are
still teaching in San Diego schools. Jointly funded by
the Chancellor's Office of the California State Univer-
sity system and the Superintendent's Office of the
California State Department of Education, the project
currently serves 100 beginning teachers a year.

The New Teacher Retention Project represents
a developmental and collaborative approach to pro-
viding professional growth opportunities as well as
an effective support system to new teachers. The
project is designed to build on tile new teachers'
preservice creGential preparation, not to supplant it.
Project components are designed to acculturate the
new teachers as thoughtful practitioners, oriented
toward informed decision-making and distinctly
capable of translating research and theory into sound
professional practice. Project efforts also assist the
new teachers in becoming acclimated to their schools
and the school district the context of their profes-
sional practice.

Within this conceptual framework, the primary
go ils of the San Diego Inner City New Teacher Reten-
tion Project are:

to develop an induction year model based on
a reflective and analytic conception of
teaching;

to strengthen the instructional effectiveness
of new teachers working with students from
culturally diverse backgrounds by building
on the new teachers' preservice preparation;

to increase the retention of effective teachers
in such settings;

to provide a formal support network for
teachers during the critical transition period
of their first year of professional practice;
and

to establish sustained collaboration between
San Diego State University and the San Di-
ego Unified School District.

The New Teachers and Their Schools

For the purpose of the program a "new teacher"
is defined as a leave replacement or first-year proba-
tionary teacher who has had less than six months of
teaching experience in any district. For all of these
teacher.; this is their first contract teaching experi-
ence. The elementary schools to which these teachers
are assigned are in the process of being converted
from a traditional school year schedule (September-
June) to a year-round schedule composed of four
distinct "tracks," wherein classes are staggered in a
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nine-week-on/three-week-off schedule throughout
the calendar year.

For the most part, classes are self-contained and
the teachers are responsible for instruction in all
subjects of the curriculum. The cultural diversity of
the new teachers' classes matches or exceeds overall
district patterns of ethnic representation. Among the
cultural/ethnic groups represented in the new teach-
ers' classrooms are African-American, Cambodian,
Filipino, Hispanic, Indochinese, and Vietnamese.

Program Description

All aspects of the project are jointly panned, re-
viewed, implemented, and evaluated with leader-
ship provided by co-directors from the university
and the school district. Weekly seminars and five
release day workshops are presented by individuals
from both institutions. Classroom observations and
consultations are provided by district mentors, uni-
versity faculty, and other resource personnel, com-
bining assets from both institutions.

Developing the "Thoughtful Practitioner"

The Retention Project reflects a number of be-
liefs, shared by the project developers, i'bout both
teaching and the types of assistance new teachers
need. First, we conceptualize teaching to be a highly
complex integration of knowledge and understand-
ing, strategic and technical skills, attitudes and dis-
positions, analytic and synthesizing capabilities.
Second, we believe that the judgments teachers make
in practice are pivotal influences on student learning,
and that the soundness of these judgments is a func-
tion of the depth and richness of these domains.
Sound judgment can only be developed within the
context of actual practice, but not without shared
reflection, assistance, and collegial support. The
environment of practice, therefore, must both en-
courage and value that development. This concep-
tion of teaching differs significantly frem the nar-
rowly technical and implicitly condescending
"teacher-proof" notions embedded in the generic

; effectiveness prescriptions that have been
so p. ca.sive ;n recent years.

Three key implications for structuring system-
atic assistance to new teachers follow from this con-
ception. First, recognizing that the new teacher's first
teaching assignment constitutes a period of transi-

tion, any assistance must address both continued
acculturation to the profession (i.e., development of
sound judgment, thoughtful informed practice, and
a professional self-image defined in terms of these
qualities) and acclimatization to the school and school
district. Second, the assistance must be structured in
such a way that it simultaneously draws out the
knowledge and skills the new teacher brings to the
enterprise and helps the new teachers contextualize
the application and adaptation of that knowledge
and those skills to their actual situation. Third, the
assistance must encourage the new teachers' confi-
dence in their ability to work through problem siu-
ations and to engage with colleagues in shared prob-
lem-solving.

In addition to responding to these implications,
we have structured the components of the Retention
Project to minimize communicating a "survival"
mentality to the new teachers, which too often trans-
lates to quick fixes for controlling and manipulating
students. This concern takes on added poignancy
when new teachers are working with culturally di-
verse populations. Finally, we have been cautious
about structuring the content of the project on the
basis of the new teachers' perceptions of what they
need. We have found their inexperience may lead
them to confuse symptoms with problems, and to
develop the unrealistic expectation that pre-pack-
aged, universally applicable answers exist. When we
do respond to perceived needs, we avoid "doing for"
or "doing to" teachers without actively involving
their judgment or intellectual engagement.

Program Components

The new teachers are clustered into groups of
six to eight persons on the basis of school location and
schedule and by grade level if possible (primary,
intermediate, middle school). A faculty member from
the College of Education serves as the cluster leader
and 'fleets with the cluster weekly. Cluster leaders
are selected on the basis of their expressed interest in
working with new teachers and school district per-
sonnel as well as their subject matter and pedagogical
expertise. This expertise allows us to build a strong
interdisciplinary team.

This organizational structure provides a pri-
mary peer support group along with expert assis-
tance. The clusters reduce isolation of new teachers
by enriching commu.iication, providing continuity
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among project participants, and allowing the new
teachers to establish important connections with their
peers. The cluster leaders work with the new teachers
to develop and implement an individualized profes-
sional development plan. In addition to planning
project activities with other un:versity and school
district personnel, the cluster lead2rs make classroom
visits, observations, and demonstrationsto new teach-
ers in their clusters and document practices and ac-
tivities which reflect dimensions or strands of the
project.

All the new teachers participate in a year-long
series of seminars and workshops that are jointly
planned and delivered by university faculty and
district personnel. Five thematic strands shape these
activities in order to promote the new teachers' pro-
fession 11 growth as thoughtful practitioners. These
strar.is include: 1) understanding learners, their
individual as well as culturally significant similarities
and distinctions; 2) recognizing the importance of
such understanding in developing and implement-
ing both instruction and management effectively; 3)
continuing to expand and deepen subject matter
understanding as a strategy for increasing the likeli-
hood that curriculum is accurately and meaningfully
addressed; 4) expanding the new teachers' repertoire
of instructional approaches as well as enriching their
capability for adapting and adjusting approaches
given variability in ]earnings and learners; 5) devel-
oping the complex cognitive capabilities, particularly
analytical and synthesizing skills, which underlie
informed professional practice. Within the context of
these strands, presentations are made in such topics
as class room management, professional growth plan-
ning, stress management, cultural diversity,coopera-
tive education, reciprocal teaching, writing as a proc-
ess, the preparation of case reports, and instructional
strategies in the content areas of language arts, math,
science, social studies, and fine arts.

Following the whole group seminar presenta-
tion and a question-and-answer period, the new teach-
ers meet in their clusters and write for ten minutes
about any significant incident that happened during
the week. This strategy affords the new teachers an
opportunity to reflect on what they and their students
are doing, why events are happening as they are,
what pleases them and what they want to sustain as
well as change in the classroom. The critical incidents
are not necessarily just a reporting of problems or
negative events, because new teachers also write

about progress they are having in an area of concern,
events that have boosted their self-confidence, or
flashes of insight that writing helps them preserve.
The new teachers are not required to share what they
have written with their peers in the seminar. They do,
however, turn them in to their duster leader for
written response or comments. This routine provides
a systematic means of confidential communication
and permits regular orportlinities for contact be-
tween cluster leaders and the new teachers. The clus-
ter leaders report that a review of the weekly critical
incidents alerts them to the need for individual assis-
tance with the new teachers and to instances of new
teachers who confuse symptoms with problems.

The discussion portion of the seminar becomes
an extension of the critical writing incident and can
take a number of directions depending on the needs
and interests of the group. Sharing experiences, com-
miserating, problem sharing and solving ake up
much of the time in these sessions. The discussions
provide collaborative opportunities for the new teach-
ers to reflect on their practice and work through
problems together. The cluster leaders facilitate these
discussions and encourage new teachers to think
broadly about alternative solutionsto identified prob-
lems.

Critical incident writing promotes reflection
about teaching and provides the new teachers an
opportunity to be thoughtful about their practice
while dealing with the practical real life world of their
classrooms. From these critical incidents the new
teachers are required to write two case reports, one
each semester, on incider rs they feel are particularly
influential in their thinking and development as a
professional.

The new teachers submit an initial draft of their
case report which is read by the cluster leaders and
returned with comments, suggestions, and questions
intended to prompt greater elaboration or depth of
consideration. At this point, the case r,port becomes
the basis for professional dialogue beta een the
"reader" (in this case, the cluster leader) and the new
teacher about the new teacher's thinking and her/his
representation of it. The new teachers are encouraged
to refine their dialogue through successive drafts, as
time, energy, and interest permit. Final drafts are
turned in following this process. The procedure is
repeated during the writing m the second case report,
with the addition of commentaries solicited from col-
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leagues or site administrators. These commentaries
help give the new teachers another interpretation of
the incidents from which they are drawn.

Through the new teachers' accounts of their ex-
perience, we can see that they do not enter the profes-
sion as "blank slates." The critical incidents and case
reports reveal the thought, of people who are trying
to sustain their beliefs and synthesize their knowl-
edge about teaching and learning within the context
of complex teaching situations. Included in the critical
incidents and case reports are burgeoning philosophi-
cal statements reflecting the application of theory and
beliefs which emanate from their knowledge of psy-
chology, sociology, content material, and their knowl-
edge of the world of "school."

The release day workshops (five throughout the
year) usually focus on a topic fairly new to the teach-
ers and therefore require a longer concentration of
time. Familiarizing the new teachers with the school
district curriculum, related materials and resources,
for example, was one release day topic, as was coop-
erative learning strategies. The release days afford the
teachers the opportunity to try some things out it i the
safe and helpful company of colleagues. Mentor teach-
ers often participate in the release days with the new
teachers, frequently as presenters or demonstrators.

Through the California Mentor Teacher Pro-
gram, each new teacher is matched with a mentor
teacher from the school district. These matches are
made on the basis of similarity in grade, curriculum
and student assignments. The mentor teachers pro-
vide classroom visitation and consultation assistance
to the new teachers. They also serve as presenters in
the Feminars and workshops.

Through meetings with project administrators,
the mentors come to understand and contribute to the
conception of teaching underpinning the project. To
the new teachers, the mentors personify credibility.
They represent successful practice, ability, even v rtu-
osity in what the new teacher is about to try. They
possess the knowledge of the district as a distinct
culture; they know how it works. They demonstrate
the seasoned and balanced perspective which encour-
ages risk-taking and engenders stability.

The new teachers are also provided a network of
resource personnel from both the university and school
district. In addition to serving as seminar presenters,

these individuals provide classroom consultations to
individual new teachers and assist them in becoming
acclimated to the school district, its resources, poli-
cies, ar.d operating procedures. Coordination of this
support network is provided by the school district's
Off ice of Staff Development and Training. In particu-
lar, the office assigns one of its resource teachers half-
time to the Retention Project. This person serves as a
critical liaison between the new teachers and the
various administrative and resource departments of
the school district. He also fills a key planning and
logistics role in the develcpment of all facets of the
project.

The project provides the new teachers with
scholarships for six units of graduate credit at the San
Diego State University. These units a re earned through
participation in the seminars and release days, and
through successful completion of course require-
ments. The units are applicable fel salary advance-
ment and can be counted toward the state's require-
ment of 150 hours of continuing education every five
years. An instructional materials stipend of between
$200 and $300 is available to each new teacher as well.
The project also provides for five release days through-
out the school year for the new teachers and the
school district provides five release days for their
mentor teachers.

Project Administration

The dean of the San Diego State University
College of Education serves as Pry ncipal Investigator
and provides t.verall policy and programmatic direc-
tion to the project. The project has two co-directors:
the 7irector of San Diego Unified School District's
Office of Staff Development and Training, and a fac-
ulty member from the San Diego State University
School of Teacher Education. A half-time resource
teacher, a full-time secretary, and a student assistant
also provide vital support to the Retention Project.
These individuals meet regularly to d iscu ss a nd evalu-
ate the project. In addition, the San Diego State Uni-
versity co-director meets weekly with the cluster
leaders.

Project Changes, Observations, and Concluding
Thoughts

The New Teacher Retention Project represents
a true collaboration between the San Diego Unified
School District and San DiegoState University. While
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the collaboration takes a considerable amount of time
and personal energy, it provides opportunities for
shared ownership, access to broader professional
resources, and substantial impact on the professional
development of new teachers that no other arrange-
ments would afford. The collaborative element is
considered essential to the project's success in bring-
ing theory and application together.

In the four years since the New Teacher Reten-
tion Project was implemented, three significant modi-
fications have been incorporated into the program
design: 1) adopting the cluster structure instead of a
large group approach to interacting with new teach-
ers; 2) incorporating critical incidents and case re-
ports as strategies for promoting thoughtful practice
and evaluating new teacher professional growth;
and 3) broadening the involvement of university
faculty in the program. Rationale for the first two
modifications has been presented earlier; however,
the purpose for broadening the involvement of uni-
versity faculty warrants further discussitms.

In the fir st year of the project, university partici-
pation was limited to the project director who partici-
pated in the weekly seminars, and several content
area consultants who visited new teachers' class-
rooms upon request. This year, eight university fac-
ulty members serve as cluster leaders. Their partici-
pation in the project has had a significant socializing
effect on both the new teachers and the university
educators. The weekly dialogue that occurs in the
cluster groups provides faculty with the opportunity
to add cognitive and experiential breadth and depth
to the collaborative analysis of the teaching experi-
ence. The critical incident/case report approach
promotes new teacher participation in what might be
considered "an apprenticeship in analysis." Concur-
rently, faculty members gain increased :nsi)411 s into
the often stark realities of teaching in the :drier -city
schools a; new teachers share their stories. This knowl-
edge has an impact on the preservice programs.

After several years of working in this collabora-
tive effort, it is abundantly clear that the project is
very important to new teachers. The provision of the
support network and activities, coupled with thought-
ful reflection on their own experiences, promotes
attending to the immediate and practical needs of
classroom teaching while simultaneously develop-
ing habits of mind and practice that will sustain these
teachers well beyond the first year. This continuity of

reflection, the notion of the "thoughtful practition-
er," will support professional teachers as they enter
their second year and throughout their career.

Prepare.' by Ann I. Morey and Diane S. Murphy

San Diego State University/
San Diego City Schools
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THE OAKLAND-CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
HAYWARD NEW TEACHER SUPPORT PROJECT

This project began in 1986-87 as a pilot to in-
crease the retention and effectiveness of beginning
teachers in inner-city Oakland. Jointly funded by the
Chancellor's Office of the California State University
and the California State Department of Education, it
initially served 25 teachers. Now in its fourth year,
the project provides varying levels of support to all
non-tenured teachers in Oakland.

Over the four years the elements of new teacher
support have remained the same: release time to ob-
serve other teachers or visit resource centers; a teacher
consultant on site to provide psychological support,
instructional guidance, and orientation; a university
consultant from the Hayward Department of Teacher
Education offering clinical supervision and a link to
professional practices beyond the District; wider Uni-
versity support from other disciplines as the need arises;
workshops where teachers can form a support group
and receive helpful classroom materials and ideas;
and stipends for the purchase of instructional materi-
als. However, as the project has matured, the content
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and delivery of this support has changed; so too has
the management structure of the project and the
district-university rel^":onship.

Evolution of Project Elements

Release Time. Under the original pilot design,
teachers were released one day a week for observa-
tion, seminars, planning, and visitations. This weekly
absence from their classrooms proved too frequent,
causing classroom management problems as well as
difficulties in providing substitutes. In the second
year teachers were only released every other week;
still, the problems arose. Nonetheless, release time
was the most highly rated project element both years.
In the third and fourth years of the New Teacher
Support Project participants were granted substi-
tutes for six days, which has proven to be a more
appropriate number, given the lack of reliable, qual-
ity substitutes.

Teacher Consultants. All participating teach-
ers were paired with experienced teachers at their
school sites. These experienced teachers provided
crisis support, practical and political advice, and
curricular guidance. In the third and fourth years
they received coaching training and three release
days to work with the new teachers. They were also
allocated a stipend.

In 1986-87 principals selected the teacher con-
sultants with mixed success. Some did not know the
new teachers we'd enough to make good matches;
others selected consultants on a political basis. In
1987-88 the new teachers chose their own consult-
ants, again with mixed results. Many were too new to
teaching or to their faculty to make appropriate
choices. In the last two years, participants have
nominated one or two consultants, with final selec-
tion being made by the principal. This new selection
procedure, coupled with training and release time,
has generally increased the efficacy of the teacher
consultants.

A second change related to teacher consultants
occurred in year three, when the project went district-
wide. During the first two years 4 proved impossible
to select teacher consultants before mid-October. At
the same time, program evaluation targeted Septem-
ber as the time when new teachers most needed
assistance. To address this disparity, in years ti tree
and four the Mentor Bridge was instituted. At 11; re,

the Bridge paired district mentors with new teachers
to offer general support until the more carefully
matched teacher consultants could be put in place.
Later these mentors were on call for any non-tenured
teacher needing special assistance.

University Consultants. The university con-
sultant has been the primary project resource provid-
ing in-class observation and clinical supervision to
new teachers. Hayward Teacher Education faculty
observe participants biweekly on a regular univer-
sity supervision formula. Great care has been taken to
establish a consultative, teacher-directed relation-
ship rather than a supervisorial or evaluative one.
Over the past four years the only change in this aspect
of the program has been an increase in the ratio of
new teachers to university consultants, from 15:1 to
25:1. Made for financial reasons, this change did
affect the quality of consultation. Even so, the evalu-
ation of university consultants remained high.

Wider University Consultation. In its original
conception, the New Teacher Support Project was to
draw upon the expertise of the wider university
faculty for curricular assistance. This goal has been
very successfully met on the secondary level, espe-
cially in the sciences. It has proven elusive at the
elementary level, however. University professors
from outside the School of Education have generally
had difficulties translating their content in ways that
would be directly applicable to an elementary class-
room.

Workshops. In its first two years the project
held formal biweekly seminars for university credit.
These offered a combination of theoretic and hands -
on presentations. While participants appreciated the
interaction with each other and with seminar leaders,
they found the formal nature of the course, and its
frequency, too demanding. Therefore, in years three
and four the seminars became the less formal Ele-
mentary and Secondary New Teacher Networks.
These monthly meetings featured mentor-led work-
shops on specific, pragmatic instructional strategies
and materials. Response to the change has been
positive.

Stipends. Early in the project it was found that
new teachers were significantly constrained by their
lack of classroom materials, particularly since they
were teaching at severely underfunded inner-city
schools. To address this need, $200 was allocated to

tie
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each participant ($150 in year four). In general the
monies were well spent and strongly boosted morale.

University Involvement

The original impetus and primary first-year
leadership for the New Teacher Support Project came
from the California State University, Hayward. The
university's strong role evolved primarily because its
politics and structures differed from those of the
district. Basically, it was easier to buy university
faculty time than the time of a district administrator.
The ability to devote time exclusively to the project
was critical during the start-up phase - not just to get
the project going, but also to produce the kind of
success and visibility necessary to insure district
support and commitment. In year two NTSP leader-
ship became more shared, and in year three - when
the project expanded to serve more than 200 teachers
- day-to-day management transferred to the district.
At this point, a mentor teacher on leave was hired as
the full-time manager. Finally, in year four, financial
efficiency prompted the dividing of project manage-
ment among four mentor teachers who did not re-
ceive release time. They formed a leadership team
with the district and university directors. By year
four, the university director was involved primarily
in the development of project spin-offs rather than
management of the on-going program.

New Directions

Over the first three years of the project it became
increasingly apparent that new inner-city teachers
needed intense site-level support. In particular, they
needed to begin their careers in a highly professional
environment where their colleagueswere committed
to on-going professional growth. Unfortunately, such
assignments for new teachers are rare. Therefore, in
year three the NTSP began working with two die-
menta: y schools, one predominantly black and the
other black and Hispanic, to design professional de-
velopment schools. Faculty from each sitespent nearly
a year visiting other schools, reading research, and
planning t!,_fir programs. Each redesigned its organ-
izational structure, dividing into cooperating grade-
level teams. In addition, each school developed a
specific curricular focus, a comprehensive schedule
of staff development, and a commitment to peer
coaching. This fall (1989-90), three-quarter time in-
terns were assigned to work with each teacher as part
of an urban/minority teacher recruitment program.

Next year positions will be set aside at each school
for two-year residency contracts for fully credential-
ed beginning teachers. in addition, minority instruc-
tional aides with an interest in pursuing full teach-
ing credentials will be given preference for instruc-
tional aide positions at each school.

Summary

The Oakland-CSU Hayward New TeacherSup-
port Project has evolved from a university-centered
project serving 25 new teachers at approximately

,000 each to a dual-focus effort involving two
different types of district-university partnerships.
The first, the continuing district-wide New Teacher
Support Project, is now district-run and serving up
to 150 new teachers at $1,200 to $1,900 each. The
university pla supportive role in this process.
The second focus, the development of two induc-
tion / professional development schools, hasa heavy
initial university involvement in partnership with
site-level teachers and administrators. Both aspect
of the project demonstrate the fluid, dynamic nature
of successful district-university collaboration. Each
partner has a different role to play, depending upon
the nature of the task and the developmental phase
of the program.

prepared try Louise Bay Waters, Proie(t Director

The Oakland-California State University,
Hayward

New Teacher Support Project

District Project Director
University Project Director
Management Team

Cynthia Harris
Louise Bay Waters
Dolores Godbold
Maria Watson
Ernie Miller
Evelyn Ely

Contact Person:
Louise Bay Waters

Project Director
New Teacher Support Project

California State University, Hayward
Hayward, California 94542

(415) 881-3009
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POWAY PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Program Overview

There is little disagreement within our educa-
tional community that beginning teachers must make
a difficult adjustment as they move from the aca-
demic world to the real world of the classroom. The
quality of the teacher work force is influenced not
only by who enters teaching, but by who stays in
teaching. By the beginning of the next century we will
have to replace half of our nation's 2.2 million teach-
ers due to retirement (the average age of teachers is
47) and attrition (50 percent of teachers leave after
only five years in the profession, 80 percent are gone
after ten years). Just as alarming are the figures
relating to able college students choosing teaching as
a profession. In 1973 almost 20 percent of college
graduates considered teaching as a career; today that
figure has plummeted to 7 percent. The resulting
shortage of new, promising teachers is not just a
problem particular to personnel directors. It is of sig-
nificance to everyone concemea with effective schools.

Fully responsible for instruction of his/her stu-
dents from the first working day, the beginning teacher
performs the same tasks as a 20-year veteran. We in
the profession often short-change our "rookies." Tasks
are not added sequentially to allow for gradual in-
crease in skill and knowledge; the beginner learns
while performing the full complement of teaching
duties. Since teaching style is most often developed
early in a teacher's career, it is particularly important
to monitor teachers' early work in the classroom. In
most schools, supervision of the new teacher is rare,
limited to infrequent and brief observations of class-
room performance. The Poway Unified School Dis-
trict and the Poway Federation of Teachers, the local
teachers' union, agreed that intensive supervision,
training and support for new teachers was impera-
tive and mut: Aly beneficial to both organizations.

The Poway Professional Assistance Program
'PPAP) was based on this mutual recognition of
needs and the premise that experienced teachers
have a legitimate role in the screening and training of
new entrants into the profession. This teacher induc-
tion and assessment system provides teachers new to
Poway with the services of an experienced classroom
teacher to help them ease into their new professional
rnies. The experienced teacher, called a teacher con-
sultant, has a workload of 12 to 15 teachers and as-
sumes the responsibility for the first-year evaluation

of each of those teachers. The teacher consultant
provides each new teacher with thorough and fre-
quent classroom observations, assistance, objective
criticism, coaching and supervision from a recog-
nized expert teacher.

The teacher consultant periodically reports the
progress of the new teachers to the Peer Rev v
Board. This board, composed of union and adminis-
trative representatives, monitors the work of the
consultants and governs the program under the
umbrella of a trust agreement. It is this board that
accepts or rejects the final evaluative findings of the
consultants and forwards its recommendation to the
superintendent of schools and ultimately to the school
board of trustees. This unique collaborative effort be-
tween the union and the district has been a funda-
mental departure from past relationships and has set
a cornerstone for further local reform.

The evaluation aspect is unique, but the pro-
gram is more than peer review. The consultants'
work with the new teachers begins with the planning
and presentations of New Teacher Day and contin-
ues throughout the year. The consultants view their
role as one of support and assistance for the new
teacher rather than one of evaluation. From explain-
ing the spelling program, modeling a classroom
management strategy, providing a sympathetic ear,
and explaining the social and political expectations of
the staff room, to administering a strong dose of
reality, the teacher consultant provides a resource
heretofore unavailable to teachers new to Poway.

The District

The Poway Unified School District (PUSD) is lo-
cated in the west central portion of San Diego County
approximately 25 miles north of San Diego and 10
miles from the Pacific Ocean. The district's bounda-
ries encompass 103 square miles and include the city
of Poway and the city of San Diego, plus a small
portion of unincorporated territory in the county of
San Diego.

Three major communities are located in the
PUSD. The Poway community is largely residential
in character with a moderately expanding commer-
cial segment. Rancho Bernardo, a planned commu-
nity, includes a 635-acre industrial park which con-
tains some of the nation's lorgest firms. Rancho
Petiasquitos is also a planned community which is

8 1
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almost exclusively residential in character with lim-
ited commercial development.

The overall community is predominantly a
white, middle class community with 72 percent of the
families classified as professional or semi-profes-
sional, as contrasted with 33 percent in these classifi-
cations statewide. The racial/ethnic composition of
district students is 83.8 percent white and a 16.2
percent minority mix of Asian/Pacific Islander, Fili-
pino, black and Hispanic.

The Poway Federation of Teachers has been the
local bargaining agent for the teachers since 1976.
Contract negotiations have been stormy at best and
the relationship between the union and district has
fluctuated from distant and strained to cool and
professional. Because of the success at jointly manag-
ing the PPAP, both parties agreed in 1988 to attempt
contract negotiations using a non-adversarial model.
They were successful in negotiating a two-year con-
tract ready for ratification upon the teachers' return
in Sep:ember, an event that has only happened once
in the previous 18 years.

The Teacher Consultant

Early in the planning stages of the program,
both the union and the administration agreed on
some guidelines for developing the new position of
teacher consultant. Although the consultant is in
some ways similar to a mentor teacher, it was recog-
nized that tie consultant's responsibilities would far
exceed those of a mentor. It was decided that the
position should be full time, so that cacti of the
consultants would be released from classroom duties
to work exclusively with the new teachers. However,

was also recognized that the consultant's role needed
to be viewed by all staff as that of "expert teacher"
- .ther than as one experienced staff member put it, "a
training ground for junior administrators." It was
thus decided to limit the term for each individual
consultant to three consecutive years, after which the
consultant returns to the classroom for a period of at
least one year. The consultant would remain in the
teacher bargaining unit and would receive the same
monetary stipend and district status as a mentor
teacher.

Applicants for the position must have five years
of district experience and apply for announced va-
cancies. The selection is completed bya joint teacher/

administrator panel following a writing sample, in-
terviews, recommendations of teachers and adminis-
trators and, if needed, classroom observations. Expe-
rience showed that the degree of flexibility for poten-
tial assignments by grade level or subject matter was
important, so the breadth of previous teaching expe-
rience of the applicant proved to be sign' t leant. Per-
sonal skills, such as the ability to communii ,ate and to
be sympathetic are critical attributes.

he teacher consultant position has been evolv-
ing over the past two years.

Experience during the past two years has en-
abled the teacher consultant to anticipate and help the
new teacher avoid beginning-of-school problems such
as difficulty adjusting to late assignment changes,
feelings of isolation at the site, and trouble accessing
furniture and supplies. The consultants share a pro-
gram goal of being in each of their new teachers'
classrooms a minimum of once a week. They must
complete at least 20 hours of contact time for each of
two evaluation periods. This is 20 times the contrac-
tual requirement used prior to the program, although
the evaluation process is not emphasized during the
month of September. Time in the classroom and time
con ferencing is critical to the success of the consultant.

The consultant, working with the site adminis-
trator and under the supervision of the Peer Review
Board, assists each new teacher on an individual
basis. By pacing the consultant in the novice's class-
room on a frequent basis, the program is able to
provide the new teacher with staff development at an
appropriate time in the learning cycle. If the new
teacher is ready to focus on curriculum concerns, it
makes littler sense for all new teachers to attend man-
dated inservices on cooperative learning. Conversely,
the consultant may elect to attend an inservice in CAP
writing with a new high school English teacher and
work with that teacher to implement CAP strategies
in the classroom. The consultant frequently models
instructional strategies in the new teacher's classroom
or releases the new teacher to visit the classrooms of
other skilled professionals.

Each consultant receives the usual training in
the technical skills used in the evaluation of teachers.
Additionally, each consultant has $500 available for
his own professional development. The team of con-
sultants meets formally once a week to share ideas,
receive advice on a teacher facing some difficulty, a r-
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range calendars and "recharge batteries." Isolation,
loss of the love and contact with their own classrooms
and a difficult assignment may be drawbacks to the
consultant assignment. Informal meetings and net-
working by telephone have proven to be invaluable
resources.

Formative and summative evaluations on each
consultant are completed by one union and one
administrative representative of the Peer Board of
Review. Each new teacher and each principal is
surveyed. Interviews also provide data for the
evaluation.

Program costs are the salary of the consultant's
classroom replacement, the consultant stipend, and
miscellaneous minor support costs. In Poway, the
1989-90 cost is about $34,000 per consultant position
(taking into account all monies spent).

Peer Evaluation

The PPAP based its program on the research
work of Arthur Wise, Linda Darling-Hammond,
Milbrey McLaughlin, and Harriet Bernstein in the
1984 Rand Corporation study on teacher evaluation
and the work started in Toledo, Ohio. These authors
surveyed evaluation practices in a number ' dis-
tricts and offered several observations that were in-
corporated into the PPAP. We believe that teacher in-
volvement and responsibility improve the quality of
teacher evaluation. Our program recognized that the
responsibilities of the site principal require that she
try to be all things to all teachers. But the teacher
consultant role is focused only on the new teacher.
The increased time and the narrowing focus greatly
strengthens the district's capacity to effectively su-
pervise new teachers. Because the consultants are
practitioners of what they preach, they have great
credibility with their teachers

Involving the teacher's union in the design and
oversight of new teacher evaluation helped ensure le-
gitimacy, fairness and effectiveness. The minimum
of 20 hours of assistance and assessment per evalu-
ation period is far exceeded with teachers facing
some difficulty, and in one case, involved over 100
hours of contact time by more than one consultant.
The Peer Review Board accepted the recommenda-
tion of the consultant not to renew the contract of the
new teacher, and the union was part of that process.
The best way for a union to ensure that new teachers

receive due process and all the assistance possible is
to jointly govern and monitor a program that pro-
vides that service. Only six of the 110 teachers partici-
pating in the program over the last two years have not
been rehired for their second probationary year.

The Review Board also recognized that role
conflict between administrators and teachers would
be inevitable, but by being sensitive to specific con-
cerns the impact of those conflicts could be mini-
mized. The program was made optional for each site
principal. The expectation was that some administra-
tors would be reluctant to give up the evaluation
process at first, but would be convinced as the pro-
gram matured. This expectation was met. During the
first year about 60 percent of the schools participated
in the program using peer review, the second year
included almost all the schools, and the third year all
schools with new teachers are participating in the
program. By constantly communicating with the site
principal and encouraging that person to make fre-
quent, informal "drop-in" visits to the new teacher's
classroom, the consultant ensures that the needs of
the site administration are met.

The Peer Review Board and Trust Agreement

The program is governed by the Peer Review
3oard composed of the Federation president and two
other union represen ta t Yeti plus the Assistant Super-
intendent pers; noel and an add it ml administra-
tive representative. This board meets about every six
to eight weeks, ur as specifically needed. A majority
vote is deemed to be tour votes. Consultants report
be progress of each of their new teachers and the

recrunmend soveral alternative strategies
'Tnprove the performance of the new

.ting decisions, personnel choices,
the assignments of the consultants are

all functions of th..! Peer ReviewBoard.

The Federation of Teachers and the district
operate the project under the umbrella of a trust
agreement teat both parties renew annually. A trust
agreement is a ii:-gotiated compact between a district
and a union. Trust ogreements are intended to spec-
ify educational problems of joint concern and estab-
lish mechanisms for we rking on them. They set aside
money, time and au tin ,rity and they create structures
that allow union and management to resolve dis-
putes as they wo-k toward joint goals. Trust agree-
ments anticir.ite joint action on problems such as
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curriculum reform, student achievement, teaching
careers, school restructuring, and teacher evaluation.
Technically, they are frequently beyond the scope of
bargaining for labor contracts. The Poway trustagree-
raent is only one of six such agreements operating in
California.

The trust agreement enabled the working rela-
tionship of the Review Board to set a new benchmark
for labor relations in Poway. The cooperation and
mutual respect necessary for the success of the pro-
gram are beginning to be seen in other programs
throughout the district. This is a pleasant but not un-
expected byproduct of the process.

Program Review

The PPAP has contracted for an independent
review/evaluation from San Diego State University,
and copies of the reports from 1987-88 and 1988-89
are available. The program has evolved using recom-
mendations from the previous years. Many of these
recommendations were procedural rather than con-
ceptual but the most significant of these dealt with
peer evaluation.

During the initial pilot year (1987-88) the con-
sultants were working with new teachers at some
schools where the principal wanted the consultant to
assist but not evaluate the new teacher. The evaluat
found that the consultants were less effective with
teachers at those sites than with teachers at sites
where the consultants were evaluators. This was
especially true with new teachers who were strug-
gling in the classroom. For future years the Review
Board chose to continue to make the program op-
tional for principals but ensured that the consultants
were the sole evaluators. All but two principals opted
for the program the second year, and in the third year
all schools are participating.

Th.: program applied for and received inclu-
sion in the California New Teacher Project beginning
in the 1988-89 school year. An additional consultant
N715 hired (bringing the total to four), but timing
forced this new person to be hire ' after the start of
school. This proved to be a great disruption for stu-
dents, new teachers and especially the row consult-
ant. Anticipating a similar problem, the Review Board
formed a "pool" of five possible consultants in June
of 1989 that would be immediately available to start
in September of the new school year.

The consultants' view of the operation of the
district is somewhat global, since they work in class-
rooms at every school. it appears that this is a unique
experience among all district staff. There seems to be
some diversity between schools, and some of these
differences significantly affected the new teachers.
For example, during the first year only ten percent of
the new teachers were satisfied with the equipment
in their classrooms and the instructional supplies
available. But then the consultants began reporting to
the Review Board and quietly working with princi-
pals; the level of teacher satisfaction in the second
year rose to 57 percent. The consultants also con-
vinced the staff development director to change the
format used for "New Teacher Day," which tradi-
tionally was a morning devoted to greetings by
administrators and a guest speaker. In the past two
years the time allocated to administrators decreased
and no guest lecturers were invited to speak. Instead
the new teachers aLe broken up into grade level
groups led by experienced teacher experts that help
introduce the curriculum "the way we do things
here in Poway" and who help locate resources. Al-
though allowing time for teachers to speak together
may seem simplistic, it was a novel recommendation
that has proven to be a great success.

Finally, the issue of which new teachers may
participate in the program is still a concern that needs
to be addressed. Poway has more teachers new to the
distrii. 1- -in the program's resources can accommo-
date. Cul .tly, the program is serving all new teach-
ers who h.- r less than two years experience in the
field of t.u. _ation. However, a district study has
revealed that new hires who have had experience in
other districts may still need to be served by this
program. In fact, 50 percent of the teachers dropped
from the program came to Poway with several years
of experience. The principals and consultants have
had some difficulty deciding on which "experienced"
new teachers should be recommended to the Review
Board for inclusion in the program.

Plans for Expansion

Plans for expansion of the Poway Professional
Assistance Program fall into three areas. The union
would very much like all teachers new to the district,
regardless of experience or assignment, to be in-
cluded in the program. For this year that would mean
the addition of three full-time consultants. Not a
trivial cost! The program is also planning some type
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of activity for second year teachers. PPAP provides a
great veal of close supervision during the first proba-
tionary year and believes some type of "bridging"
program is needed for the second year. Finally, it
seems desirable to use the services of the recognized
teaching expert, the consultant, in a non-evaluative
manner to assist a permanent employee facing seri-
ous professional jeopardy. The 1989-90 school year
will be used to plan these activities.

The benefits of the Poway Professional Assis-
tance Program for the new teacher, the district, and
the profession are many, but it is the students of
Poway who will reap the ultimate rewards.

Prepared lnf Donald Raczka

Poway Professional / isistance Program Staff

Project Coordinator/
Teacher Consultant
Teacher Consultant
Teacher Consultant
Teacher Consultant
Teacher Consultant
Program Evaluator

Donald Raczka
Christine Evans
Charlotte Kutzner
Veleta Rollins
Janet Malone
Barbara Moore

Contact Person:
Donald Raczka

Project Coordinator
Poway Professional Assistance Program

14640 Tierra Bonita Road
Poway, California 92064
(619) 748-0010 ext. 283

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO
INDUCTION FOR THE BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM

The Induction for the Beginning Teacher Pro-
gram is a comprehensive and innovative program of
support and skill-building designed to assist begin-
ning teachers in rural Northern California in making
the transition from effective students to effective
teachers, and ultimately to retain them in the profes-
sion. Program participants receive comprehensive
instruction in targeted skills through seminars deliv-
ered on the California State University, Chico, cam-
pus and over instructional television. The program
pairs each beginning teacher with a successful, expe-
rienced teacher trained in peer coaching and observa-
tion techniques. Each pair forms a teaching team that
develops action-research plans for implementing

seminar concepts in the beginning teacher's class-
room. The experienced teacher-peer coach observes,
supports, and provides feedback to his/her begin-
ning teacher on a weekly basis.

The program has been deemed highly success-
ful by its participants and their administrators. This
success is due largel:r to its comprehensive and indi-
vidualistic structure, and to the fact that the 7,-warri
has been able to meet the needs of teachers in isolates:
two-teacher schools, as well as the teachers in the
"emerging urban" schools of the Chico university's
vast 36,000 square mile area (almost the size of the
state of Ohio). The conceptual framework and cow
ponents of the Induction for the Beginning Teacher
Program are described below.

Conceptual Framework

Teaching is a complex profession. Yet, tradi-
tionally, new teachers are required to perform the
same tasks, at the same level of corml etence, as the
seasoned professional. Recent literature and empiri-
cal research on beginning teachers indicate that many
aspects of teaching cannot be learned or experienced
during the university preservice program. Some
aspects of teaching can only be experienced as an individ-
ual becomes a new teacher alone in the classroom.
Consequently, beginning teachers often report:

Feelings of isolation and insecurity

Problems with classroom management

Lack of skills in evaluating students and
communicating with parents

A basic inability to blend into the social struc-
ture of the school

Without guidance, support, technical assistance,
and supervision, beginning teachers may resort to
survival technique; that rely on teaching methods
that are likely to prevent their developing into effec-
tive teachers. For t;ome, poor performance evalu-
ations lead to job dissatisfaction and early career
changes. It is clear that many new teachers leave the
profession when their frustrations peak, resulting in
an attrition rate of almost 40 percent of all teachers b their
second year (The Governor's1991 Report on Education, p.
37). Even more alarming is the evidence that the best
teachers may be the first to leave.
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Project Development. New teacher retention is
a major cone, rn of the rural isolated areas of Northern
California. Some counties report that 100 percent of
their new teachers who come from outside their geo-
graphic areas leave the profession before they have
completed two years of teaching.

This fact and many others surfaced during a
needs assessment conducted during the 1986-87 aca-
demic year by the California State University, Chico's
Institute for Advanced Studies in Education. This
assessment included interviews with local educators
in the 14 rural counties of the university's 36,000
square mile service area as well as a detailed review of
the literature and a national interactive teleconference
designed to ident ;.), issues and solutions related to
beginning teachers. Following the evaluation cf the
data collected, it was determined that there was a
need for a program that promoted good teaching,
supported nlw teachers, and encouraged these be-
ginning professionals to remain in the profession.

California State University, Chico faculty
member, Dr. Victoria Bernhardt, in collaboration with
university faculty members and teachers and
administrators from the university's service region
developed the Induction for the Beginning Teacher
Program. The design and content of the program v as
widely reviewed in open forums by university faculty
and county and district educators within the service
region.

The program was pre-tested during the 1987-88
academic year. Pleased that the design of the program
reflected their input, and confident that it had the po-
tential to meet the needs of their beginning teachers,
districts demonstrated their support and commit-
ment by collectively absorbing a portion of the direct
"bare- bones" costs of the pilot program. These dis-
tricts also provided release time for teachers to partici-
pate in the program and for teachers and adivinistra-
tors to serve on the Advisory Committee.

During the 1988-89 academic year, the induc-
tion for the Beginning 'reacher Program became one
of the fifteen projects funded by the California State
Department of Education and the Commission on
Teacher Credentialing through the California New
Teacher Project.

Philosophy and Goals. The underlying phi-
losophy of tl,e program is that beginning teachers

already have the basic tools they need for developing
into successful, long-term teachers. What they need
is a support program which allows them to grow into
the profession a safety net for experimentation,
evaluation, and reflection.

The goals of the Induction for the Beginning
Teacher Program are to provide a support and infor-
mation system that will:

improve instructional abilities,

promote self-assessment and reflection,

enhance working conditions and job satis-
faction by reducing professional and geo-
graphic isolation,

model professionalism iind provide oppor-
tunities for professiona! growth,

increase teacher retention rates while retain-
r ig the best teachers, and

provide the best educational experience for
school age children.

c*ructures for Implementation

The structure of the Induction for the Beginning
Teacher Program has been modified over time to
meet the changing needs of the service area. How-
ever, the basic structure has remained constant and
has been proven to be an effective and appropriate
model for the induction of beginning teachers. In
essence:

Each beginning teacher is paired with a suc-
cessful experienced teacher, preferably from
the same grade level, conten t a rea , and school.
This pair forms a teaching team.

The experienced teacher is trained by the
program in peer coaching and observation
techniques.

The teaching team attends monthly semi-
nars both on-campus and at local Instruc-
tional Television ,tor Students sites. This is the
Chico university's interactive microwave
television system that links the campus to
the 14 Northern California counties in its
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service region. It allows participants to view
the program from their counties without
having to drive up to six hours to attend all
sessions on campus.

Following each monthly seminar, each teach-
ing team develops an action-research plan for
implementing the seminar's concepts in the
beginning teacher's classroom.

Peer coaches observe their beginning teach-
ers on a weekly basis, either in person or on
videotape, to reinforce the implementation of
the action-research plan.

Following each observation, the beginning
teacher and peer coach hold a post-observa-
tion conference to review the successful ele-
ments of the beginning teacher's perform-
ance, and to plan the next logical step.

This structure enables the teaching team to focus
on specific skills after each seminar. The teaching
team plans together for this learning, and participates
as a team it implementing the plan, evaluating the
results, and projecting future action. Effort is devoted
to identifying successful experiences, allowing the be-
ginning teacher to learn from what he/she is doing
right. This structure offers safety to the beginning
teachers so that they may experiment and find sound
instructional techniques that work for them.

Roles of Experienced Educators

Experienced teachers (peer coaches) are the
backbon of the Chico university's induction pro-
gram. They provide instruction, collegiality, feed-
back, and support to beginning teachers where they
Heed it back in their classrooms. The support,
insight, and safety provided by experienced teachers
are regarded as essential to the learning of beginning
teachers. The specific duties of the peer coaches are to:

attend evil seminar with the beginning
teachers,

extend the seminar learning into the class-
rooms,

assist beginning teachers in the development
of action-research plans,

oversee implementation of the plans, and

provide supportive and constructive feed-
back after each weekly observation.

The peer coach's knowledge of the beginning
teacher and the situation in which that teacher is per-
forming enable her/him to offer insight and sugges-
tions that are tailored to immediate individual needs.
In this way, seminar concepts can be carried to the
"grass-roots" level.

Instructional and administrative staff rein-
force the comprehensiveness of the program struc-
ture. Staff make site visits to the schools of participat-
ing beginning teachers where they observe and con-
ference with the participants and meet with their
administrators. Individually tailored instruction and
technical assi' ranee to the teaching team are pro-
vided. In adJition, feedback from program partici-
pants is obtained and used to further refine seminar
offerings to address the current needs of beginning
teachers. Program staff are able to see first-hand the
teaching conditions each participant must confront.
Thus, they are able to suggest alternative strategies to
individual participants that will help mitigate nega-
tive conditions and capitalize on positive ones. Semi-
nar offerings are also fine-tuned to reflect this input.
In this way, program staff are able to extend persona:
support and validation to the new teacher as al,
important and valued member of the profession.

Content Emphasized

Program content emphasizes posi' eve, construc-
tive issues which help beginning teachers sort out the
diff,:rence between a problem and a condition, and
identify how to respond appropriately to each. Con-
tent areas are selected based on a synthesis of re-
search and are presented in an activities-oriented
approach. Content includes:

Classroom Management: Creating a Positive
Classroom Environment

Classroom Management: Developing and Im-
plementing a Discipline Plan

Classroom Management: Understanding Your
Power and How to Use It

Time Management: Balancing Personal and Pro-
fessional Commitments

Implementing Model Curriculum Standards in
Your Lessons
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Student Evaluation and Motivation
Teaching Students Who are At Risk
Teacher as Instructional Leader
Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of Effec-

tiveness (for peer coaches)

These topics were chosen on the basis of the
needs assessment that was conducted in the design
phase of the program and through a survey of the
participating first-year teachers. They were the most
frequently mentioned in the literature and by
professional educators (both experienced educators
and new teachers) as areas of difficulty for beginning
teachers. Thus, these topics serve as a sound
instructional base for the program as well as a viable
springboard for the action planning and "lea.-n by
doing" support that are integral to the success of the
participants.

Program seminars focus on the identification of
individual talents and teaching styles and an explo-
ration of how each might be used effectively. In
addition, beginning teachers are encouraged to ex-
plore different styles as potential adaptations that
might be useful in a variety of classroom settings.
Enitia. i. is placed on refining what the beginning
teac he: ioes well and introducing variations on these
strategies as a way of generating options so that he/
she gains confidence and a realistic perspective as
well as a set of educationally sound techniques.

Modifications to the Project

Over the past two years of operation, the Induc-
tion for the Beginning Teacher Program has been
responsive to the reactions and input of program
participants and their administrators. Thus, a second
year follow-up program has been designed to offer
continued growth opportunities for new teachers.
This phase of the program deals in depth with iden-
tification of individual lei ming styles and the teach-
ing of students who are at risk. In addition, two ad-
ministrative workshcps are being offered to give
administrators a greater understanding of the pro-
gram and peer coaching. The topics of these work-
shops will be Coaching Teachers to Higher Levels of
Excellence, and Evaluations That Make a Difference.

Two books have been written to augment and
document imponant aspects of the program (see
Bernhardt and Triplett, Flaherty and Rebello, in the
Resource Section of this document).

Annual program evaluations clearly demonstrate
that the Induction for the Beginning Teacher Program
strongly influences the early professional develop-
ment of beginning teachers. Beginning teachers have
consistently improved their classroom rformances
according to the observations of their peer coaches.
Additionally, participants have cited the program as a
primary impetus for their decisions to continue into a
second and third year in the profession.

prepared Victoria L. Bernhardt and Margaret Triplett

Induction for the
Beginning Teacher Program Staff

Director
Instructor/Trainer
Field Supervisor
Program Assistant
Administrative Assistant
Program Assistant

Victoria L. Bernhardt
Geraldine Flaherty
Fran Rebel lo
Margaret Triplett
Joyce Anderson
Georganne
Donaldson

Contact Person:
Dr. Victoria L. Bernhardt

Induction for the Beginning Teacher Program
Director

College of Education
California State University, Chico

Chico, California 959294)224
(916) 895-6165

SANTA CLARA NEW TEACHER PROJECT
A DISTRICT PROGRAM FOR NEW TEACHER SUPPORT

The Santa Clara New Teacher Project includes
kindergarten through sixth grade teachers in a unified
K-12 sr: of district. The mainly suburban district is
socio-et -ally diverse, and the student popula-
tion is nearly percent .ion-white.

The purpose of our project was to develop an ex-
emplary model for supporting and assessing new
teachers which would result in improved learning
opportunities for all students in Santa Clara Unified
School District. We developed our model with the
support of the local Teachers' Association, United
Teachers of Santa Clara.

Our goals included providing an organizational
environment where new teachers would sense sup-
port, personal success, stability and continuous pro-
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fessional development while undergoing transition to
a new teaching job. A survey of new teachers from the
previous spring showed a need for training in time
management and class management.

In the first year of the project, 15 teachers partici-
pated. Nine were fresh out of teacher training; the
other six were in their second year of teaching. In
deciding which teachers would be a part of the project,
we looked at which schools had the greatest number
of new teachers. We also looked for those schools that
had principals who would be very supportive, and we
wanted principals who were involved in the Bay Area
Administrative Training Program.

Project teachers attended a seminar series of
about 15 sessions that covered all aspects of time and
class management. Some of the support teachers also
attended. The new teachers also attended workshops
in cooperative learning strategies. The seminar meet-
ings quickly became a time for sharing and solving
common problems, and participants developed a close
camaraderie. The director also used these meetings to
share information about the project. At the end of the
year the teachers commented on the close relation-
ships they had developed with the seminar instructor,
the director, and each other.

We wanted the new teachers to experience sup-
port from as many different people as possible. Each
teacher was assigned to a mentor teacher who taught
at the same grade level but usually not at the same
school. Each project teacher was also linked up with a
support teacher at the same le level and school
site. The on-site support I was the everyday
contact with the new teacher helping with day to
day planning, answering questions, offering advice.

The project director a middle school teacher
was released from teaching in the afternoon to man-
age the project. He visited the project teachers in their
schools many times throughout the year, making
himself available as another support person.

We also provided some incentives for people in-
volved in the project. The new teachers received a
stipend of $16 per hour for attending meetings. They
also received credit toward their professional growth
requirements. The on-site support teachers received
$300 for the year plus the hourly stipend for attending
meetings. The mentor teachers were compensated
from the Co lifornia Mentor Teacher Program.

For the second year of the project, the program
for first year teachers is similar to that of the first year.
We have added a component for the teachers who are
in the project for the second year. Second year project
teachers will continue working on planning and class-
room management. They will also be trained to use
Integrated Thematic Instruction. Mentors will take
on more of a coaching role, and there will be training
in collegial coaching.

Teachers who participated in the New Teacher
Project last year report that beginning school this
year was comparatively easy, thanks in large part to
what they learned in the project last year.

Prepared IT Jim Mit

Santa Clara New Teacher Project Staff

Project Director
Project Coordinator
Project Secretary

Delberta Meyer
Jim Mitchell
Cathy Vzn Pernis

Contact Person:
Jim Mitchell

Santa Clara New Teacher Project
Santa Clara Unified School District

1889 Lawrence Road
Santa Clara, California 95052

(408) 720-8540

THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY NEW TEACHER PROJECT

Anyone who has been a teacher reme;-i tbers his
or her first year of teaching and all too often would
prefer to forget it. Typically, it an isolating, gruel-
ing, and difficult introduction to the profession. The
new teacher's idealism and excitement are quickly
eroded by the stress and anxiety of keeping a class
"together," mastering classroom skills, and becom-
ing a successful professional.

In Santa Cruz County Schools, the new teacher's
year begins differently from most others. Forty-two
first-year elementary teachers, 28 of whom are bilin-
gual, are at the hub of an exciting collaborative effort
between the university, the county office of educa-
tion, and school districts to ease the transition from
student teacher to experienced teacher. The Santa
Cruz County New Teacher Project supports begin-
ning teachers' efforts to translate what they have
learned in preservice courses into classroom practice.
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Though their task is still not easy, new teachers
receive a gentler, smoother, and more supportive
transition into the profession.

The p' oject is a collaborative effort between the
University of California at Santa Cruz Teacher Edu-
cation Program, the Santa Cruz Co linty Office of
Education, and seven school districts in Santa Cruz
County. This county-wide consortium, led by the
university, is composed of 17 representatives from
each sponsoring organization, including assistant
superintendents, principals, personnel directors and
staff development coordinators, mentor teachers,
union representatives, university faculty and project
staff. A distinctive featvre of this project comes from
the close ties developed between the university
Teacher Education Program and the school districts
in the area. The consortium builds on a ten-year
legacy of effective collaboration between the univer-
sity and county schools. The project is led by Ellen
Moir, Coordinator of the Student Teaching Program
at the University of California at Santa Cruz, who also
serves as chair of the consortium. The consortium
meets six times during the year. Consortium input
directs the project and provides a unique forum un-
precedented in Santa Cruz county. It facilitates com-
munication and collaboration across districts and in-
stitutional boundaries for the purpose of supporting
and assisting new teachers.

The project serves seven school districts in Sa nta
Cruz County. Santa Cruz County is a rapidly grow-
ing area with a diverse population of about 220,000.
Employment in the county is primarily in agriculture
and tourism, although in recent years the comput, r
industry has grown significantly. The seven school
districts serve the needs of approximately 33,000 K-
12 students.

The county's population is technically and lin-
guistically diverse. For example, in Pajaro Valley
Unified School District, the largest of the county's
school districts, 40 percent of the students are Lim-
ited English Proficient, making the district one of the
most linguistically impacted in the state. Ninety-four
percent of these studelirs are Spanish-speaking, and
of this population, 77 percent are migrant workers.
Consequently, the district is and will continue to be
hiring many first-year bilingual teachers who, in
addition to their special 'language training needs, will
have to deal with the social, emotional, and academic
needs of this fluctuating student population.

The Santa Cruz County New Teacher Project,
one of 15 pilot projects in the state, is built upon the ex-
isting supervisory model used in the Teacher Educa-
tion Program at UCSC, where exemplary local class-
room teachers are hired on a rotational basis to super-
vise student teachers and teach methods courses.
Student teachers are observed on a weekly basis for
twenty weeks. This close working relationship pro-
vides a rich supportive feedback system as well as the
many benefits of working with the best teachers in our
local area. Four exemplary teachers novice teacher
advisors are the cornerstone of the Santa Cn z
County New Teacher Project. The advisors, two 1f
whom specialize in bilingual education, are hired to
work with r'vice teachers for the entire year under
the guidance of a UCSC project director.

O

The Project's First Year

Below are some of the unique features of this
project from its first year of operation:

Novice Teacher Advisors. Key to the Santa Cruz
project's approach is the strong belief that the new
teacher will benefit most from ongoing coaching and
support with a clear understanding of what consti-
tutes effective teacher performance in his/her particu-
lar setting.

Four advisors were hired in August, 1988 from
Santa Cruz County school districts. Two bilingual ad-
visors, one full-time and one half-time, worked with
23 bilingual first-year teachers from the Pajaro Valley
Unified School District, the largest in the county. One
advisor worked half-time with the Santa Cruz City
School District. The other full-time advisor worked
with the remaining five school districts. All of the
advisors were on loan to the project while remaining
as district employees. The districts were reimbursed
for their entire salary and benefit package in June. Ad-
visors worked with each new teacher on the average of
two hours a week. New teachers had the opportunity
to schedule the ad visors' visits to be : eld before school,
after school, or during class time. This scheduling
enabled the advisors to work with each new teacher
both in and out of the classroom. The advisors' time in
the class was spent doing demonstration lessons,
observing and coaching, team teaching, assessing stu-
dents, videotaping lessons, providing I elease time, re-
sponding to interactive journals, and assisting with
problems as they arose. Time outside was spent on
planning, gathering and providing resources, prob-
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lem-solving and reflection, and general support and
encouragement. By being familiar with the students
in the class, the overall curriculum plan, and the class
structure and organization, the advisor was able to
provide new teachers with specific, pertinent, con-
crete praise and suggestions.

As a result of the intensive involvement, each
advisor developed a unique and powerful collegial
relationship with each new teacher. Evaluations from
the new teachers in May used such descriptors as
"saint," "guardian angel," "friend," and "co-teacher"
to describe this relationship. The advisor/ novice part-
nership truly prred to be the cornerstone of the
project.

One of the unanticipated benefits to new teach-
ers was the spillover effect of the collegiality being
modeled by the new teacher and the new teacher
advisor. Veteran teachers at the school sites often
approached new teachers or their advisors to be a
part of their sharing or to receive copies of resources
the advisors brought. This gave new teachers a boost
in self-esteem as they could now be give's rather than
always "takers."

In reflecting upon their role, advisors felt that
they needed additional training in counseling skills,
developing a repertoire of skills to work with the
most needy new to chers, and a structure to develop
their own collegiaLty and networking.

Individual Novice Plan. The project recognized
that new teachers enter the profession at different de-
velopmental stages and with individual needs. In a
non-evaluative and supportive manner, the novice
teacher advisors helped each aew teacher develop an
individualized plan to addiess his/her goals and
needs specifically. From week to week the advisor
and the new teacher worked together as partners to
strengthen the new teacher's program.

The project staff developed a Novice Teacher
Log which was used to keep record of the type of
contact each new teacher had on a weekly basis and
to document follow-up comments on what would
happen next. Close contact with principals and on-
site support teachers also focused the direction of the
assistance to the new teacher. In January, project staff
also developed a New Teacher Self Assessment de-
signed to have each new teacher reflect on his/her
strengths and weaknesses This self assessment serves

to focus he content of the new teacher/advisor con-
tact during the subsequent visitations. In May and
June advisors met with new teachers for a half day of
reflection, curriculum development and planning for
the following year.

The Individual Novice Plan was an evolving
aspect of the project. As the new teacher developed
through the phases of first year teaching, so did the
Plan. At the beginning of the year, each week pro-
vided a new challenge for the new teacher and the
advisor responded to the concern of the moment. By
June, many new teachers were able to accomplish the
goal of constructing a year plan for the following year,
including plans for specific areas of strength and
weakness identified through ongoing self-assessment
and reflection. Because project staff were so closely in-
volved with the new teachers, each plan was unique
and matched the goals of each individual teacher.

On-Site Support Teacher/Buddy. New teachers
were paired with an experienced teacher at their school
site. Efforts were made to pair teachers of the same
grade level. At an orientation meeting in September,
buddies were asked to maintain regular contact with
the new teachers and were given a packet explaining
the project and exampirs of areas of support. They
were also asked to keep a log of the type of service they
provided the new teacher. These were collected and
reviewed by project staff. Each buddy received a
stipend of $225 at the end of the year.

Project staff felt that the on-site support teacher
component of the project was about 50 percent effec-
tive. Some buddies were very involved and were
crucial to the success of the new teacher. The other half
were helpful at the beginning of the year, but assis-
tance decreased significantly as the year progressed.

University Aides. A new course was developed
at the University of California at Santa Cruz that
strengthened the student teacher program (in draw-
ing minority students and providing additional field
placement opportunities) and assisted first-year teach-
ers. University students were trained specifically to
work with new teachers in their classrooms for 10 to 12
hours per week for a 10-week period. A university
faculty member (another veteran teacher from a local
school district) taught the class and supervised the
university aides. Fifteen aides were placed in new
teachers' classrooms.
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Staff Development. Staff development has been
a coordinated effort by the New Teacher Project staff
and local districts. Each district offered a preservice
orientation for its new teachers. The director and an
advisor attended each orientation to introduce the
New Teacher Project as well as to become familiar
with each district's services to new teachers.

A key philosophy and strength of the Santa
Cruz County Project was the emphasis on keeping
the new teacher in the classroom, thereby limiting
outside staff development activities which might
detract from the teacher's growing abilities to absorb
and apply material directly to his or her own class.
New teachers were encouraged to become active
participants in their own professional development.
The project staff planned and delivered three in-
service days aimed at meeting the identifiet. needs of
the new teacher. The inservices were: Classroom
Management, Language Development (specifically
aimed at working with language minority students),
and The Reading/Writing Connection. Evaluations
of these days were overwhelmingly positive. New
teachers felt that they had received information which
was immediately applicable and manageable within
their first-year context. In addition, each new teacher
planned two self-selected release days from January
to June. Many worked on long-term planning with
their advisor. Others observed exemplary teachers
with their ad visor and collabora tivelydiscussed what
they had seen to promote an application of what had
been learned in terms the new teacher could use and
apply.

A series of 10 seminars was offered to new
teachers. The seminars provided a forum for follow -
up to the inservice days as well as other topics such as
classroom management, classroom organization, end -
o f-sc hool procedures, stress reduction, time manage-
ment, a nd networking among thenew teachers them-
selves. Participants received five units of university
credit. New teachers were unanimous in wanting
this to continue into their second year.

Newsletter. Project staff created an informa-
tional and promotional newsletter that was distrib-
uted to all participants, on-site support teachers,
principals, district administrators, and Consortium
members three times during the year.

Educational Community Awareness and Net-
working. The project hosted a reception for the edu-

cational community in September. One hundred
twenty-five educators from around the county at-
tended, including seven superintendents, union rep-
resentatives, on-site support teachers, principals,
Ur iversity of California at Santa Cruz faculty, new
teachers, and project staff. In June, the University
Chancellor hosted an end-of-the -year reception to
celebrate the successful retention of 42 new teachers
in the county; public school administrators, new
teachers, veteran teachers, and university faculty
also attended.

The Consortium assisted project staff in hosting
a Symposium for educators in June. The Symposium
presented the successful elements of the project. Pre-
senters represented the project staff as well as dis-
trict-level administrators, principals, the University
of California at Santa Cruz Board of Studies in Edu-
cation, and new teachers. The participants stated that
the information presented will changeand strengthen
the ways in which they deal with new teachers in the
ft hire. Many asked for copies of our findings, our
self -i ssessment instrument used to develop the Indi-
vidual Novice Plan, and our chart of the phases of
teaching through which a new teacher passes in a first
year.

Hotline. Each advisor was available on an on-
call basis for immediate support. Advisor logs indi-
cate that an average of two to three hours a week were
spent on the phone for after-hours support.

Summary

The results of this project have been far-reach-
ing. The project has been based on a model that
releases exemplary teachers from full-time classroom
positions in order to form partnerships with new
teachers. The strength of the project has been this
intensive, individual involvement with each new
teacher which provided non-judgmental, regular and
sustained support over the year. An additional
strength has been the collaborative nature of the
project, enabling genuine teamwork, communica-
tion, and reflection within andamong the particieat-
ing institutions (the University of California at Santa
Cruz, school district administrations, and teaching
staff). For the Santa Cruz Teacher Education Pro-
gram, this collaboration has provided rich feedback
about how Our preservice preparation works or
doesn't work when tested within the reality of first
year teaching; we Lave already begun to integrate
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this knowledge into our teacher preparation course-
work. Twenty-six of the 42 new teachers are gradu-
ates of the university preparation program. Since the
inception of the New Teacher Project, we have been
able for the first time to conduct a level of graduate
fellow -up and support that begins to resemble L
close supervision and support model to which they
became accustomed during student teaching.

As a collaborative effort of the Consortium, the
University of California at Santa Cruz, local districts,
administrators, veteran teachers, and unions, the
Santa Cruz County New Teacher Project was clearly
successful in empowering and retaining 42 of
tomorrow's educators.

Prepared by Ellen Moir and Judy Stobbe

Santa Cruz New Teacher Project Staff

Project Director Ellen Moir

Novice Teacher Advisors Wendy Baron
Janette Miiler
Carrot Moran
Judy Stobbe

Contact Person:
Ellen Moir

Santa Cruz County New Teacher Project
Office of Teacher Education

University of California at Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, California 95064

(408) 429-4025

PROJECT TAP (TEACHER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM)
A DISTRICT /UNIVERSITY COLLABORATIVE MODEL
OF INDUCTION

Project TAP (Teacher Assistance Program), a
three-phase induction model, is a collaborative proj-
ect between Cajon Valley Union School District and
San Diego State University. Phase I involves the as-
signment of school site start-up partners who assist
new teachers in their first eight weeks of teaching.
Phase II includes the selection of school site support
team members. Teams, led by the principal, focus on
assisting new teachers in areas of improving instruc-
tional performance, reflective problem-solving, and
professional growth planning. Phase III integrates
district and university educational resources at the
Model Education Center, a professional develop-

ment school, in order to promote the professional
growth of new teachers.

The project staff includes the school district's
Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services
and a university professor who serve as Co-Direc-
tors; a teacher on special assignment who coordi-
nates the program; the university instructional team
leader of the Model Educ ition Center who serves as
a consultant; and a full-tv-ne project secretary. The
staff meets with an advisory board of district and
university personnel which includes the district's
Superintendent of Schools and the dean of the Col-
lege of Education as well as principals, mentor teach-
ers, and teacher union representiitives. In the initial
year of impleme. ":ation (1988-89), Project TAP served
45 first-year teachers representing 16 schools.

Phase I

As part of the hiring proses.., the principal ;.t
each site is responsible for assigning a start-up prst-
ner for each beginning teacher. The partner who
receives a stipend of $200 during i'llaFe !, expected
to reflect the following characteristics:

Be expert in creating a learning environment
(a role model)

Teach at the same grade level as the new
teacher

Be approachable and supportive

Be experienced (have materials and ideas to
share)

The roles and responsibilities of start-up partners are
to:

Welcome and orient the new teacher to the
school site

Attend Project TAP inservices for veteran
educators

Assist new teachers in beginning the school
year (i.e., welcoming, assisting in securing
appropriate materials, creating a learning
environment, establishing a discipline plan,
unit /lesson planning, assessing learning
skills of students, answering questions)
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Assist new teachers in spending a $200 class-
room set-up stipend (i.e., going shopping
together). Stipends are spent on nonconsum-
able items which enhance the new teacher's
classroom. These become the personal prop-
erty of the new teacher.

Participate in the evaluation of the project

The content of assistance is targeti- toward
-eas of concern associated with beginning the school

year and is individualized based on the needs of the
new teacher and the contextual setting. Partners are
provided with resources such as "Beginning the
School Year, Pamphlet A" of Randall Sprick's The
Solution Book, A First Year Teacher's Guide to Success by
Bonnie Williamson, and the district new teacher
handbook. Although most assistance is provided
after school, the project provides release days (a half
day for the novice teacher and a full day for the
veteran teacher during Phase I) in order to facilitate
interaction and support. In addition to assistance
provided by start-up partners and the project teacher
on special assignment, new teachers participate in a
seminar on classroom management prior to the be-
ginning of school, and monthly TAP RAP sessions
which address topics like parent conferences, prepar-
ing for substitutes, record keeping, and testing. These
meetings are led by district new teacher mentors and
extend throughout the school year.

Phase 11

The process of setting up the Phase II support
teams involves having the principal consult with the
new teachers and their partners to discuss possible
reassignment of support personnel. Start-up part-
ners are assigned to the support team if the partner
match has been successful, Phase I has been imple-
mented, and the experienced teacher is able to make
the necessary time commitment given other respon-
sibilities. This commitment includes sb. team meet-
ings and three training seminars. Team members
receive a $200 stipend for assisting new leachers
during Phase II, which extends for approximately six
months.

The focus of assistance in Phase II shifts from
start-up needs to improving instructional perform-
ance, reflective problem-solving, and professional
growth planning. Support team members at end two
day-long seminars on reflective supervision and al-

ternative observation strategies, and an after-school
seminar on developing professional growth plans.
Two release days are provided for the experienced
teacher and one release day is provided for a_e novice
teacher in order to facilitate assistance during this
phase. .-ts experienced teachers work together with
new teachers during this phase, assistance is given in
targeting growth areas which translate into goals for
a professional gi _ wth plan. As part of the plan,
activities to achieve the goals are identified and re-
corded. The project staff plans Phase III inservice
opportunities in response to these identified goals.

To promote reflective problem solving, teams
engage in writing critical incident summaries at their
meetings. This involves a ten minute quick-write in
which the new teachers describe an incident that has
been positively or negatively significant to them in
their teaching. New teachers share the incidents with
the group. The principal and experienced teachers
serve as facilitators in the ensuing discussion as team
members interact to gain insights and ideas. The goal
of the discussion is to encourage new teachers to
review and reflect on their own experiences as well as
speculate on possible solutions to identified prob-
lems. Experienced educators are encouraged to guide
new teachers in self-analysis and reflection rather
than simply prescribe pat answers.

The roles and respon,ibilities of support team mem-
bers are to:

Attend Project TAP inservice seminars

Organize classroom observation and confer-
ence opportunities for new teachers and
experienced teachers at the school site

Collaboratively assess new teacher strengths
and target growth areas

Assist new teachers in developing a profes-
sional growth plan

Engage in reflective problem-solving by
writing critical incident summaries and dis-
cussing particular concerns at team meet-
ings

Participate in the evaluation of Project TAP
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Phase III

Each new teacher is provided with two release
days during Phase III in which they can visit the
Model Education Center and a district mentor's class-
room. A wide range of inservice opportunities are
developed in order to respond to the diversity of
growth goals that new teachers identify in their pro-
fessional growth plans. San Diego State University
professors offer seminars on such topics as integrat-
ing language arts and social studies, discovery learn-
ing in science, math manipulatives, and teaching
culturally diverse students. Model Education Center
teachers give demonstration lessons in all subject
areas at the various grade levels and conduct pre- and
post-conferences with the new teachers. Strategy
packets of materials are prepared to assist new teach-
ers in implementing what they observe and learn.
University and Model Education Center teachers
receive a $200 stipend for participating in Phase III,
which occurs during March and April.

The project teacher on special assignment is
critically important to the continuity and success of
Project TAP. Responsibilities include:

Coordination, guidance and monitoring of
each phase of the project in consultation with
project staff, new teachers, site administra-
tors, and assisting teachers

Conducting informal observations of new
teachers (formal observations on request)

Participating in TAP RA; sessions for new
teachers

Supervising work of the project secretary

Serving as a resource for lesson demonstra-
tions

Serving as an advocate for new teachers

Assisting in designing and presenting semi-
nars

Participating in the evaluation of the project

Project Rationale

The purpose of Project TAP is to provide assis-

tance in promoting the professional growth of novice
teachers in the Cajon Valley Union School District
and to serve as a pilot program in a statewide evalu-
ation study on alternative models of induction for
new teachers. This purpose is accomplished by: 1) in-
dividualizing assistance based on the personal and
contextual needs of each new teacher; 2) providing a
forum for new and experienced teachers to engage in
reflective problem solving; 3) incorporating struc-
tures to ensure an effective new /experienced teacher
match; 4) educating veteran educators in strategies of
support and assistance; and 5) integrating district
and university resources for induction.

Complexity invariably characterizes each teach-
ing experience. Among other factors, diversity in
teacher personality. prior experience, grade/class
assignment, and school context interact to identify
the challenge the first-year teacher encounters. Some
induction programs seek to respond to this challenge
by placing major emphasis on new teacher seminars
in which generic content is presented. This alterna-
tive model chooses to focus educational time, energy,
and resources on preparing veteran educators to
assist new teachers at the school site during the initial
two-thirds of the s pool year before offering addi-
tional opportunities for professional growth at the
Model Education Center. Throughout the program,
the focus is placed on addressing the individual
growth needs of each new teacher.

Promoting the reflective problem-solving skills
of both the veteran educator and the new teacher in
relation to the specific diversity of each new teacher's
setting is an additional focus of the program. Struc-
tures such as school site team meetings, critical inci-
dent summaries, and reflective supervision are all
related to this objective. For many new teacher par-
ticipants in the project, this is an extension of pre-
service preparation. Project TAP builds on the reflec-
tive supervision training provided by the Partners in
Supervision Project, a CSU clinical supervision model
program at San Diego State University.

Project TAP ilso maximizes the assistance p.-oc-
ess by providing new dnd veteran teachers with the
opportunity to have input in the selection of support
personnel. According to Ruling- Austin, Putman &
Galvez-Hjornevik (1985), 'The assignment of an
appropriate support teacher is likely to be the most
powerful and cost-effective intervention in an induc-
tion program." Achieving an effective mentor/new
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teacher match is complicated by the fact that support
is critical at the beginning of the school year.

Unfortunately, assignments must be made be-
fore novice and veteran teachers have had an oppor-
tunity to identify how well they work together. Proj-
ect TAP is designed both to ensure start-up assistance
by assigning start-up partners and provide for an
opportunity to change support personnel at the end
of Phase 1. The phase-in approach offers opportuni-
ties for interaction and rapport building to occur
prior to the selection of the support teams that extend
start-up assistance a program for professional
growth. All the participants of Phase I consult with
the principal individually before the support team is
officially assigned. Changes in support personnel
can be made prior to beginning Phase

An assumption of this model of induction, which
emphasizes preparing veteran teachers to assist new
teachers, is that veteran teachers, carefully selected
for their contextual understanding and content ex-
pertise, will know what a new teacher needs to learn;
but they may need assistance in articulating and
relating their knowledge and expertise. In addition,
the experienced teacher may need to learn how to
guide the new teacher in reflection rather than simply
offer solutions that have worked in other settings.
Seminar sessions stress how to integrate the veteran
teacher's "wisdom of practice" (Shulman, 1986) with
the knowledge of new teachers through content
coaching in complex settings and reflective problem
solving.

Modifications Based on Lessons Learned

Phase I (start-up assistance) and Phase 111 (inte-
gration of district/university resources for profes-
sional growth) at the Model Education Center were
implemented with relative ease in the initial year of
the project. In Phase I, providing one-to-one assis-
tance at the school site was clearly understood as a
valuable innovation. Participation in the partner
arrangement was affirming, both to the novice and
the experienced educator who was selected to assist.
Principals made the assignments efficiently and ef-
fectively. Phase III involved utilizing teaching teams
at the Model Education Center who were already
actively interacting as part of an ongoing staff devel-
opment plan. The tasks of preparing strategy packets
and providing demonstration lessors for novice teach-
ers were new but the structures for accomplishing the

tasks (i.e., cross -grade team planning) were in place.
The Model Education Center has been a collaborative
district/university program since 1986. In contrast,
Phase II (support team assistance) involved creating
new expectations and new structures for realizing
those expectations. Evaluation data indicated that
this phase was particularly significant for new teach-
ers in schools where principals identified with the
recommended theory and practice of Phase II and
assumed active leadership in implementing this
phase. However, several teams did not meet consis-
tently. In the second year of implementation, inten-
sive effort is being made to help each school site
principal and support team clarify the goals and
structures associated wii. Phase II. In addition to
veteran educator seminars, project staff representa-
tives will be attending each team's initial meeting to
model a reflective approach to problem solving, and
to help clarify expectations associated with class-
room observa tions and targeting professionalgrowth
goals.

All innovations require time and effort to move
from implementation to institutionalization. Fortu-
nately, the district and university have evidenced a
high level of enthusiasm and commitment to the goal
of assisting new teachers through this model of in-
duction.

Prepared Diane S. Murphy

Project TAP
Teacher Assistance Program Staff

District Co-Director
University Co-Director
Project Teacher on Special
Assignment
University Consultant
Secretary

Yvonne Johnson
Diane S. Murphy

Chris Keitel
Marlowe Berg
Mary Cooper

Contact Person:
Dr. Diane S. Murphy

Project TAP
Cajon Valley Union School District
189 Roanoke Road, 11.0. Box 1007

El Cajon, California. 92022
(619) 588-3002
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CHAPTER 8

A Policy Framework
for New Teacher
Support

Douglas E. Mitchell
David Hough
University of California, Riverside

FFECTIVE teaching, like quality
work inane other occupation, does
not just happen. Good teaching

begins with the motivation of able young
people to obtain appropriate training and
seek employment in the public schools.
Motivation alone is not enough, of course.
Creating high quality teacher training
programs, carefully screening graduates
before hiring, and inswing that, once hired,
teachers are given a si ipportive environment
and held accountable for their assigned tasks,
are all critical ingredients in a high
performance school system. Faced with
complexities such as these, policy makers
usually ash, "What are the most important
points of leverage?" In other words, what
are the most cost-effective means for
improving the system?
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This chapter is devoted to wrestling with this
basic policy question. We begin by taking the broad-
est possible look at the labor market processes shap-
ing overall teacher recruitment, training, employ-
ment, and supervision in the schools. Within the
framework of this labor market system, we then look
closely at the state-supported new teacher support
programs, examining what role they can be expected
to play in shaping the effectiveness of California's
nearly 200,tXX) public school teachers. Two dimen-
sions of these programs will be examined: 1) the
nature of the services they should be expected to
provide, and 2) the distribution of authority and
responsibility for insuring the proper induction of
new teachers into the complexities and subtleties of
high quality teaching.

THL POL ICY PROM EMI A LABOR MARKET Focus

Public policy decisions always involve a bal-
ancing act. Since problems are numerous and re-
sources always policy makers must decide
which problems should be add ressed , and how much
money, regulatory attention, or programmatic sup-
port should be allocated to ameliorating them. Even
before a problem can he attacked, it must beconcep-
tualized in a way that allows policy makers to imag-
ine taking constructive action. Problems that are at-
tributed to fate, or the exercise of personal liberties, of
that are producing no demand for sol u tions are simply
ignored by the policy system. Conversely, problems
that have mobilized powerful interest groups are
seen as either the "proper business of government"
or the cause of social unrest and criminal activity, and
those get high priority.

Schools and school improvement are no excep-
tions. Americans have a century-long tradition of
public support for free, compulsory education of all
children. As David Easton (1965) noted in his classic
formulation of the political process, this tradition
involves both demand and support demand for
schooling that prepares children for success in the
adult world, and support in the form of h uge budgets
and broad legal authority for teachers and adminis-
trators. Over the years, attention by both citizens and
political leaders has oscillated between an emphasis
on demi.. (ding better schools and Siiilliort lug educators in
their attempts to produce them. During periods when
demand is high and support relatively weak, policy
makers emphasize raising requirements, elaborating
assessment, and strengthening accountability for
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performance. When the pendulum swings in the
other direction and support considerations become
prominent, policy makers tend to debate increased
school funding and the development of new and
innovative programs to enhance the work of profes-
sional educators.

The 1980s have witnessed a unique mixture of
intense and rapidly shifting policy demands and
supports for the public schools. Early in the decade
the shrill rhetoric of the National Commission on Ex-
cellence (1983) report, A Nation at Risk, unleashed an
avalanche of demand-oriented reform proposals.
Schools were seen as mired in "mediocrity," seri-
ously undermining the nation's secure`, by failing to
prepare students for productivity in a global econ-
omy. As the decade comes to a close, however, sup-
port-oriented policies have begun to surface once
again. Today's policy makers recognize that reform
and improvement require the dedicated effort and
enthusiastic engagement of professional educators

not just the adoption of standards and mandates
for accountability. Thus, proper funding of public
schooling, symbolized in the passage of Proposition
98, innovative programs, and the development of
curriculum materials, training of managers, and
numerous other aspects of school operations are re-
ceiving widespread interest and support.

The state-supported California New Teacher
Project and the Inner City New Teacher Retention
Project are among the more imaginative and poten-
tially far-reaching of these new school support poli-
cies. These aim at school improvement by facilitating
entry into the occupation for new teachers who might
otherwise be consumed in the "baptism by fire" that
awaits newly certified teachers as they enter the
public schools. The new teacher programs were
developed in response to a growing awareness that
college- and university-based training programs
cannot adequately prepare teachers for the rigors and
tensions that accompany the first year or two of
classroom work. Too many young teachers fall by the
wayside during their first years on the job victims
of disillusionment, alienation, and stress.

Can the California new teacher programs pro-
vide the needed transition from preservice training
and certification to full-time classroom responsibil-
ity? If they can, are these programs more cost-effec-
tive than reduced teaching work loads, a longer
training period, recruitment of more able or more



FIGURE I
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mature teacher candidates, or any other strategies for
increasing the probability of bringing highly quali-
fied and dedicated long-term teachers into the work
force? One starting point for answering these ques-
tions is to look at the overall i 'Ior market for teachers

from motivation and training through recruit-
ment, selection, induction, and ongoing support.

Ttii PI ACT Or SUPPORT PROGRAMS IN Tilt
TI. , cri R LABOR MARKET

Induction programs like those supported by
the California New Teacher Project and the Califor-
nia New Teacher Retention Project play an important
role in facilitating high job performance in any OCCII
Ration. Many employers use some form of orienta-
tion or apprenticeship program to help new workers
learn specific job requirements or adjust to the work
environment. Long-term induction programs may
take several years and involve complex learning
processes as required of medical interns or law
clerks, for example. In most jobs the induction proc-
ess is much shorter, lasting from a few minutes to
several weeks as new workers learn overall job re-
quirements, demonstrate competencies, or merely
practice under dose supervision.

As indicated in Figure 1. however, induction
programs are but a small part of the overall labor
market picture. Long before induction programs can
he used, employees have to he motivated to enter an
occupation. Those motivated have to acquire needed

experience and training to qualify for employment,
and qualified workers have to be selected for employ-
ment. Only then can effective induction programs be
used to provide the skills, social relationships, and
workplace orientation needed for successful job per-
formance.

As indicated in the first column of Figure 1,
policy makers have five distinct labor market im-
provement strategies available to them fur enhancing
the overall quality of school teaching. Each of these
labor market improvement strategies is the subject of
a large both, of research and scholarly interest as well
as being the object of ongoing education policy de-
bates. In the paragraphs that follow, we briefly review
each of the five, labor market enhancement strategies
in order to identify the place of induction support
programs within an overall policy framework.
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Each of the labor market enhancement stra tegies
escribed by answering five key questions:

1. What does the labor market look like from
this perspective, who are the members of the
pool, ind how are they identified for review
and support?

2. What sorts of policies could he used as "mag-
nets" to increase the number and quality of
the teacning work force at this stage?
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3. What sorts of policies could be used as
"screens" to reduce the likelihood that weak
or low-performing teachers will enter the
schools and/or continue to serve in class-
rooms?

4. If policy makers seeught to provide direct fis-
cal support or incentives to strengthen the
labor market at this stage, what sorts of fiscal
mechanisms are available?

5. \hat general fiscal strategies can be used to
enhance the labor market at this stage, if pol-
icy makers wish to improve the teaching
work force indirectly that is, by providing
fiscal resources that local educators or other
key actors may use to improve the likelihood
that the teaching work force will improve?

We turn now to a review of each strategy in light of
these five questions.

Motivating the Etiai it

In teaching, as in any other labor m' het, the
first problem is to find a way to motivate eligible
young people to seek needed training an:i apply for
work in the occupation. While motivation is the
critical element at this point, it is important to target
motivation programs on those w ho already are or ca n
become eligible for employment in the field. The
result of motivating ineligible people is pain and
suffering, not successful employment. Just as athletic
teams, performing artist groups. and highly technical
occupation: like engineering or medicine try to target
their recruitment of new employees on individuals
who have the requisite talents and interests, teaching
recruitment is enhanced when motivation is appro-
priately targeted.

1 o attract eligible young teachers, schools pub-
licizea vailable job opportunities emphasizing those
aspects of the job that are most !ikely to attract indi-
viduals with needed skills and interests. While edu-
cation salaries are modest, they have been movingup
in recent years. Job security, the stimulation of work-
ing with children, and the satisfaction of performing
a highly valued service are also attractive features of
the teaching profession. Whether potential teachers
are attracted by a 180-day student contact work year
with six-hour student contact days or repelled by the
emotional drain of this intense interpersonal contact

is not entirely certain. In any event, young people are
drawn into teaching through the use of policy mag-
nets that publicize the positive features of the work.

It has recently become CV ident that the publicity
system works too well for some young people. A
number of individuals who lack either the tempera-
ment or the talent to become good teachers have,un-
fortunately, entered the occupation naively unaware
of its real demands. Hence, some have recommended
that policy makers create more effective screening
devices to discourage these teacher candidates be-
fore they take extensive training or actually seek
public school employment. When dealing with the
large pool of eligible workers who have yet to decide
upon a teaching career, the best screening device is
probably full disclosure of the emotional and intel-
lectual rigors of this line of work. Bringing many
more college students into the schools as teacher
aides or student tutors would probably go a long way
toward disclosing the real nature of the occupation
and providing eligible students with a solid basis for
deciding whether to seek preservicu training.

Two types of fi-ical policies are appropriate for
motivating more eligible young reople to seek teach-
ing careers. Direct fiscal motivatitri is provided when
policy makers directly fund teachers' base salaries.
This approach insures that local administvators tit)
not use these earmarked resources for capital devel-
opment or other non-salary items. A less direct ap-
proach to making schools attractive to eligible young
people is to simply raise overall schoo! handing lev-
els. Where policy makers are c infidert that local
decision makers can strike a proper balaece between
salary and non-salary aspects of the program, they
are well advised to simply raise overall scherol budg-
ets. Local variations in the cost of various program
needs and local labor market variables often make
direct funding of particular program comr)onents
unproductive for sonic schools or districts

Incentives for future teachers that will attract
the most able college students and pref.ent teaching
in a favorable light foster commitment to theoccupa-
tion over the long term. Especially in California,
wht e teacher shortages and rapid turnover in staff
are d t fecting the quality of instruction for many school
children, fiscal incentives can significantly reduce
the shortage of teachers. Although California will
need between 15,000 and 17,000 teachers each year
through the 1990s, the number of new teachers being
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trained in colleges and universities is on the decline
(PACE, 1988). This suggests that fiscal as well as non-
fiscal incentives for eligible teacher candidates need
to be raised significantly.

Tn.:rang the Talented

Once able young people are motivated to enter
the profession, the teacher labor market enters a new
phase where training rather than motivation is the
primary policy consideration. Even the most highly
motivated teacher candidates those who see teach-
ing as a rewarding occupation, find schools stimulat-
ing, and feel that classrooms are places where they
gain personal worth by enriching the lives of children

cannot enter their chosen profession until they
obtain adequate training.

At this point costs rise, but membership in the
teacher labor market shrinks dramatically. Motiva-
tion programs must reach a very large number of
potential teacher candidates. By contrast, expensive
training programs can be rather narrowly focused on
the much smaller number of individuals who are
talented enough to be successful in the field.

Throughout the twentieth century, stay' policy
makers have made very large investments in improv-
ing the quality and character of teacher training.
Early state efforts involved development of certifica-
tion standards and creation of "Normal" schools
aimed at meeting these standards. Normal school
programs were intended to upgrade the subject matter
knowledge and pedagogical skills of the rapidly
expanding teacher work force. Using relatively short
training programs, these schools were designed to
improve the skills of a large number of teachers who
had little or no college level training. As the twentieth
century progressed, training requirements were
expanded. Normal schools became building bloeks
in the development of public colleges and universi-
ties in most states, and teacher certification became
linked to completion of a baccalaureate degree. in a
few states, notably California, legislators extended
preset vice training beyond the baccalaureate level to
include postgraduate training.

In addition to the establishment of special
schools and training programs, policy makers linked
teacher salaries to the acquisition of 'no-east:Al train-
ing. Originally, the link between salary and formal
training was intended to insure that all teachers

would complete a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science degree. Once started, however, the salary
linkage was extended to include masters' and even
doctoral degrees.

In recent years 1 acher training programs have
conic under widesp, ..ad attack as dull, inadequate
and outdated. Two messages are at the heart of this
criticism. The first, and harshest, criticisms have been
directed toward the so-called "methods" courses.
Critics contend that the methods taught lack a solid
theoretical base, and amount to little more than "war
stories" by former teachers who are often out of touch
with changing student characteristics and unfamiliar
with changing curricula. The second criticism fo-
cuses on the lack of subject matter expertise among
teacher program graduates. An early leader iii re-
sponding to this criticism, California eliminated
undergraduate majors in education, mandated sub-
ject area majors for teacher candidates, and in 1468
essentially made teacher preparation into a post-
graduate program.

This history of criticism and response illus-
trates the critical role played by policy in shaping the
training phase of the teacher labor i.!arket. Policy
makers have at their disposal both screening devices
and candidate magnets that can be used to adjust the
training process.

Primary responsibility for training future teach-
ers has been a function of institutions of higher edu-
cation with specific requirements for certification
mandated (in varying forms) by the states. While
individual school districts adhere to state require-
ments and selcct new teachers from the existing pool
of college and university graduates, these same dis-
tricts typically have little or no control over the
applicant's prior training.

It is not entirely discernible whether colleges
and universities are tailing to train talented students
in their charge, whether states are mandating re-
quirements that fail to adequately screen new teach-
ers, or whether districts are selecting the least, rather
than the most, talented. I lowever, when it is per-
ceived that teacher preparation programs can be
improved to provide necessary, comprehensive, and
uniform training, alternative approaches emerge.
Recently, schools of education have moved to embed
their programs more fully into the public schools. For
example, the Comprehensive Teacher Education In-
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stitutes in California seek to involve public schools
more fundamentally in teacher training programs.

The fiscal policy approaches used to link teacher
training with school organizational needs include:
1) offsetting training costs and 2) supporting training
program development. The first provides direct fiscal
support to the training of talented teacher candidates,
the second enhances training indirectly by increasing
the quality of available training opportunities. At
present, offsetting teacher training costs through
shared personnel and increased investment in teacher
training programs appears to be increasing in popu-
larity among policy makers. Again, the model pro-
vided by the Institute project may help shed some
light on the efficacy of the indirect, program quality
improvement strategy.

Selecting the Qualified

After prospective teachers have been motivated
and trained, a selection process is used to review train-
ing quality and candidate character. Membership in
the labor pool at this juncture shrinks substantially
once aga in. In the ca se of teaching, the work force is re-
stricted to those qualified to meet the needs of a
particular school or district. Selection consists of two
complementary processes: 1) assessing competency
and fit, and 2) recruiting qualified candidates for
specific jobs. Assessment processes represent policy
screens; recruitment programs generate the tit fsetting
magnets to attract quality teacher candidates.

Assessment is more difficult than it may at first
appear. While teacher training programs all lead to
the same formal certification, they have very different
program emphases and produce teachers with widely
varying skills and abilities. Moreover, individuals
completing the same program benefit in widely differ-
ent ways from their experiences.

Establishing an adequate fit between the skills,
temperament, interests znd educational philosophy
of an individual teacher and the needs of a particular
school or classroom is an even more difficult task.
Prospective employers get too little data to compe-
tently make this important assessment of most job
applicants. More important, bias and prejudice fre-
quently replace sound judgment in tl,ese matters.
While teacher candidates are legitimately screened to
assure that they adhere to community moral stan-
dards and respect cultural norms and values, they
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cannot be expected to create cultural norms where
none exist or to enforce the parochial interests and
biases of special interest groups.

Often formal program requirements hear little
relation to real competency. According to most state
teaching requirements, for example, Walter Cronkite
would not be "qualified" to teach high school jour-
nalism. l le may be eligible for a special eminence cre-
dential or to serve as an adjunct professor at a college
or university, but cannot be routinely certified. Many,
perhaps most, university professors do not have the
necessary certification to teach in the public schools
throughout America.

Several states acknowledge a lternative entrance
mechanisms into the teaching market. One large
group supports various internship programs to pro-
vide a n a ken .ative avenue to access. And many states
issue emergency credentials for personrl in districts
unable to secure qualified teachers. IA e eminence
credentials and internships are innovations geared
toward improvement, emergency credentials are
more a ttuned to school needs and are often seen as an
alternative to rigorous recruitment and assessment
procedures associated with the more traditional en-
try system.

In contrast with assessment prtxed tires, teacher
recruitment programs provide the magnet side of
teacher selection policy. lr many labor markets sub-
stantial sums of money are spent on advertising to
attract new recruits. Schools do not seem to find this
to ben cost-efficient policy approach, however. Some
have suggested that schools incorporate the collabo-
rative effort among all key institutions to form part-
nerships designed to augment teacher recruitment
programs.

When it comes to providing financial support
for the selection process, policy makers can make a
direct contribution by facilitating the development of
more effective and more powerful teacher placement
systems. A new teacher placement system pulls re-
sources together in an effort to reach more prospec-
tive teachers by advertising positions nationally and
by trying innovative approaches. One example of an
innova tire pproach is the esta blishment of a bulletin
board system that monitors both teaching vacancies
and qualified applicants. Such a system monitors
more accurately and efficiently prospective teachers,
their interests, qualifications, and intentions.
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A more indirect approach to financing better
teacher selection lies in reducing the risks of assess-
ment and recruitment efforts. If, for example, states
create strong teacher career ladders or other forms of
differentiated staffing, local districts can place teach-
ers in the environments best suited to their particul.ir
mix of talents and interests. As job performance com-
petencies are demonstrated, the staff members can
move to positions of greater responsibility or to ones
better suited to their individual tres and abilities.

Assessing the personal abilities and contribu-
tions that those selected for membership might make
ultimately rests with the erriploN :ng agency. No de-
finitive guidelines that produce incontrovertible
decisions have yet been devised. I iowever, review
processes often make use of differen; iated staffing, a
direct way to determine job placement. That is, differ-
ent jobs require different skills, abilities, and person-
alities, and the proper job placement based upon
these characteristics is the goal of most personnel de-
partments, regardless of the labor market.

Support for New Teachers: Inducting the Enlisted

As indicated by the highlighted .ntries in Fig-
ure 1, new teacher support programs operate rela-
tively late in the overall labor market structure. Only
after a new teacher has been selected and hired does
the qu estion of how best to support entry into the new
job become paramount. In education, as in most occu-
pations, new staff members generally need both time
and supportive assistance if they are to achieve peak
performance. They almost always find themselves
faced with unique problems and special building,
program, or student characteristics. I knee, induc-
tion support programs can be very helpful if they
provide systematic orientation to the unique expecta-
tions and conditions found in the new school or
district.

Additionally, teacher training programs are
rather brief, short-term experiences, compared to
those in other professions. Therefore, new teachers
frequently need supplementary training in specific
skills and techniques for effective job performance.
Induction support programs provide two additional
types of skill and experience that can greatly enhance
early job performance. First, induction programs can
help link new teachers to a collegial support group
made up of peer teachers and administrators. Sec-
ond, well-supported induction programs can facili-

tate adjustment by providing lie% teachers with
assistance in handling some tasks so tnat they have an
opportunity to gradually assume full responsibility,
rather than be plunged into the "baptism by fire" that
results when they are thrown entirely onto their own
resources during the first critical months of a new job.

Inducting new employees into the work place
involves both formal and informal processes. Imbed-
ded in these processes are some combination of sup-
port mechanisms and employ,Ncounsc/ing activities.
Support services serve as policy magnets making
the job transition easier and encouraging long-term
commitment to teaching careers. Employee counsel-
ing services serve as screening devices to ameliorate
anxiety, direct attention to improved job perform-
ance, or guide the misplaced teachers into another
job. Beginning teachers who participate in induction
programs are expected to gain a more accurate per-
spective on the complexities involved in teacher ef-
fectiveness. New teachers will either readily adapt to
classroom rigors, derive satisfaction and reward as a
result of performing well, and remain in the occupa-
tion; or they will come' to recognize job demands
incompatible with personal skills, abilities, and /or
personality traits, and their dissatisfaction will in-
duce a career change.

The focus of the state-supported new teacher
programs in California is enlisting new teachers for
panicipation in an ongoing program of support. The
primary goal of this enlistment is to increase teacher
effectiveness by providing one or more of the follow-
ing: needed skills and knowledge, improved class-
room performance, adjustment to the school social
syst,,m, and determination to remain in the occupa-
tion. Individual needs determine the typo of support
that will be most beneficial.

The fiscal policies needed to make teacher in-
duction successful center around direct funding to
create and sustain various support services, and
indirect funding for teacher release time and other
workload control programs. Direct funding, like that
provided to districts and universities participating in
the California projects for new teachers, enables state
policy makers to define the nature and extent of the
support provided. Indirect funding through such
mechanisms as new teacher workload reductions
puts control (Ivor the content of the support program

he hands of the teachers themselves.
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Developing tire Successful

Concern for management of the teacher later
market does not end with successful induction. Cur-
rent statistics confirm what sensitive policy makers
have long known: good teachers leave theoccupation
too frequently while marginal teachers tend to lan-
guish and become emotionally "burned out" from
stress and overwork. Hence, a fifth labor market
improvement strategy professional development
for successful teachers is an integral part of an ;
comprehensive policy for teacher support and im-
provement.

At a minimum, professional development
means: 1 ) encou raging continued expansion of teacher
skills and abilities, 2) regular updating of subject and
pedagogical knowledge, 3) growth in overall respon-
sibility for school programs and operations, and 4) in-
creasing self-awareness and enhancing the capacity
for self-assessment and self-improvement.

There are at least two key elements in this pro-,
fessional development process. The first is the mag-
netic power of a reward system capable of providing
teachers with both intrinsic rewards suchas a senseof
significance and suitable economic incentives. A
second key element is the screening power of an
effective evaluation system capable of holding teach-
ers accountable without making them feel belittledor
threatened. Neither of these basic professional devel-
opment policies is easy to formulate or implement.
Teacher salaries remain low compared to those of
other professions. Moreover, the powerful intrinsic
rewards provided by students to successful teachers
are difficult to control through formal policy. It is also
difficult to develop and implement teacher evalu-
ation systems capable of seriously challenging low
performing teachers or substantially rewarding those
doing an outstanding job. The problem is partly a
matter of infrequent and inadequate observation of
actual teaching performances. It is exa cerba ted by the

itent to which teaching philosophy and personal
preferences seriously affect the ability of well-inten-
tioned educators to reach consensus on the definition
of quality teaching.

Ir. recent years, stimulated in part by substan-
tial Carnegie Foundation investments, teacher as-
sessments have become more sophisticated, and there
is a growing belief that effective teachers can be
identified and appropriately rewarded.
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Fiscal policies aimed at professional develop-
ment for successful teachers include targeted fund-
ing for merit-based career ladder programsand broad-
based support for professionalism among teachers.
A substantial number of states and local districts are
now experimenting with career ladder programs
that include various levels of special funding. Fiscal
support for professionalism includei., such things as
creation of teacher-controlled professic nal standarc;s
boards, substantial salary . ;vases for the entire
profession, and enhanced support for mentor teacher
programs, insery ice training, teacher aides, and other
programs providing direct support to experienced
teachers.

In sum, the first question facing education pol-
icy mlkers is hether induction programs to support
new icachers are both valuable and feasible. This
qu -lion is best answered tImiugh a careful analysis
of teacher labor market conditions. To concentrate
fiscal resources and administrative energy on the
development of new teacher support programs, three
propositions about current labor market conditions
should be true:

I. New teachers are:

inadequately prepared for the complexitit'
and rigors of the job, or

learning inappropriate and unproductive
work attitudes and habits during their first
few years, or

leaving the occupation at an unacceptably
high rate.

Problems related to induction arc more seri-
ous than those involving recruitment, train-
ing, selection, or ongoing support and pro-
fessional development, or

There is reason to believe that modest invest-
ment in this aspect of the labor market will
make especially large improvements in the
prospects of success fur new teachers.

3. The format and content of effective support
programs are well known and their imple-
mentation is feasible in both cost and organ-
izational terms.



Proposition #1 is widely recognized to by true.
Exit from teaching is very high during the first five
years. So high, in fact, that two or more talented
teacher candidates need to be trained for every full-
time teaching position. If this high rate of early exit
c/iuld be reduced, the resources now used for train-
ing could be concentrated on providing bet ter quality
training for the best motivated and most highly tal-
ented members of the labor pool now going throue,h
preservice training programs, or shifted to other
needs.

Proposition #2 is harder to evaluate. Induction
problems are serious, but so also are problems of
recruitment, training, selection and professional de-
velopment. Whether California policy makers should
expand the two state-supported new teacher projects
to provide comprehensive induction programs for al
nev teachers in the state depends on whether Ow
costs of induction can be offset tv savings in recruit-
ment, training, selection, or professional develop-
ment. At an annual cost ranging from $1,000 to $5,000
per teacher, the new teacher projects compare fa vora-
bly with the costs for preservice training but art'
rather more expensive than current staff develop-
ment programs. This is relatively expensive, how-
ever, when compared with current recruitment and
selection policies. Thus, tube sustained, programs fur
new teachers should deliver substantial teacher
quality improvements improvements at least
comparable to those produced by present preservice
and inservice training practices.

Should policy makers consider shifting funds
from preservice and inservice training to recruit-
ment, selection and induction programs? Available
data simply cannot answer this question. Recruit-
ment is clearly an important problem, deserving
more resources than are now being devoted to it.
Selection improvements depend on the development
of improved assessment instruments, an area of
weakness that has been receiving substantial atten-
tion in recent years. lnservice programs have recently
come u nder close scrutiny. They may hecosting more
than they are worth, but most policy makers seem
inclined to fix the quality and content of existing
inservice programs rather than shift attention to other
aspects of the labor market.

Determining whether proposition #3 is true is a
primary objective in both the California New Teacher
Project and the New Teacher Retention Project. By

pilot testing and closely evaluating a variety of in-
duction support programs, California policy makers
can detemine the most appropriate content for such
programs, and can get some idea of the cost of pro-
viding. various kinds of support services. Policy
ma kei-s would be well advised to carefully review the
findings of the Southwest Regional Educational
Laboratory eviluation ...o,dy of the two California
projects. They might als v gage in an ongoing dia-
logue with the projects' program manawrs who are
accumulating invaluable personal insights into the
problems and possibilities of facilitating new teacher
induction into the profession.

1Vhile t he data on new teacher program success
are still being collected and analyzed, it is already
possible to identify basic questions that need to be
answered in order to understand how induction
support programs contribute to teacher success.
Funded new teacher programs involve a wide vari-
ety of organizational arrangements and draw upon a
broad range of participation by administrators, uni-
versity faculty members, and more experienced
teacher colleagues for the delivery of the actual serv-
ices. On two basic questions, however, the funded
projects can be seen as offering distinctive patterns of
support patterns that could be tested for their
relative importance in enha- icing the long term moti-
vation and performance e. new teachers. These' two
questions are:

1. Are new teachers best served by enhancing;
specific pedagogical and subject matter
kno Arledge and skills, or are they better
served by early assistance in developing
strong collegial and professional relation-
ships?

2. Should induction support be linked to the
specific school site or district where a new
teacher works, or is it more' effective to con-
centrate on induction programs that assist
new teachers in understanuing and adopt-
ing a broad-based professional role orienta-
tion?

The next se: Lion of this paper explores different
wa vs of organizing induction support programs once
these questions are answered. While our exploration
of program alternatives remains theoretical and a hit
abstract at this point, we look forward to reviewing
the findings of the Southwest Regional Educational
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FIGURE 2
INDUCTION PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES
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Laboratory study Codetermine how successfully each
of the pilot new teacher support projects deals with
these fundamental issues.

SHAPING SUPPORT PROGRAMS TO MEET TEACHER
ORIENTATION NEEDS

Figure 2 illustrates how induction program
content is affected by the two questions posed above.
The rows distinguish between programs emphasiz-
ing expansioh of identifiable skill and knowledge
from those aimed at enhancing collegial relation-
ships. The columns separate site-specific programs
from those aimed at supporting the development of
broad-based professional work roles.

Large numbers of new teachers need sunport
programs of the type shown in the upper left coil of
Figure 2. These programs let's call them Program
knowledge Development involve familiarizing new
teachers with the cu rricu lum materials, management
systems, and program goals that govern operations
in their own local school or district. Such programs
are especially attractive to policy makers and local
leaders who feel that preservice teacher training
pro,,-,rams do not prepare new teachers who have
infor,nation about specific programs being used in a
particular school. Equally important, the approach
shown in this ceii is closely aligned with what might
be called the "labor" model of teaching (Mitchell &
Kerchner, 1983). In this model, teaching effectiveness
is assumed to spnng directly from diligent and faith-
ful implementation of district or school-adopted
programs and curricula. Induction, in this model,
means learning the specifics of local programs and
learning to implement these program elements in
one's assigned classroom.
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The upper right hand cell f=igure 2 identifies
induction support programs that aim at expanding
the knowledge of professional standards and prac-
tices among teachers let's call them the Professiona/
Stmplards Acquisition support programs. As with those
shown in the first cell, these programs concentrate on
expanding technical knowledge and skills, but differ
from the first group in adopting a much broader defi-
nition of the needed skills and abilities. In this cell are
support programs that insist that teaching is a "skifled
craft" rather thar, a laboring type of work. Support
programs in this quadrant are viewed warmly by
policy makers and school leaders who feel that teach-
ing involves complex processes that are difficult to
master. This view leads to the belief that preservicc
training is too short to be complete, and that impor-
tant skills can only be leanied in the classroom.
Leaders who favor this approach want induction
programs to help new teachers become continuous
learners, constantly searching for new and better
pedagogical techniques.

In the lower left cell of the figure are workgroup
collegiality or solidarity induction programs. These
programs let's call them the Work Group Soli4arity
support programs emphasize the importance of
enhancing collegial relationships for teachers, but
join the first group in emphasizing the importance of
site-specific induction and support. This approach is
compatible with the view that teaching is a type of
"performing art" an emotionally demand ir,g task
which requires a certain amount of talent to p_.rform
successfully. For policy makers and leaders holding
this view, the local work group plays a key role in
providing needed emotional support for the new
teacher, support that enables the new teacher
sustain engagement in the act of teaching despite
tension and un, ertainty regarding how to perform
well. These induction programs tend to emphasize
the importance of mentoring, coaching, and peer
tutoring among teachers in order to help each mem-
ber of the staff tap into reserves of personal energy
and strength.

In the lower right cell of Figure 2 are work
group enhancement programs that emphasize
membership in the broader teaching profession
let's call them the Professional identity Development
programs. These programs rely on development of
collegial relationships to provide emotional support
and guidance for new teachers, but emphasize the
need for colleagues to bring a breadth of vision and



dedication to standards of service and ethical conduct
appropriate to a professional work role. Such induc-
tion programs are linked to the "professional" model
of teaching work. In this model, teaching is a work of
special responsibility understood and practiced only
by thoroughly trained and dedicated individuals who
resist political pressures and parochial cultural norms
in order to bring their students access to the broade!;t
possible range of human wisdom and knowledge.
This approach It; new teacher induction seeks to raise
the standards of the entire educational system by
forming a cadre of dedicated professionals who main-
tain shared values and a mutual support system.

These tour d ist i nct ive a pproaches to defi ning the
content and goals of induction support programs for
new teachers lead to the creation of sharply divergent
support services. Arguments over which of these serv-
ices are really needed by new teachers are only par-
tially amenable to empirical resolution. While careful
research would shed considerable light on the extent
to which new teachers lack knowledge of local pro-
gram elements or a wa reness of professional standards,
and would help determine whether collegial isolation
or lack of technical knowledge are n.ost troublesome,
advocates of these different induction support pro-
grams can be expected to maintain support for their
favorite approach on the grounds that it responds to
the "real" problems faced by new teachers. These
"real" problems are defined a!; much by one's view of
the nature of good teaching as by detailed information
about the problems faced by any spec ific grou p of new
teochers.

This observation leads to the conclusion
policy makers need to give careful consideration to
questions of control over the development and im-
plementation of new teacher induction support pro-
grams.

Allocation of Authority and ii spoisibility

No discussion of policy would be complete iih-
out giving at least some attention to the issue of
control. If, as our analysis Indicates, the California
New Teacher Projects are appropriately conceived as
a labor market strategy for enhancing the develop-
ment of one or more of the four distinctive teacher
work orientations described above, we need to ask:
Who should determine the specific nature of the sup-
port services to be provided, and who should decide
which teachers to support?

It is easy enough to list the candidate
control. They include:

I. State officials (State Department of Educa-
tion or the Commission on Teacher Creden-
tidig!)

2. Intermediate agencies (County Offices of
Education)

3. Local School Districts

4. School Sites

5. Individual Teachers

6. Teacher Organisations

7. Institutions of Higher Education or other
public/private agencies

It is much harder, however, to know how to d is-
tribute to each of these agencies the appropriate
mixture of responsibility and authority. Past experi-
ence suggests that individual teachers, left to their
own devices, tend to "grin and bear it," heroically
overcoming adversity or simply leaving the profes-
sion. Such conditions do not produce promising
candidates for complete control over the induction
process. These candidates do, however, need suffi-
cient control over their own professional lives to
prevent exploitation and abuse.

Institutions of higher education, once seen as
the primary source of teacher quality improvement,
have been criticized in .-ecent years. While these
institutions have moved to respond, their authority
may be limited in years to come. At the same time, we
should note that public investment in higher educa-
tion is very substantial and that these agencies need
to be given responsibilities commensurate with their
resources.

The analysis ofcapacity for teacher support and
he inclination of various agencies to turn that

capacity into high quality direct services needs to be
applied to each of the seven key players. Where that
analysis would take us depends, however, in. 'other
critical element that needs to by developed before
further analysis of each key group's resources and
predilections will be helpful. That key element is the
choice made among the tour different types of sup-
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port outlined in the preceding section of this chapter
(.e., local program knowledge, professional practice
knowledge, peer relationship development, or pro-
fessional identity formation).

Where new teacher needs include acquisition of
local program kn o w led ge nd skills, individual teach-
ers and site level leaders can be ex pectel to make ap-
propriate decisions. lf, however, the primary need
for new skill and knowledge is more professional in
character, agencies more remote from the classroom
are more likely to provide appropriate leadership.

By the some token, if local level collegiality is
the dominant need, teacher organizations are good
candidates for control. Intermediate agencies and
higher education institutions are better candidates it
broad-based professional collegiality is the crucial
need.

In short, while control over teacher support
programs is a fundamental question in any policy
analysis, answers to that question will remain
speculative and tentative until questions about the
content of needed programs are settled, and the
relative importance of induction support for new
teachers is established in relation to other labor market
ifth,rventions.

CON('LUSION; A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR NEM
TEACHER SUPPORT

Elements that frame the policies adopted to in-
stitutionalize new teacher support programs fall into
three categories: 1) the components of a teaching
labor market, 2) induction alternatives that can be
viewed as job orientations, and 3) control, delineated
contextually as responsibility and authority. Each
plays an essential role in framing new teacher induc-
tion /support policy.

Although induction is a bona fiele. labor market
improvement strategy, it is but Out' facet among the
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variety of options. Decisionmakers v. ill sort through
these available options and determine where to con-
centrate time, money, and energy, and in what
amounts. If, indeed, it is determined that induction is
either most lacking among the labor market improve-
ment strategies or is the most effective and efficient
option, then policy can focus more narrowly in this
direction.

Once induction is targeted for impro.,-ement,
four alternatives rooted in thc job orientations of
labor, craft, art, and profession can be analyzed.
Whether skills and knowledge or collegial relation-
ships command more attention, and whether the
primary focus i- directed locally at the school site or
more generally to the profession in foto will dictate
the direction support policy takes.

Finally, the decision abirm where ultimate
control of support programs belongs in the
hands of the seven key groups :;io share individu-
ally and collectively varying degrees of responsibil-
ity and authority. A complicated mix of issues can
thus be sorted, analyzed, and scrutinized as new
teacher program evaluations produce data from which
policy decisions will be made.
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CHAPTER 9

B E.-ginning Teacher
Assessment
Activities and
Developments in
California*

Gary D. Estes
Kendyll Stansbury
Claudia Long
Far West Laboratory

HROUGHOUT the nation there is
renewed interest in and commit-
ment to educational excellence. We

have seen many recent analyses of Ameri-
can education (Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 1984;
President's Commission for Excellence in
Education, 1983) (Ind proposals for its re-
form (Holmes Group, 1986; Shulman and
Sykes, 1986; Carnegie Corporation, 1'186).
Aitl ough numerous different aspects of the
educational enterprise have received atten-
tion and suggestions for improvement, there
has been particular emphasis on the prepa-
ration, credentialing, and support of new
teachers.

* This paper is based tom work .11 pursuant to
Contract TCC-9023 with the California agency Task

Force of the California Commission on Teacher Credential-
ing and the California State Department of Educatioit New
Teacher Project. The contents do not necessarily reflect the
views or policies of these agencies and the 17Cat racy of the

k the sole responsibility of the authors.
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Discussion has also centered on the further de-
velopment of teaching as a profession, principallY
through an increased emphasis on quality control
over personnel, opportunities for professional devc
opment, and expansion of career roles for classroom
teachers (e.g., Wise and Darling-Hammond, 1987;
Shulman and Sykes. 198b).

The new emphases on beginning teacherprepa-
ration and support anal on the development of teach-
ing as a profession, are moving states toward candi-
date- rather than program-based modes of assess-
ment. To enhance the caliber of teacher candidates,
there is a trend toward setting higher standards for
teacher preparation programs, e.g., toughening re-
quirements for program entry a nd matriculation and /
or more clearly specifying competencies to be mas-
tered. States are also adopting new assessments, and
prospective teachers must pass these exams to be
credentia led.

Like other states, California is particularly con-
cerned with maximizing the quality of teaching in its
schools. The state has moved to evaluate individual
teachers by using instruments that purport to assess
teacher competence: California Basic Educational
Skills Test (CHEST), the National Teachers Exam
(NTE) Core Battery, and the NTE Specialty Area
Tests. In recent years, these tests have been reviewed
by California teachers and teacher educators for their
appropriateness in the creden t iali ng process (Wheeler
and Elias, 1983; Wheeler, 1988).

The 1987-1988 review of 15 NTE Specialty Area
Tests by over 400 California educators raised some
major issues. The primary concern reported by re-
viewers is a need to augment, or in some cases re-
place, the multiple-choice tests with some type of
performance assessment. Secondly, several of the
multiple-choice tests are not especially congruent
with the California curriculum frame works, and a
number of the reviewers felt that they should be
replaced and/or supplemented by tests more com-
patible with the framework emphasis (Wheeler, 1988).

A nuir.--.)r of efforts are underway to explore
how prospective teachers are assessed for licensure.
The California State University system, for example,
has undertaken an institutional effort to define the
knowledge and skill!, that prospective teachers need
within each subject area. And the California Legisla-
ture, in the Bergeson Act (or Teacher Credentialing

Law of 1988) charged the California Commission on
Teacher Credentialing (CTC) and the State Depart-
ment of Education with identifying and evaluating
alternative meriods of teacher assessment to ascer-
tain whether and how such assessments should be
used (potentially in tandem witha beginning teacher
support program) in the process of credentialing of
future teachers.

This same legislation also established 15 proj-
ects providing support to teachers in their first or
second year of teaching. The teachers participating in
these support projects also agreed to participate in
the pilot tests of teacher assessments. The support
project, the assessment project, and an evaluation
project to determine the efficacy of differing methods
of new teacher support together comprise the Cali-
fornia New Teacher Project, under the joint supervi-
sion of the Commission on Teacher Credentialing
and the State Department of Education.

In commissioning the pilot testing ofnew teacher
assessments, the California Legislature has taken the
position that although teacher assessments are being
used in some other states, most of the existing instru-
ments are unsuitable for use in credentiAing Califor-
nia teat hers. For example, the Legislature specifically
criticized the use of observation instruments consist-
ing of checklists of teacher behaviors. h developing
and /or testing a broad variety of new teacher assess-
ments, the Legislature hopes to acquire the informa-
tion necessary to assemble a package of assessments.
These assessments would be given at appropriate
stages of the preparation program and early in the
teaching career to ensure that every certified teacher
in the state of California has the skills necessary to ef-
fectively teach students. California has identified and
is currently using assessments of a teacher's basic
skills (the CBEST) and subject matter competency
(NT`,:: Specialty Area tests or, for elementary teachers,
the Test of General Knowledge in the NTE Core Bat-
tery). While these assessments 3 re aimed at teacher
candidates, the Bergeson Act provides for the pilot
testing of assessments of teachers in their first or
second year of teaching.

The Commission on Teacher Credentialing and
the State Department of Education contracted with
Far West Laboratory to conduct and appraise the
results of the pilot administration of a number of
existing innovative measures of teaching. In the fol-
lowing report, we will describe the instruments pilot
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tested, outline findings from the pilot testing, and
provide a summary of our conclusions and implica-
tions for the future development of new teacher
assessments.

PILOT TESTING

In selecting instruments to be t tests, the
Commission on Teacher Cmientialing nd the State
Department of Education staff reviewed the litera-
ture on tea her assessment and observation and asked
national experts and state administrators of teacher
assessments to identify instruments that might serve
as appropriate prototypes in the pilot project. A large
number of instruments, particularly classroom ob-
servation systems, were reviewed and found to be in-
appropriate for pilot testing at this time. A few instru-
ments were identified as promising, because they
either employ innovative modes of assessment or
they assess significant domains of teacher compe-
tence (especially subject-specite pedagogy) that have
not been assessed adequately in the past.

The purpose of the pilot tests was to examine
how the various assessment components functioned
in order to determine whether these assessments
would serve as useful models for the state's desired
assessment system. Components included such things
as prompt materials, scoring criteria, and training ex-
ercises for assessors. The assessments were tried out
on a small scale, since the focus of the pilot tests was
on the functioning of the assessment instruments
rather than on the performance of the participants.
The ultimate goal of these pilot tests was to find out
whether it was advisable to invest additional re-
sources in developing assessments resembling thos
piloted.

The pilot tests aimed to examine the following:

The appropriateness of alternative content
and modes of assessment

Identification of the strengths and weak-
nesses of an instrument in measuring the
varied competencies desired of teachers,
especially content knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge, and pedagogical content knowl-
edge

The reaction of new teachers to the content
and modes of assessment

Whether and how such assessments could
and should be used as future requirements for
teacher cmclentialing

Fairness across differing teacher characteris-
tics and teaching contexts

Accommodation of varied teaching styles

The appropriate stage in a teacher's career to
administer requirements for teacher
credentialing

The ability to assess competency to teach di-
verse students

Assessment Instruments

Six assessment instruments were identified by
the Spring 1989 pilot testing: one classroom observa-
tion instrument (the Connecticut Competency Instru-
ment or CCI) applicable to all subjects, grades K-12;
one materials-based, rnultiple-choice examination for
elementary grades K-8; and four semi-structured inter-
views. Of the semi-structured interviews, two focused
on two different topics in secondary mathematics, one
on a secondary social studies topic, and one on an
elementary (grades 5-6) mathematics topic.

The elementary mathematics and secondary
social studies assessments were developed by
Stanford's Teacher Assessment Project (TAP) as part
of its prototype test development work for the Na-
tional Board for Professional Teaching Standards. Both
assessments were originally developed for use with
master or expert teachers. The other four instruments
were developed by the state of Connecticut, or under
contract to that state, as part of its developmental
work to assess beginning teachers for a professional
teaching credential. All instruments were pilot tested,
with the exception of the Semi-Structured Interview in
secondary So ciril Studies, which the two state agen-
cies, Far West Laboratory and the test developer,
agreed would require too much revision to make it
appropriate for beginning teachers.

The following are brief descriptions of the three
types of instruments:

Classroom Observation Connecticut Com-
petency Instrument (CCI). This is a classroom obser-
vation system in which an observer conducts a 45-6(1
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minute observation, focusing on 10 indicators of a
teacher's classroom performance. These 10 indica-
tors are grouped in three clusters to represent three
major areas of instruction: Management of the Class-
room Environment, the Instructional Process, and
Student Assessment. In addition to the observation,
the CCI system includes a pre-assessment informa-
tion form that is filled out by the teacher and includes
the learning objectives, activities, instructional ar-
rangements, and materials associated with the les-
son; a pre-observation interview in which the ob-
server meets with the teacher to go over the aspects of
the lesson that the teacher has detailed in the pre-as-
sessment information form; and a post-observation
interview in which the teacher meets briefly with the
observer to explain any deviations from the plan that
may have occurred during the lesson.

A key feature of the CCI, and one that distin-
guishes it from many other observation systems, is
the analysis and rating process. After scripting what
takes place in the classroom as accurately as possible,
the observer completes a one-page form for each of
the ten indicators, writing in one column of the form
evidence from the script that supports the indicator,
and evidence that does not in another. The observer
then weighs the evidence in both columns in order to
rate the teacher's performance as either "Acceptable"
or "Unacceptable."

Semi-Structured Interviews. These assessments
combine two assessment strategies: the semi-struc-
tured interview and the assessment center. A semi -

f;tructured interview strategy provides opportuni-
ties for teachers to respond orally to a standardized
series of questions or tasks that are presented ver-
bally by an examiner who uses a script or interview
set' siule. The interview is semi-structured in that it
allows the use of follow-up questions at the discre-
tion of the assessor when a teacher's answer is judged
to be incomplete. An assessment center strategy al-
lows for simultaneous assessment of a number of
teachers, all of whom participate in a series of exer-
cises or tasks which might otherwise be ad m inistered
to teachers individually. For these semi- structured
interviews, the assessments were organized so that
each teacher did a different task in the same time
period, rotating through the tasks.

Two Semi-Structured Interviews in Secondary
Mathematics (551-SM) have been developed by the
State of Connecticut as a means to assess the compe-

tency of their beginning teachers of secondary mathe-
matics. The interviews are similarly structured but
focus on two different topics: (a) linear equations,
and (b) ratio, proportions, and percent. Each inter-
view consists of five tasks:

1. Structuring a Unit. A teacher arranges 10
mathematical topics in a sequence appropri-
ate for teaching the unit, explains the reasons
based on training and experience, and dis-
cusses how the chosen method might affect
student learning.

2. Structuring a Lesson. A teacher explains how
a lesson might be constructed from a topic
represented by several pages of a textbook.

3. Alternative Mathematical Approaches. A teacher
is given alternative solution strategies for a
problem, chooses one or more approaches to
use in teaching students, justifies the ap-
proaches selected, and discusses the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each strat-
egy.

4. Alternative Pedagogical Approaches. A teacher
is shown five alternative curriculum materi-
als, chooses approaches) to use in teaching
students, justifies the approach(es) selected,
and discusses the relative advantages and
disadvantages of each method.

5. Evaluating Student Performance. A teacher is
shown simples of student work that contain
errors in the solutions, identifies the error(s)
made, and offers suggestions about reme-
dial instruction.

The assessment for the Semi-Structured Inter-
view, Elementary Mathematics (SSI-EM) was devel-
oped by the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project for
assessment of expert teachers. The nature of the tasks
varied only slightly, however, from those of the SSI-
SM assessment:

1. Lesson Nunn; A teacher has 30 minutes to
plan a lesson on a given topic in mathematics
for a 5th grade class, and then responds to
questions about that lesson.

. Topic Sequencing. Using a set of 17 cards rep-
resenting mathematical topics in a unit, a
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teacher sorts the cards into groups of topics,
selects the cards representing the major
themes of the unit, defines the topic on each
card, and arranges eight of the cards in order
of perceived difficulty for students.

3. lustmetional Vignettes. A teacher responds to
a series of hypothetical situations involving
students in after-school tutoring sessions.

4. Short Cuts. A teacher is presented with two
purported computational shortcuts or rules
of thumb for solving mathematical problems
and evaluates them in terms of pedagogical
and mathemati.:al soundness.

The Semi Structured Interview, Secondary So-
cial Science assessment is similar in format to the SSI-
EM and 55I-SM. The tasks for the assessment are:

1. Reviewing a Textbook
2. Planning a Lesson
3. Use of Documents

Given the level of difficulty of the tasks for beginning
tea and the need for further developments be-
tore the assessment would be ready for pilot testing
with new teachers, a decision was made to postpone
the pilot testing of this assessment.

Multiple-Choice Assessment Elementary
Education Examination. This two-hour assessment
was designed for beginning elementary (K-8) teach-
ers, and was developed by 10X Assessment Associ-
ates, Inc., for the state of Connecticut. The pilot as-
sessment consisted of six different forms, each with
77 multiple-choice Lems covering three major com-
petencies: mastery of content knowledge, mastery of
knowledge of teaching, and mastery of teaching par-
ticular content areas. These items differ from other
more traditional multiple-choice items in two re-
spects: 1) The majority of questions are embedded in
a classroom situation, e.g., "You are planning a lesson
or chemical changes. Which of the following . . 7";
and 2) Some of the items ask the teacher to .ilyze
reference materials that are commonly used by class-
room teachers. These include stu-lent worksheets,
lesson plans, report cards, and test reports.

Teacher Samples

Far West Laboratory was directed to admin-
ister the assessments to appropriate samples of new
teachers in the Ca lifornia New Teacher Project and to
other new teachers in the state if sufficient samples of
project teachers were unavailable. Teacher samples
were identified based on their match with the grade
level-subject matter of the assessments and their
geographic location. All elementary 5th- and 6th-
grade project teachers, for example, were identified
as potential candidates for the Semi-Structured Inter-
view in Elementary Mathematics (SSI-EM). The final
sample for each assessment, however, was deter-
mined by the number of potential candidates avail-
able in geographically clustered areas. No teachers
participated in more than one assessment. The as-
sessments and the sample of teachers for each were
as follows:

Classroom Competency Instrument
45 teachers

Elementary Education Examination
138 teachers

Semi-Structured Interview-Secondary Math
(2 assessments)*

20 teachers
Semi-Structured Interview- Elementary Math

41 teachers

Findings from Spring 1989 Assessment Pilot Tests

The above descriptions provide an overview of
the different assessment instruments that were ex-
amined for use with beginning teachers and the
samples of teachers that participated in the pilot
testing. In Spring, 1989, Far West Laboratory coordi-
nated the administration of five assessment pilot
tests. Upon completion of the pilot tests, we evalu-
ated our experience with each assessment along three
dimensions: administration, content, and format
(including scoring).

Administration. The ease of administering the
assessments varied with the materials-based, mul-
tiple-choice examination being the easiest to admin-
ister and the semi-structured interviews in an assess-
ment center format (i.e., rotation of teachers and
tasks) the most difficult in terms of training for scor-

* Teachers were interviewed in the morning on one topic
and in the a t 7noon 011 another.
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ers, identifying and scheduling facilities and teach-
ers, and conducting the assessment. Based on our ex-
perience, we identified the following as improve-
ments needed:

1. Semi-Structured Interview Elementary Math

a) Lengthen training for assessors

b) Redesign tasks so that each consumes ap-
proximately the same amount of time

2. Connecticut Competency Instrument

a) Reduce the number of observations and
evaluations to one per day

Most teachers and assessors found the arrange-
ments for the assessments to he reasonable. The two
areas of most concern were tI timing of the assess-
ments at the end of the school year and the difficulty
of the assessors in completing more than one obser-
vation per day. Finding the optimal time for assess-
ments seems to be a challenge: teachers were tired
a fie; school; during the day they did not want to leave
their classrooms and mbstitutes were not always
available; and on weekends teachers often had other
commitments, including lesson preparation.

Content. Although analysis of the assessments'
congruence with CTC California Standards of Peda-
gogical Knowledge and Competence for Beginning
Teachers and SDE curricular expectations (as defined
by the Model Curriculum Guides) will not be avail-
able until the end of 1989, we can summarize the
teachers' and assessors' perceptions of the content of
the assessments.

Teachers generally found the assessments rep-
resented by the CCI, the Elementary Education l-
amination, and the Semi-Structured Interview in Sec-
ondary Mathematics (SSI-SM) relevant to the work
ti _ey perform as teachers. For the SSI-EM, some teach-
ers questioned the appropriateness of the task that re-
quired them to sequence topics for instruction. Oth-
ers questioned the task that asked them to respond to
a series of hypothetical situations involving students
in after-school tutoring sessions. Teachers felt that
the first task was beyond the scope of their work and
that the second was "unreal" because it did not
provide critical information that teachers use to re-
spond to student questions, such a: the student's

temperament. what the student had learned previ-
ously, and nonverbal cues from the student during
the interaction.

Teachers also differed in the extent to which
they felt prepared to perform the tasks required.
Most of the teachers observed with the CCI or as-
sessed with the SSI-SM reported feeling well pre-
pared. The issue of lack of preparation surfaced in
those assessments specifically ,,eared to elementary
teachers. Some teachers who took the Elementary
Education Examination or were assessed by the SSI-
EM stated that it was unfair to assess a teacher on
content that they had not previously taught. This
position is especially relevant to elementary teachers
because the curriculum differs markedly in content
and emph- -tween lower-grade (K-3) and upper-
grade (4-8, Other teachers criticized the SSI-
EM for its lack of recognition that teachers use sup-
plementary materials and resources to assist in in-
structional design for topics with which they are less
familiar. Determining the balance between assessing

1se subjects and grades covered by a certificate and
thot c! in which teachers have taught is a key design
issue which decisions will need to be made con-
cerning credentialing areas and assessment content.

While the SSI -EM and the Elementary Educa-
tion Examination were perceived as problematic in
assessing competency across grade levels, most teach-
ers and assessors thought that the SSI-SM and CCI
did a good job in this regard. However, one assessor
who observed a vocational education class with the
CCI questioned whether this assessment is appropri-
ate for classes where students receive little direct
instruction but instead work independentlyon prac-
ticing techniques.

Teachers were asked whether the assessment in
which they participated has the capacity to measure
a teacher's ability to teach students of diverse aca-
demic, cultural, or ethnic backgrounds. None of the
assessments was perceived as being completely
adequate in this area: The CCI is limited to the range
of students in the teacher's classroom; some forms of
the Elementary Education Examination (six were
pilot tested) did not contain any test items that ad-
dress teaching bilingual/LEP students; the SSI-SM
asked about adapting instruction for the teacher's
more or less advanced students, but did not ask the
teacher to define the reference group; and the SSI-EM
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had few questions that focused on either enrichment
or remedial instruction.

Format. Teachers were surveyed about the ap-
propriateness of the format of the particular assess-
ment in which they participated. Teachers observed
with the CCI tended to view the pre- and post-obser-
vation interviews as being especially helpful in al-
lowing them to explain the lesson's objectives and
classroom content so that their behaviors were more
readily understandable. The change in the format of
the materials-based Elementary Education Examina-
tion received mixed reviews. (The assessment em-
beds multiple-choice items in a classroom context,
e.g., "You are planning a lesson on chemical changes.
Which of the following...?" and asks teachers to re-
spond to items by evaluating materials such as IEPs,
report cards, and lesson plans.) Some teachers felt
that the items on the new assessment reflected actual
teaching tasks more accurately than more traditional
multiple-choice test items. Others felt that these items
were unable to avoid the limitations of multiple-
choice items in that they represented ideal rather
than real situations and did not reflect a teacher's
knowledge of students and the necessity of making
decisions consistent with available resources.

The semi-structured interview format also re-
ceived mixed reviews. Teachers who participated in
the 5.51-SM generally liked the format, while those
who participated in the SSI-E M were divided Teach-
ers who viewed their experience favoraEy generally
appreciated the opportunity to talk with another
educator about their newly-gained teaching tech-
niques. Teachers who criticized the interview format
either preferred to give written responses or found
responding to oral questions to be highly stressful.
One reason why a greater percentage of teachers
preferred the SS1-SM format over the SSI -EM format
may be found in the differing purposes of the two
instruments. The SSI-SM was designed for beginning
teachers, while the SSI-EM was a prototype for iden-
tifying experienced exemplary teachers. nos, the
SSI-SM was administered to math specialists and
focused on topics that were relatively easy for them,
while the SS1-EM was given to subject matter gener-
alists and focused on more difficult topics it elemen-
tary mathematics such as fractions, ratios, , nd pro-
portions.

Because teachers perceived a particular format
to have both strengths and weaknesses in critical

areas, there were many recommendations that we
use of multiple assessment strategies in order to view
teaching from multiple perspectives. In designing
and implementing a comprehensive approach to
teacher assessment for licensing, the use of multiple
formats would be highly desirable. It would capital-
ize on the strengths of different formats and mini-
mize limitations associated with any particular for-
mat.

One format issue that cuts across assessments
was feedback. Teachers desired feedback on their
performance on the assessments, generally wanting
their strengths and weaknesses identified. The ma-
jority of teachers elaborating on the feedback form
wanted the feedback to occur as soon as possible after
the assessment. Appropriate feedback, however,
depends largely on scoring results, and of the five
assessments administered, only the CCI had a com-
plete scoring rubric. Scoring protocols for the SSI-SM
and 551-EM were still in development, although data
should be available late in 1989. Data by subject area
on the materials-based Elementary Education Ex-
amination will also be available then.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE
ASSESSMENTS OF BEGINNING TEACHERS

Although we are still analyzing some of the
measures, the following issues have emerged for con-
sideration in conducting future pilots and in devel-
oping assessments for beginning teachers.

Purpose of Assessment

California would like the new assessments to
serve both a summative and formative purpose. The
summative entails insuring that only qualified
teachers are granted certificates and that the criteria
for granting these certificates represent a sound
knowledge and application of teaching content and
pedagogy. The formative purpose includes providing
information and guidance that will be useful in
planning staff development activities and programs
to support and improve a new teacher's teaching
performance.

Our findings suggest that teachers are very in-
terested in receiving information from the assess-
ments that will enable them to know their strengths
and weaknesses. Both teachers and assessors sup-
ported the formative purpose of the assessments.
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Assessors and some teachers a Ise recognize and sup-
port the need to assess more directly the skills and
knowledge that are important to effective instruction
and to make credentialing decisions based on these
assessments. Thus, the summative and credentialing
purposes also received some support.

It will be important to consider the tradeoffs
and tensions that will exist when an asst: moment is
designed to serve both of these purposes. For ex-
ample, how a teacher responds in an interview will
undoubtedly be affected by whether that response is
tied to the gi inting of certification or even to poten-
tial staff development activity. if certification hangs
in the balance, they will not be inclined to reveal their
areas of uncertainty or weakness. But they may very
readily reveal these to obtain support and assistance
if the assessment is to serve a formative purpose.

Effect on Preservice/Inservice Programs. An-
other reason for developing and implementing new
assessment systems is to influence the preparation
and support given in preservice and inservice pro-
grams. Our findings suggest that teachers feel less
well prepared to teach math than other subjects in the
elementary grades, and are less comfortable with
math concepts than secondary teachers with math
majors. Also, beginning teachers related that they
had much more experience and training in some of
the assessment tasks than others. For example, lesson
planning was a familiar and relatively easy task as
compared to sequencing topics and reflecting on
alternative options for teaching. Including these ar-
eas and tasks in a credentialing system can have an
impact on the attention and support that teacher
preparation programs give toward ensuring that
prospective teachers have these skills and knowl-
edge. Thus, designing the assessment system to rep-
resent the domain of knowledge and skills required
for effective teaching and matching these domains to
the assessment methods can help lead and shape the
preparation and support of teachers.

Scoring Assessments

The lack of scoring systems for the prototype as-
sessments made assessor training difficult and analy-
sis of the instruments problematic. Test developers
have been reluctant to develop scoring systems and
criteria at an early stage in the development of these
types of innovative assessments. The intent of this
strategy ot development is to avoid limiting or reduc-

ing the assessments to that which is easily xoreable
and to push the limits of the assessments so that they
represent actual teaching skills and competence as
strongly as possible. We support this objective, but
based on the experience of pilot testing we suggest
that scoring systems be developed prior to training
assessors and administering an assessment. Scoring
criteria and protocols will affect the questions that
need to be asked to solicit information from the
assessments that matches the targeted areas.

Teacher Samples for Piloting Assessments

Emphasis should be given to creating varied
samples of teachers for future assessments. Our
experience indicates that increasing the sample size
beyond 20 teachers for pilot assessments does not
necessarily yield more information data. In particu-
lar, assessments might be designed for beginning
teachers with different levels of experience (i.e.,
beginning of first year, end of first year, and so on
through the end of the second year) because teachers'
knowledge increases markedly from the completion
of a teacher preparation program through the second
year of teaching. If sample size is increased, teachers
from varying teaching contexts should be included.
Larger samples of teachers would be more useful at
the stage of field testing in which estimates of reliabil-
ity, comparisons of different subgroups of teachers,
etc. were more critical.

Context Issues in Assessment

How can assessments reflect contextual differ-
ences in teaching? This question deserves thoughtful
consideration e we design assessments. To deter-
mine an instrument's capability to competently :,s-
sess a teacher's ability to teach in diverse contexts,
many approaches are possible, but two are obvious:
1) include questions in the assessment about varying
instruction for different types of students; and 2)
provide specific information about different con-
texts. Problems identified with some of the questions
and tasks used in this study suggest that both ap-
proaches to teaching context need further refine-
ment. Also, the interviews and multiple-choiceques-
tions are always likely to be limited in their ability to
depict teaching contexts well. On the other hand,
classroom observations, which are rich in allowing
for teaching context, are restricted to the specific
context observed. Thus, multiple asses'ir .ent strate-
gies can help provide different but complementary
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TABLE 1

Content of Assessment
1. Does the evaluation or assessment retied important teaching skills, knowledge and activities? If

teachers were to prepare or be prepared to "do well" in the evaluation or assessment, would it likely
improve their teaching or instruction?
Are there important teaching skills, knowledge and activities hat are not included in theassessment?

3. Is the content and pedagogy that is represented or assumed in the assessment consistent with the
district's curricular and instructional focus and emphasis?

4. What types of information will be produced? Will the scores or reports be useful for judging and
providing feedback an strengths and weaknesses? Will the information yield only a pass/fail
decision?

Feasibility of Assessment
5. What are the costs in terms of time and fiscal resources for the assessment, and can the district afford

to support these costs?
a. What initial and ongoing training is needed for the assessors, raters, or judges?
b. What are costs for the training, for releasing assessors or raters, for supporting teacher time?

b. What level of curriculum content knowledge is required for assessors or evaluators? For example, is
the curriculum knowledge that is reflected in the assessment such that a curriculum or content
specialist will be needed to conduct the evaluation or assessment?
a. If special knowledge is needed, e.g., math expertise to judge or evaluate teachers' ability to teach

math, is there a pool of potential assessors within the district or nearby with this knowledge?

Reliability of Assessment
7. Is there information to support the reliability or consistency of the assessment across:

a. occasions
h. raters or judges?

approaches for incorporating and assessing teachers'
ability to adjust and teach in different contexts.

lmplicatioas for Local Assessment Decisions

We have described some of the options that are
being explored to move teacher assessments away
from checklist approaches, tests of basic skills, and
indirect measures of teaching toward more authentic
forms of assessments. It is possible that districts and
local agencies may want to consider alternative
approaches or at least review their evaluation sys-
tems in light of this movement. We outline some
questions that might be useful guides in reviewing
and deciding on teacher assessment or evaluation
systems in Table 1.

These are not presented as a complete set of
criteria. They are illustrations of questions that should
be asked when considering alternative teacher as-
sessment or evaluation purposes.

SUMMARY

The above represent findings from our early
examination of alternative forms for assessing begin-
ning teachers. It appears that assessments that more
authentically represent the knowledge and skills
required for teaching have promise. If that promise is
realized, these types of assessments can help shape
the support and instruction provided to beginning
teachers, cla rify the domains that are critical for teach-
ers and that can be incorporated intocredentialing or
other assessments, and increase the public confi-
dence in the quality of the teaching force.

California's ft.ture plans include developing
and pilot testing alternative forms of teacher assess-
ments, desigi; ing a system that will combine the com-
plementary features of these different assessment
forms or modes, and developing alternative forms of
teacher support systems. These activities can help to
achieve the promise mentioned above.
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CONCLUSIONS

Insights
and Principles

Ann I. Morey
Mary Gendemalik Cooper
San Diego State University

IIIN the opening chapter, the major
forces influencing recent initiatives
to provide support and assistance

to new teachers were discussed. That chap-
ter also provided an advanced-organizer of
the topical issues examined in subsequent
chapters. This concluding chapter provides
a synthesis of insights gleaned from the
conceptual and experiential reflections of
the contributing authors. We close by rec-
ommending some guiding principles for
both new teacher assistance program devel-
opment and for framing on-going policy
considerations.
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PROGRAM INSIGIITS

Chapters 3 through ti explore in considerable
dept': distinct dimensions of new teacher support
programs. Together they provide a coherent frame-
work for developing such programs; a framework
:iufficiently flexible to accommodate diversity in im-
plementation. These chapters also contribute to
understanding the content of the Ca lifornia programs
in terms of two pervasive characteristics informed
responsiveness and the evolving nature of the pro-
grams. Content is determined and shaped by the
experience and expertise of program staff and the
new teachers themselves. Content encompasses is-
sues related to personal well-being as well as profes-
sional skills and understandings. Content evolution
is reflected in the expansion of topics from year to
year and in the ways in which topics are linked and
sequenced. The San Diego State Uri; versity /San Diego
Unified School District Retention Pmgrar.i, for ex-
ample, addressed classroom discipline issues as the
highest priority topic in its first year. By the second
year, insights and reflection led project staff to ad-
dress discipline in conjunction with motivation; in
the third year this content dimension evolved further
to engage the new teachers in considering how their
instructional _epertoire as well as their motivating
strategies were influencing classroom discipline. This
example suggests one of many kinds of evolutions
which take place in the treatment of content in pro-
grams for new teachers. Evolutions occur as a num-
ber cif forces and factors interact. Their specific char-
acter will depend, in part, on the guiding conceptions
of the program, as well as program staff's interpreta-
tions of program experiences and program impact
data. They also will depend on program staff efforts
to integrate other sources of insight, such as relevant
research, into their program reviews and revisions.
Lastly, the programs will be influenced by the deep-
ening nature of the collaboration itselfas the partners
increase their knowledge of each other's strengths
and resources and further develop their working
relationships.

The program elaboration chapters clearly sug-
gest a more integrative model of support and assis-
tance than that represented by Mitchell and Hough's
typology. Their typology is useful to analyzing the
relative emphasis of different components within an
actual program. Most of the extant programs weave
together elements of professional acculturation (stan-
dards of practice and professional identity) with

elements of accs.mating to the immediate school,
district and work- groupcontcxt. This is accomplished
through such program dimensions as the organizing
strategies (e.g. dusters, content or site-based group
meetings), project staff roles, and the treatment of
content. There may be variability of emphasisacross
programs on these dimen-ions, hut virtually all of the
programs encompass t nem.

The chapters which explore program dimen-
sions further sugi.,Test that substantial benefits accrue
to district-based staff development/inservice pro-
grams, university-based preservice programs, and to
program staff as well as to the new teachers and their
students. Chapter suggests that there are distinct
learnings and insights to be gained from working
with and in support of beginning practitioners which
enrich individual professionals as well as other pro-
gram areas for which they have re.iponsibilities.

COI.LABORATION

Resides providing a comprehensive understand-
ing of support program elements and effects, the
central chapters of th.s book suggest a great deal
about the quality and character of collaborative work.
Collabmat ion among professionals in support of new
teachers is both institutional and personal. It pro-
vides opportunities for understanding the institu-
tionally distinct purposes and tasks, the bases for
structural arrangement, thenorms of practice and the
language of the institutional culture. As much as we
are all in the same business, collaboration among
school districts, universities, and teacher's associa-
tions makes us aware of how differently we may
perceive and approach that business. Collaboration
allows us to learn about and from each other. And, as
in the case of new teacher support programs, crea-
tively corrbine each other's expertise in pursuit of
shared purpose.

Collaboration can "ale a means to correcting
misconceptions and distrust which ignorance built.
It can be a powerful vehicle for new arrangements
and alternative resource allocations. Through col-
laborative programs such as the new teacher support
programs, university faculty maintain better contact
with the world of practice and this informs their
judgments in designing or revising preservice pro-
grams. Similarly, collaboration affords experienced
teachers as means to keep abreast of research and
innovative models of practice and to contribute to
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these endeavors. Collaboratien is a way to acknowl-
edge and incorporate, through an expanded period
of preparation and induction, the ever expanding
knowledge base of pedagogy. It communicates a
powerful image that learning to teach is a life-long
collegial venture. Further, it enhances integration
and articulation of theory and practice through a
guided period of transition from student to profes-
sional practitioner, not unlike other professions.

Collaboration can promote and help sustain
institutional as well as personal renewal. It is, none-
theless, taxing, time-consuming, sometimes intru-
sive. On the basis of the programs reported herein,
the benefits of collaboration make the effort worth-
while. All of these programs are in some sense col-
laborations, involving various combinations of the
seven key groups of players identified by Mitchell
and I-Inugh. It should further be noted that 80 percent
of the original California New Teacher Project propos-
als were school-district/university collaboratives.
There is undoubtedly a broadly-based perception
that such arrangements are mutually beneficial.

CONCEPTIONS AND ASSESSMENT

It is evident from the discussion in Chapter 9
regarding the assessment initiatives for teacher
credentialing and licensure that the guiding
conceptions of teaching and teacher are not those
embedded in more prevalc nt performance-ohservatiolt-
for-detecting-specific-behaviors assessment mk dels. The
developing assessment protocol reflects a deeper
understanding of the complexities of teaching and
teacher thinking. The assessments are being designed
to reveal and probe teachers' decisionmaking and the
content and pedagogical knowledge which undergird
and give meaning to the overt deliberate actions of
teaching.

Standards and assessments related to teacher
licensure must be recognized as categorically distinct
from support and assistance initiatives. The two en-
terprises need not and ought not be discordant. To
the extent that both efforts emanate from congruent
conceptions of teacher and teaching and are grounded
in the same theoretical and research paradigm they
can symbiotically support each other. Together they
can serve as powerful catalysts for exemplary profes-
sional practice and on-going professional growth. To
the extent that structures and networks can be made
to facilitatecontinuouscommunication between these

two efforts, they will enrich and inform each other, to
the ultimate benefit of the teaching profession as a
whole, and to the students of California's public
schools.

Laura Wagner opened this book by describing
the characteristic diversity of California's popula-
tion, politics, and public education institutions. In
education, at least, that diversity can be woven into a
resilient cloth only if there are informed comprehen-
sive conceptions of who we are, what we are about,
and the goals we are pursuing. Diversity, then, be-
comes a well-spring from which ideas, models, strate-
gies and approaches for deliberate action are forged.
Within this framework, delegations of authority and
responsibility are not used to separate interests or
perspectives, nor to create counter-productive status
hierarchies.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

We began this book by examining how the
current interest in programs for new teachers stems
from a concern for the quality of public education in
Es.: United States and from increased recognition of
the many challenges new teachers face. The impend-
ing teacher shortage and the staggering statistics
regarding the proportion of new teachers who leave
the classroom during their first five years of teaching
have added to the impetus for such programs. The
initial evaluations of the California programs indi-
cate that these programs are successful in assisting
novices to become professional educators. The data
also suggest a dramatic increase in the retention of
these teachers. Clearly, the programs are having their
intended impacts.

We conclude with some general observations.
Teaching is a complex task involving an extended
period of preparation and a lifelong journey involv-
ing continuous professional development. In addi-
tion, today's teachers face special challenges related
to the increasing ethnic and linguistic diversity of
students, the changing societal context and the condi-
tion of public education. Programs to assist new
teachers must be based Oil conceptualizations which
recognize this complexity and which provide a or-
ganizing framework for the actual program. In cur-
rent practice, the presence and influence of different
frameworks is sometimes more tacit; embedded in
specific activities rather than clearly articulated and
serving as the guiding standard for determining
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assistance efforts. We maintain that programs will be
more coherent and effective if the relationship be-
tween the operational program and the conceptual
framework is more explicit.

Such corceptualizations will ' :d nmgram
organizers to move away from proviulagg assistance
at just the survival level. This was most obvious in the
California case by the move from first year program
emphasis on classroom management and discipline
to increased focus on motivating students, instruc-
tional performance and professional development.

Our experience has lead us to focus also on the
importance of the selection and preparation of the
individuals who provide assistance. Relatedly, the
benefits to the providers in terms of their own profes-
sional growth and in the execution of their responsi-
bilities have been impressive.

We are convinced that whenever possible col-
laborative models of assistance should be imple-
mented. The combined expertise and other resources
of the collaborating partners produce a more effec-
tive model of assistance. As public policy is formed
regarding nc w teacher programs, we believe that the
nature of these collaborations should be defined in
very general terms. Matters regarding who the col-

laborators are and fiscal agents should be decided by
local groups. Our experience with the fine models
designed and implemented in this diverse state have
led us to this conclusion. Further, we are impressed
with the amount of in-kind resources and "volun-
teered" extra time that has been contributed to the
projects. We are concerned about the ability of insti-
tutions and individuals to sustain such efforts over
the long term. Given this situation and the large
public investment in preparing a new teacher, we
hope that California will not be penny wise and
pound foolish in it, decision regarding what consti-
tutes sufficient resource support for programs for
new teachers.

The California experience is just one of many
efforts to assist new teachers occurring throughout
the country. We are impressed simultaneously by the
similarities and diversity across our programs and
believe our experience is not unique to our state. We
have tried to capture our knowledge about providing
assistance for the development of new teachers, and
in the process have discovered that we havegrown as
professionals through our work with them and with
our colleagues in the schools, teacher associations,
universities and state level agencies. We are encour-
aged by the dedication and growth of the new teach-
ers as we know that the youth in our schools will
benefit from their efforts.
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APPENDIX A

Resources

Carol Withers
San Diego State University

CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development National
Training Center Summer Program
(A variety of 5-day programs)
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
125 N. West Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-2798
(703) 549-9110

Case Approach to Mentor Training
Judith H. Shulman
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000

Effective Instruction and
Instructional Management
(Three workshops: Effective
Instruction; Effective
Supervision; Planning/
Monitoring of Staff Development)
Michele Garside, Coordinator
San Diego County Office of
Ech.cation
6401 Linda Vista Road Room 405
San Diego, CA 92111

Three workshops: class manage-
ment, raising student productivity,
instant involvement seminars
Meredith Fellows
5865 Friars Road, # 3405
San Diego, CA 92110

Language Development Across the
Curriculum Training Modules
Charles S. Terrell
San Bernardino County
Superintendent of Schools
601 North E Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 387-3135

PRIVATE TRAINERS

Management teaching tools
Rick Morris
4305 Gesner Street, Suite 202
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 276-6301

Geraldine Flaherty
Peer Bach Trainer
Performance Learning Systems
224 Church
Nevada City, CA 95959
(916) 265-6264

Positive Parent Relationships
Training
Lee Canter and Associates
P.O. Box 2113
Santa Monica, CA 94087
(800) 2624347

Randy Sprick
Teaching Strategies, Inc.
P.O. Box 5205
Eugene, OR 97405
(800) 323-8819

Training Workshops (a variety of
topics)
Karen Olsen
California Institute for School
Improvement
1107 9th Street, Suite # 150
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-2474

Bonnie Williamson
Dynamic Teaching Company
P. 0. Box 276711
Sacrameri.o, CA 95827
(916) 638-1136
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For Bilingual and English as a
Second Language contact:
The California Association of
Bilingual Educators
926 J Street, Suite 810
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-3986

*$OOKS AND HANDBOOKS

Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
Supervision Library
(A variety of books)
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
125 N. West Street
Alexandria VA 22314-2798
(703) 549-9110

Attracting, Retaining, and
Deelopins Quality Teachers in
Small Schools
(cite order number RL-9040-588-
WR)
The Regional Laboratory for
Educational Improvement of the
Northeast and Islands
290 South Main Street
Andover, MA 01810

Beginning Teachers and
Professional Development
(cite order number PPD-706-
10S82-WR)
Central Regional Educational
Laboratory
295 Emroy Ave.
Elmhurst, IL 60126

Bright Ideas by Meredith Fellows
(160 ideas to involve students in
productive thinking)
Meredith Fellows
Box 81
Fallbrook, CA 92028

The Holmes Group Forum (free)
The Holmes Group
501 Erickson Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824-1023
(517) 353-3874

Mentor flandlxvic
Northwest Regional Education
Laboratory
Marketing Office
101 S. W. Main Street
Portland, OR 97204

The Mentor Teacher Role: Owners'
Manual by Karen Olsen (1987)
Karen Olsen
California Institute for School
Improvement
1107 9th Street, Suite 150
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-2474

Crossing the Schoolhouse Border by
Laurie Olsen
California Tomorrow
849 South Broadway, Suite 831
Los Angeles, CA 90014
(213) 623-6231

Preparing Mentors for Work with
Beginning Teachers: A Leader's
Guide to Mentor Training
Publications
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000
Or

ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management
University of Oregon, Eugene
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403-5207

Kinnoledge Base for the Beginning
Teacher by Maynard Reynolds
(editor)
Pergamon Press
Maxwell House, Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 100523
(914) 592 7700

The Intern Teacher Casebook by
Judith H. Shulman and Joel A.
Colbert ;1988)
Publications
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000

The Mentor Teacher Casebook by
Judith H. Shulman and Joel A.
Colbert (1987)
Publications
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000

Sourcebook for Rural Educators by
BethAnn Berliner
Publications
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000

The Solution Book byRandy Sprick
Teaching Strategies, Inc.
P.O. Box 5205
Eugene, OR °7405
(800) 323-8819

Teacher Preparation for Rural
Schools
(cite order number NL-788-WR)
Northwest Regional Education
Laboratory
Document Reproduction Service
101 S. W. Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204
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A First-Year Teacher's Guidebook
for Success by
Bonnie Williamson
Dynamic Teaching Company
P. O. Box 276711
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 638-1136

For Bilingual and English as a
Second Language, contact:
David Dolson, Assistant
Manager
Bilingual Education Unit
California State Department of
Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

VIDEOS

Another Set of Eyes
Part One: Techniques for
Classroom Observation (over 90
minutes, 80 page trainer's
manual)
Part Two: Conferencing Skills (over
120 minutes, 80 page trainer's
manual; available for purchase,
rent, or preview)
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
125 N. West Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-2798
(703) 549-9110

Classroom Episodes
(A set of ten videos, may be
purchased separately; available
for purchase, rent, or preview)
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
125 N. West Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-2798
(703) 549-9110

Classroom Management with Pat
Wolfe
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
125 N. West Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-2798
(703) 549-9110

How You Can Be a Super
Successful Teacher (an audiotape)
Dr. Harry Wong
1536 Queens Town Ct.
Surtnyvai CA 94087

Management teaching tools
Rick Morris
4305 Gesner Street, Suite 202
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 276-6301

Randy Sprick
Teaching Strategies, Inc.
P.O. Box 5205
Eugene, OR 97405
(800) 323-8819

For Bilingual and English as a
Second Language Curriculum,
contact:
Tim Allen, Director
Second Language Division
San Diego City, Schools
4100 Normal Street
"in Diego, CA, 92103-2682
(619) 293-8096
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APPENDIX B

Contributors

Allen, Lana
Milpitas Unified School
District

Balch, Pamela
San Diego State University

Bar loga, Mary Beth
San Leandro Unified School
District

Berg, Marlowe
San Diego State University

Bernhardt, Victoria
California State University,
Chico

Berry, Jan
Modesto City School
District

Bern 'aqua, Louise
John Swett Unified School
District

Bissell, Joan
University of California,
Irvine

Blackney, Denise
Upland Unified School
District

Brinlee, Pat
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing

Brown, Jim
San Francisco State
University

Bye, Tom
Vallejo City Unified

Cates, Carolyn
Far West Laboratory

Cauchi, Paul
Milpitas Unified School
District

Chryst, Sue
Pittsburg, California

Colvin, Carolyn
San Diego State University

Cooper, Mary GendPrnalik
San Diego State University

Cooper-Shoup, Susan
California State University,
San Bernardino

Cronenwett, Susan
Sacramento City Unified
School District

Dawson, Donna
San Jose Unified School
District

Dianda, Marcella
Southwest Regional
Laboratory

Ely, Evelyn
E. M. Cox School

Fitch, Phil
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing

IIIIHE editors would like to express
appreciation to participants at the
invitational workshop on Begin-

ning Teacher Programs and the Bay Area Re-
gional Planning Seminaron Supporting New
Teachers and others who havecontributed to
this guidebook.

Folsom, Roxie
Burlingame School District

Gair, Stefan
Pittsburg Unified School
District

Garmston, Susan
State Department of
Education

Getridge, Carolyn
Oakland Unified School
District

Frank
Gilroy Unified School
District

Ginwright, Sylvia
La Mesa/Spring Valley
School District

Godbold, Delores
Roosevelt Junior High
School

Green, Jennie Spencer
California State University,
Chancellor's Office

Harris, Cynthia
California State University,
Hayward

Hightower, Cheryl
Alameda County 0
Education

Hogan, Kathy
San Mateo Schools

Holtzmann, Jane
California State
Department of Education

Hoover, Mary Lee
Livermore Valley Unified
School District

Hope, Donna
New Haven School District

Hopper, Mary
San Diego City Schools

Hough, David
University of California,
Riverside

Hunter, Ena I.
Pittsburg Unified School
District

Hunter, Jim
Berryessa Union School
District

Johnson, Yvonne
Cajon Valley Unified School
District

Johnston, fabiola
Los Angeles Unified School
District

Kapic, Linda
Lodi Unified School District

Keitel, Christine
Cajon Valley Unified School
District
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Kelly, Pat
United States
International University

Kohonen, Viljo
University of California,
Santa Cruz

Krahcnbuhl, Janice
Gilroy Unified School
District

Lass, Mary Jo
California State University,
Long Beach

Lemoyne, Frances
San Mateo Unified School
District

Loucks, Sharon
Fresno County Office of
Education

Mackie, B. I.
Cabrillo Unified School
District

Majetic, Dick
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing

Martin, Nancy
California State University,
San Bernardino

McBride, Susan
California Polytechnic
State University,
San Luis Obispo

McClung, R.E.
Centralia School District

McLevie, John
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing

Merseth, Katherine K.
University of California,
Riverside

Miller, Ernestine
Claremont Middle School

Mitchell, Douglas E.
University of California,
Riverside

Mitchell, Jim
Santa Clara Unified
School District

Moran, Marilyn
Sequoia High School

Morey, Ann I.
San Diego State University

Muniz, Sophia
Fresno Unified School
District

Murphy, Diane
San Diego State University

Myatt, Keith
Burbank Unified School
District

Nagel, Anne
San Diego State University

Nielsen, Donald
California State Llnivers
Los Angeles

Perotti, Paul
Milpitas Unified School
District

Raczka, Don
Poway Unified School
District

Ratzlaff, Charlotte
San Mateo Union High
School District

Riggs, Iris
California State University,
San Bernardino

Ritchie, Lorraine
San Leandro Unified
School District

Roberts, Michael
Winters Joint Unified
School District

Roth, Rob
California State University,
Long Beach

Sandlin, Ruth
California State University,
San Bernardino

Shaw, Bev
Milpitas Unified School
District

Shulman, Judith H.
Far West Laboratory

Sleiman, Vicki
Poway School District

Sly, Caro lie
Alameda County Office o
Education

Sweetland, Greta
Upland Unified School
District

Swihart, Virginia
New Haven Unified

Todd, Larry
Orchard School District

Towner, Arthurlene
California State University,
Hayward

Van Wyke, Carol
Upland Unified School
District

Wagner, Laura
Stale Department of
Education

Ward, Beatrice
Southwest Regional
Laboratory

Warren, Betsy
Berryessa Union School
District

Wasserman, Susan
California State Univers
Nor

Waters, Louise
California State Univers
Hayward

Watson, Maria
California State Univers
Hayward

Weir, Cathy
San Mateo City Schools

Wierman, Starla
Winters Joint Unified
School District

Wiggins, Lorna
John Swett Unified School
District

Wilkins, Jan
San Jose Unified School
District

Williams, Diana
Long Beach Unified
School District

Williamson, Sandy
Alameda County Office o
Education

Withers, Carol
San Diego State University

Worthy, Regina
San Francisco Parksidc
Center

Wright, David
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing

Yanos, Mary Ann
Walnut Valley Unified
School District
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